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Abstract

Intrinsic variability occurs between individual MOSFET transistors caused by atomic-scale differences in the construction of devices. The impact of this variability will become a major issue in future circuit design as the devices scale below 50nm. In this thesis, the background to the causes and effects of intrinsic variability, in particular that of random dopant placement and line-edge roughness, is discuss. A system is developed which uses a genetic algorithm to attempt to optimise the dimensions of transistors within standard-cell libraries, with the aim of improving performance and reducing the impact of intrinsic variability in terms of the effect on circuit delay and power consumption. The genetic algorithm uses a multi-objective fitness function to allow a number of circuit characteristics to be considered in the evolution process.

The system is tested using different standard-cell libraries from open-source and commercial providers, with developments and alterations to the system that have been made throughout the course of the experiments discussed. Comparisons of the performance with other optimisation techniques, hill climbing and simulated-annealing, are discussed. The optimisation process concludes with the use of e-Science techniques to allow for detailed statistical analysis of the evolved designs on high-performance computing clusters. The observed results for two-input logic gates demonstrate that the technique can be effective in the reduction of statistical spread in the delay and power consumption of circuits subject to intrinsic variability.

The thesis finishes with the investigation of larger circuits which are assembled from the optimised cells. A proposed design methodology is introduced, in which the processes of logic design are broken into small blocks, each of which uses techniques from evolutionary computation to improve performance. This includes an investigation into the application of a multi-objective fitness function to improve the performance of logic circuits evolved using Cartesian Genetic Programming, which produces designs for logic multiplier and display driver circuits which are competitive with human-produced designs and other evolved designs. These designs are assessed for their variability tolerance, with the multiplier circuit demonstrating an improvement in delay variability.
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Hypothesis

The impact of intrinsic-variability within standard-cell designs can be diminished through the optimisation of transistor dimensions using a Multiple-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm. This method can then be combined with other established evolutionary techniques, to create a complete design process for intrinsic-variability tolerant logic circuits, without the need for human designs and intervention.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The semiconductor industry is a huge global industry, with annual sales now in excess of $250 billion, built on principles of ever increasing power, capacity and speed [6]. For semiconductor companies to produce more powerful microprocessors and more capacious memory chips, it is necessary to periodically shrink the size of components that make up these circuits - the MOS transistors that are assembled in pairs to form the building block logic and memory cells.

For many years this reduction in the size of transistors, named device scaling, happened with relative ease, with many technological breakthroughs in the lithographic and fabrication processes that were needed to create smaller devices. Individual transistors have shrunk from the 10-μm devices that populated Intel’s 4004 microprocessor to 32nm in the cutting-edge devices of today \(^1\). Given the atomic radius of a silicon atom is 0.11nm, it is clear that transistors are now approaching a size where they can be considered in terms of their atomic volume instead of traditional dimensions.

In the construction of a transistor, dopant atoms are implanted into the silicon lattice. Whilst the processes are tightly controlled, it is not possible to perfectly control the exact quantity and resting position of these dopants. As a consequence, no two transistors will be exactly the same, which results in differences in the electronic characteristics of each device. Whilst historically these differences have been small enough to be ignored, in recent years the extent of the variations and their random nature has grown to a point whereby transistor variability is now one of the major limiting factors that is curtailing the progression of scaling.

Conventional methods to simulate transistors and circuits, and workflows for creating designs,

\(^1\)The figures actually represent the expected DRAM half-pitch - half the distance between cells in a block of dynamic RAM - rather than minimum transistor channel length, which is generally slightly shorter.
do not cater for the effects of variability; within a few years transistors will be scaled to a point where device failure rates and impaired performance will demand drastically different techniques in the design on circuits. Variability can be modelled, but it requires vast three dimensional statistical simulations that consider the electronic flow at an atomic level, which consumes colossal computational resources.

In this thesis, attempts to develop methods which will reduce the impact of this unavoidable variability are made. A system to attempt to optimise circuits through automatic adjustment of transistor dimensions within a conventional software simulation package is introduced. The optimisation system is based on ideas that come from the world of evolutionary computation, in which algorithms inspired by Darwinian models of evolution are used to accelerate the search process.

1.2 The Nano-CMOS Project

The research described in this thesis has formed part of a four-year EPSRC funded project entitled “Meeting the design challenges of nano-CMOS Electronics”, which is herein known as the nano-CMOS project. The project includes research groups from Glasgow, Manchester, Edinburgh and Southampton Universities and also the National E-Science Centre in Edinburgh, in addition to here at the Intelligent Systems Group, within the Department of Electronics at the University of York. The project secured four years of funding from the EPSRC, beginning in October 2006, with substantial further backing from several key industrial partners including Fujitsu, ARM, Wolfson Microelectronics, Freescale, National Semiconductor and Synopsys. The overall goal of the research project is to design accurate models for the simulation of the next generations of MOS transistors devices, focussing primarily on devices in the 45nm - 18nm range. Statistically-based modelling techniques are necessary in the extraction and evaluation of device parameters, as individual transistor elements contain inherent stochastic parameter fluctuations which cannot be removed by refining the manufacturing process.

Device variability is caused by both unavoidable intrinsic parameter fluctuations and also microscopic differences which can occur at many different stages within the silicon manufacturing process. Accounting for this device variability, through the use of new tools and techniques within the design tool-chains, will add a significant complexity to the overall design process, and will require the coordination of many teams of device experts and the tools they use. A detailed overview of the background to device fluctuations, their causes and the methods used to model them, along with suggested methods of overcoming their implications, is covered in Chapter 2.
1.3 Objectives

The nano-CMOS project is led by the Device Modelling Group within the Electronics Department at the University of Glasgow, where sets of statistical models which include intrinsic parameter fluctuations have been developed for devices based on 45nm, 35nm and 18nm technology nodes. The simulations have used both in-house and commercial tools. Libraries of transistor compact models, which can be used in traditional software simulation tools such as SPICE, have been extracted from the analysis of the simulation results. The Microsystems Technology Group at the University Glasgow have worked to develop integrated circuit & device simulators and circuit level compact models using these results. A team at the Electronic Systems Design Group at the University of Southampton have attempted to incorporate the variability statistics higher up the design tool chain by means of extracting behavioural models for standard cell libraries, and a team from the Mixed-Mode Design Group at the University of Edinburgh are developing techniques for using the models to perform noise simulation and circuit level. The variability-aware compact models have been made available on a computing-grid to the Advance Processor Technologies Group at the University of Manchester, who are investigating the impact of device variability on existing design styles (including a large-scale multiprocessor architecture) [21].

A central focus of the whole project is the close involvement with the e-Science community and the use of cluster-based and Grid computing resources. Grid computing is a special form of parallel computation technology which provides the framework to share processing load across many computers, often distributed at different locations, which are networked together. This allows distributed groups of users to collaborate by sharing not just computing resources, but also designs, work-flows and data-sets, allowing new ways of performing collaborative research. At the heart of the nano-CMOS project is the development of the prototype of a ‘nano-CMOS Design Grid’, in which each project partner has attempted to grid-enable their code and work flows to allow for the secure and efficient interactions between sites necessary for the progress of the overall project. This has been achieved through the nano-CMOS portal\(^2\) which is the web-based hub for initiating simulations and transferring results, and the use of distributed file-servers based on the Andrew File System (AFS).

1.3 Objectives

The project proposal expressed the ISG’s intended involvement in the project by suggesting three key questions to be answered, all relating to methods in which evolutionary algorithms and associated ideas could be used to assist or improve the modelling of next-generation de-

\(^2\)Accessed through the secure server at https://www.nanocmos.ac.uk/.
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vices, be it within the creation of the models, or in using the models to create improved performance of devices and circuits.

- How can evolutionary techniques be used to limit the effects of parameter variations?

- How can evolutionary techniques be used within device models to alleviate parameter fluctuation problems?

- How can parameter variation datasets be best used by evolutionary techniques to improve system performance?

Over the course of the four year project, the research at York has primarily focussed on addressing the first question above, although all three questions have been addressed in some capacity, as is discussed in the conclusions of this thesis. Two separate routes have been investigated in an attempt to find solutions to the first question. Dr. James Walker has focussed on investigating if the use of evolutionary techniques, notably a reworking of Cartesian Genetic Programming, could be used to design novel topologies of logic cells, which offered improved performance over conventional designs when subjected to the effects of transistor variability. I have attempted to reduce the impact of variability through the optimisation of transistor dimension within conventional and evolved standard cells through the use of a Genetic Algorithm. This has been followed with an investigation to see if other established evolutionary techniques can be combined in a design flow to create completely novel variability tolerant circuits. As such, the following statements can be considered the hypothesis which the research presented in thesis attempts to prove:

*The impact of intrinsic-variability within standard-cell designs can be diminished through the optimisation of transistor dimensions using a Multiple-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm. This method can then be combined with other established evolutionary techniques, to create a complete design process for intrinsic-variability tolerant logic circuits, without the need for human designs and intervention.*
1.4 Structure of Thesis

The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of the problem of transistor variability. This commences with a description of the MOS transistor and its physical operation, including the processes involved in creating large scale integrated circuits. An analysis of the different causes and consequences of device variability is then given, focussed on the stochastic variations caused by atomic level differences. This is followed by descriptions of the systems used to model variability and simulate transistor-based circuits, emphasising the tools that are used in this thesis. The chapter concludes with a look at the consequences of variability on logic design and what potential solutions exist to surmount the issues.

Chapter 3 gives an outline of the field of evolutionary computation, looking at the history and operations of the main types of evolutionary algorithms, including a detailed analysis of multi-objective optimisation techniques which are used in this research. A summary of some of the major developments of evolutionary techniques applied to field of electronic engineering is given at the conclusion of the chapter.

Chapter 4 introduces the framework of tools that have been developed to combine the variability-aware compact models, described in Chapter 2, with the multi-objective evolutionary algorithms discussed in Chapter 3. This includes a detailed description of the Simple Genetic Algorithm, which is used to optimise transistor dimensions within standard cell libraries.

The application of the algorithm is covered in Chapter 5, which discussed the results obtained when applying the algorithm to different sets of publicised libraries of cells. The developments made to the system throughout the course of the experiments are discussed, with comparisons to other optimisation techniques given.

Chapter 6 proposes the development of evolution inspired algorithms further into the logic design framework, by means of combining the optimisation techniques discussed in Chapters 4 & 5 with a system for creating logic topologies at a block-level. This aims to create the beginning seed of a system by which large logic designs can be completely evolved and optimised without the need for traditional design methods. Concluding remarks and observations are given in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Transistor Variability

2.1 Introduction

Complimentary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) form the backbone of almost all modern digital circuits. The first example of integrating multiple components on a monolith of semiconductor was demonstrated by Jack Kilby in 1958 [83]. The first CMOS based devices were assembled by Fairchild Semiconductor in 1963 [174], with the first commercial CMOS integrated circuits, the ‘CD4000’ series, released by RCA in 1968 [107]. The vast majority of very large scale integration (VLSI) \(^1\) circuits are assembled from CMOS-based logic, including microprocessors, programmable hardware such as FPGAs, memory and many other types of circuits. Designs are build using complementary, symmetrical pairs of p-type and n-type MOSFETs arranged to create logic and memory functions.

The semiconductor industry itself is built upon the principles of CMOS devices increasing in complexity and performance with each product generation. The physical sizes of die (the functional block of the integrated circuit as fabricated on silicon) are fundamentally limited by the physical properties of the silicon wafer and economic constraints; thus in order to achieve increasing complexity, the dimensions of individual transistors have to periodically shrink. Transistor have now shrunk to a point where their construction can now be considered in terms of atoms instead of conventional dimensions, however it is not possible to guarantee the atomic layout and structure of any two transistors will be identical. The atomic variations between transistors results in significant differences in their operating characteristics, which creates new problems in the design, simulation and operation of large circuits which are not

\(^1\)VLSI is herein used to describe all integrated circuits with upwards of one hundred thousand devices. This includes ultra large scale integration (ULSI), with tens of millions of devices per chip, and gigascale integration (GSI), with billions of devices per chip [113].
2.2 The Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor

The Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is a four-terminal device, available with either an n-type or a p-type channel. It is often used in pairs to form digital operations, and it is also used extensively in modern analogue circuits as current sources, voltage-controlled resistors and for power switching. Unlike a bipolar junction transistor (BJT), in which the output current is controlled by the input current at the base terminal, the FET controls output current based on the input voltage at the gate terminal. Field-effect transistors exist as both Junction FET (JFET) and Insulated-Gate FET (IGFET); the MOSFET is a type of IGFET where the metal gate electrode is electrically insulated from the substrate via a thin layer of silicon oxide.

The schematic symbols for the main types of MOSFET transistors, along with their association voltage and current definitions, is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The substrate connection in a FET, often labelled as B or bulk, in most often connected to the source; in many devices this connection is made internally, hence both the schematic and packaged device are often seen with only three terminals.

In a MOSFET transistor, the drain current $I_D$ is controlled by the gate-source junction voltage $V_{GS}$. This relationship gives the transconductance, $g_m$, using the following formula:
Transconductance \( g_m \) is measured in \textit{mho} or \textit{Siemens}, although with \( I_D \) typically being measured in the range of \( \mu \text{A} \) or mA, it is more common to find values represented in terms of millisiemens (mS). MOSFETs are available which cover a vast range of power handlings, with large discrete devices able to sink several hundred Watts, and the very low gate-leakage makes them suitable for numerous applications [79].

### 2.2.1 Structure of Field-Effect Transistors

The structure of a typical NMOS and PMOS transistor illustrated in Figure 2.2. In a fabricated CMOS circuit, a lightly doped \( p^- \) silicon is used as the device substrate, allowing a n-channel device to be directly formed with two heavily doped \( n^+ \) regions; a p-channel device requires the creation of an additional lightly doped \( n^- \) well, as can be seen in Figure 2.2b. The heavily doped regions form the Source and Drain connections, with the gate electrode separated by a thin layer of oxide.

![Figure 2.2: Physical cross-sectional structure of a NMOS and PMOS transistor, based on illustrations from [154, 160]](image)
Early MOS transistors were built with a metal gate electrode (typically aluminium) on top of an oxide insulating layer on top of a semiconducting substrate. More recent designs replaced the metal gate electrode with one made from a polycrystalline silicon material which can tolerate the high temperatures in the annealing process better (although the name MOS has been retained). Some of the most recent design have an insulating layer with a high dielectric constant (known as high-\(\kappa\) models) have reverted back to using a metal layer as the gate electrode. To improve the performance in terms of speed and power consumption, the scaling of individual components is reduced allowing it to operate at a faster speed or with lower power wastage.

### 2.2.2 Function of Field-Effect Transistors

The basic function of a MOS transistor can be evaluated by considering the behaviour of an n-MOS device under different conditions. With all terminals grounded, the source and drain electrodes are separated by a pair of back-to-back P-N junctions, resulting in a very high resistance; the gate and substrate form a capacitor with the \(SiO_2\) acting as a dielectric. If a negative voltage is applied to the gate, negative charges will accumulate in the poly-silicon gate and increased positive charges will be attracted to the channel. If either the source or drain are then given a positive-bias, only a negligible current will flow between them; this is the leakage current of the device.

When a positive potential is applied between the gate and source (\(V_{GS}\)), holes are repelled away from the substrate-oxide interface which results in a depletion region. An increase in the gate voltage results in negative charges being attracted to the channel; once enough exist the channel will change from being a \(p^-\) region to a \(n\) region and is said to be inverted. The gate-source voltage at which this inversion takes place (i.e. when the concentrations of electrons under the gate equals the concentration of holes deep in the \(p^-\) substrate is the transistor threshold voltage, \(V_T\). In the simplest approximation, when \(V_{GS}\) is below \(V_T\) no current flows between source and drain - the device is in its cut-off region. If \(V_{GS}\) is above \(V_T\), the channel electrically joins source and drain and current can flow freely [15].

Clearly this is an over-simplification; in reality when \(V_{GS}\) is close to \(V_T\) a gradual change of charge occurs in the channel, resulting in small current flow from source to drain; the device is considered to be in ‘weak inversion’ and working in the sub-threshold region.
**MOSFET as a capacitor**

In a condition where the channel is present, the accumulated negative charge is proportional to $V_{GS}$ and is dependant on the oxide-thickness $t_{ox}$ with the transistor operating as a capacitor. The gate capacitance per unit area is defined as follows:

$$
C_{ox} = \frac{\epsilon_{ox}\epsilon_0}{t_{ox}}
$$

(2.2)

in which $\epsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space, $\approx 8.854 \times 10^{-12}$ Fm$^{-1}$, and $\epsilon_{ox}$ is the relative permittivity of $SiO_2$, $\approx 3.9$. The total capacitance of the device can be calculated by multiplying equation 2.2 by the device area:

$$
C_{gs} = WLC_{ox}
$$

(2.3)

This allows the charge in the device channel to be calculated as follows:

$$
Q_T = C_{gs}(V_{GS} - V_T)
$$

(2.4)

**MOSFET as a resistor**

An increase in $V_D$ allows a current to flow between drain and source through the channel. When $V_D$ is of a small value well below $V_T$, the charge-density in the channel will not increase significantly. The device effectively operates as a resistor of length $L$ and width $W$, which relates the drain-source current $I_{DS}$ and voltage $V_{DS}$ based on the gate voltage as follows:

$$
I_{DS} = \mu_n C_{ox} (V_{GS} - V_T) \frac{W}{L} V_{DS}
$$

(2.5)

**MOSFET in linear region**

As $V_D$ increase, the charge density profile across the channel changes. It is generally assumed to be a linear gradient between source and drain, which results in a revised equation to relate $I_{DS}$ to $V_{DS}$; the current follows a linear relation to $V_{GS}$ and a quadratic relation to $V_{DS}$ [15]:

$$
I_{DS} = \mu_n C_{ox} \left( V_{GS} - V_T - \frac{V_{DS}}{2} \right) \frac{W}{L} V_{DS}
$$

(2.6)
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MOSFET in saturation region

Once $V_D$ is increased the point where the drain-gate voltage $V_{DG}$ equals threshold voltage $V_T$, the charge density in the channel adjacent to the drain becomes zero and consequentially the current $I_D$ approaches its maximum value; the transistor is said to be in saturation region. The charge concentration in the channel can be approximated as being constant beyond this point, which allows a new current expression to be derived. Given that $V_{DG} \geq V_T$ and $V_{DS} = V_{GS} + V_{DG}$, we can define a condition $V_{DS_{sat}} = V_{GS} - V_T$. Replacing $V_{DS}$ with $V_{DS_{sat}}$ in equation 2.6 yields the saturation region current equation:

$$I_{DS} = \mu_n C_{ox} (V_{GS} - V_T)^2 \frac{W}{2L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

In reality a further increase in $V_D$ results in an effect named channel length modulation, in which the channel length is decreased and the pinch-off region is increase. To account for this effect, a revised saturation region current equation incorporates a modulation factor $\lambda$ which is inversely proportional to channel length $L$, as shown:

$$I_{DS} = \mu_n C_{ox} (V_{GS} - V_T)^2 \frac{W}{2L} \left[1 + \lambda (V_{DS} - V_{DS_{sat}})\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

When $V_{DS}$ increases well beyond $V_{DS_{sat}}$ the device can enter a condition known as breakdown, in which current can increase dramatically with $V_{DS}$. The causes of device breakdown differ between short and long channel devices; in the former it is a breakdown of the parasitic bipolar transistor formed whilst in the latter it is a breakdown of the drain-body p-n junction [42].

Body-Effect

All the previous equations have assumed the substrate connection is connected to the source; this is certainly the most common form of operation, but is not a prerequisite condition. Where the source and substrate are at different potentials, a number of second-order effects exist which are named ‘body effect’; this can be modelled as an increase in threshold voltage, as shown in the following formula derived by Gray and Meyer, in which $V_{SB}$ is the source-substrate potential and $V_{T,n0}$ is the threshold voltage with zero $V_{SB}$ [69].

$$V_{T,n} = V_{T,n0} + \gamma \left(\sqrt{V_{SB} + 2|\phi_F|} - \sqrt{2|\phi_F|}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)
Parasitic Effects in a MOS Transistor

A MOS transistor in the saturation region includes several parasitic capacitive effects, which are illustrated in the cross-sectional model shown in Figure 2.3. The most significant effect occurs from the capacitors formed between the gate and source of the device; these are depicted in the diagram as $C_{gch}$ and $C_{g$s}$. The capacitor formed between the gate poly-silicon and the channel can be approximated to a linear capacitor dependant on the device area and oxide thickness, which roughly equates to: \[ C_{gch} \approx \frac{2}{3} W L C_{ox} \] (2.10)

There is an additional contribution from the capacitance that occurs in the narrow overlap between the gate and the $n^+$ doped source region, which results from horizontal spreading of the dopant during the fabrication process. Considering the length of the overlap to be $L_{overlap}$ the resulting parasitic capacitance is equal to:

\[ C_{g$s_{overlap}} = W L_{overlap} C_{ox} \] (2.11)

Equations 2.10 and 2.11 can be combined to give a gate-source capacitance $C_{g,s}$ as follows:

\[ C_{g,s} \approx W \left( \frac{2}{3} L + L_{overlap} \right) C_{ox} \] (2.12)

A similar overlap exists between the gate and drain regions resulting in a gate-drain ca-
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The other parasitic capacitances occur between at the interfaces between the source, channel and drain regions with the substrate and field-implant regions. The most significant are $C_{s,b}$ and $C_{d,b}$, formed by the depletion regions which occur at the reverse-biased p-n junctions at the source and drain. If $L_{eff}$ is the defined as the length of the n$^+$ source and drain regions, the capacitances can be calculated as follows [160]:

$$C_{s,b,d} = \frac{W L_{eff}}{(1 + V_{D,S}/\Phi_b)^{MJ} \times C_J}$$

(2.14)

where $\Phi_b$ is the working potential of the bulk, and $MJ$ and $CJ$ are process-dependant constants. The capacitances between the source and drain regions with the field-implant regions are considered to be side-wall effects and can be calculated as follows:

$$C_{s,b,sidewall,d,b,sidewall} = \frac{W + 2L_{eff} (1 + V_{D,S}/\Phi_b)^{MJ_{sidewall}} \times C_{J_{sidewall}}}$$

(2.15)

In addition to the parasitic capacitances, there are additional resistances and leakage currents which must be considered. There are ohmic resistances at the source and drain connections, typically of the order of $10\Omega$ for VLSI CMOS, which become significant in high-drain current applications. Leakage currents exist between the source & drain regions and the substrate bulk, which can be approximated by reverse-biased diodes using the Shockley ideal diode equation [160]:

$$I_{BD,BS} = I_s \left[ e^{\left(\frac{qV_{BD,BS}}{kT}\right)} - 1 \right]$$

(2.16)

where $q$ is the elementary charge, $1.602 \times 10^{-19}$C, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, $1.381 \times 10^{-23}$JK$^{-1}$, $T$ is the temperature in Kelvins and $I_s$ is the reverse saturation current of a P-N junction.

2.2.3 Structure of CMOS Integrated Circuits

Almost all modern VLSI (very large scale integration) circuits are assembled from CMOS based logic, including microprocessors, memory and many other integrated circuits. Most devices are built upon complementary, symmetrical pairs of p-type and n-type MOSFETs to create logic functions. CMOS is widely used in modern devices as it possesses low static power-supply drain and high noise immunity, with significant power only being drawn when
the transistors are in a transitional state (switching between on and off states). This allows CMOS logic circuits to be built with far lower power consumption (and consequentially less heat production) than other traditional logic designs such as TTL.

Early CMOS devices were significantly slower than equivalent TTL (transistor-transistor logic) devices, although the low-power consumption led to their inclusion in early digital watches where battery life was more important than processing speed. For many years CMOS logic devices were built to be tolerant of a wide range of supply voltages, allowing them to interface easily with TTL with its industry-standard 5 volt power supply. By the early 1990’s the desire to increase circuit density and speed led to a drop in CMOS supply voltages and the continued reduction of the geometric dimensions of devices. The most modern CMOS devices have been built to operate from supply voltages of 1 volt or less, with gate lengths for individual transistors now well under 100nm [154].

Much of the current research and development within the semiconductor industry is concerned with the development of System-on-a-Chip (SoC) technologies, which involves the integration of high-performance CMOS logic and embedded memory (both SRAM or DRAM for convention, volatile random-access, alongside EEPROM or FLASH as long-term non-volatile storage), along with analogue CMOS components for base-band functions and RF-BiCMOS for mobile-radio and tuner functions. BiCMOS combines bipolar devices with CMOS devices, allowing for increased speed and drive currents in specific applications. To allow for both the high-integration density and high performance, it is necessary to continually scale down the size and operating voltages of the CMOS components.

2.2.4 Dielectric Materials

The traditional dielectric material used in the creating of CMOS devices has been silicon dioxide ($SiO_2$). As devices have become smaller, the thickness of this dielectric layer has steadily decreased, which naturally leads to an increase in gate capacitance; this has the effect of improving drive current and overall device performance. However, recent technology nodes have seen the width of the dielectric layer reduce to below 2nm, which has resulted in a dramatic increase in leakage current. This is due to quantum tunnelling, a quantum mechanical phenomenon observed where a particle passes through a barrier despite have a lower mechanical energy than the potential energy of the barrier [137]. The effect of this increased leakage current results in a increased overall power consumption of the device, and consequentially a reduced device reliability.

The gate-oxide layer of a MOSFET device can be modelled as a plate capacitor, the value of which is dependant on the area of the layer, the thickness of the layer, and the relative di-
electric constant of the material $\kappa$. Ignoring any quantum mechanical and depletion effects, the capacitance of the layer is given in Equation 2.17, in which $A$ denotes the capacitor area, $t$ is the thickness of the oxide layer and $\epsilon_0$ in the permittivity of free space ($8.854 \times 10^{-12} Fm^{-1}$).

\[
C = \frac{\kappa\epsilon_0 A}{t} \tag{2.17}
\]

To increase the gate capacitance, the options are either increasing the dielectric area, reducing the thickness of the dielectric, or increasing the dielectric constant of the material. Increasing the area negates advantages obtained in the shrinking of the technology; reducing the oxide-layer thickness results in unmanageable leakage current as described before. Therefore modern devices have turned to attempting to overcome these limitations with the use of a high-$\kappa$ dielectric material. In such devices, the layer thickness is often increased over its $SiO_2$ equivalent as a means of reducing leakage current (and increasing device reliability) whilst maintaining a similar overall capacitance.

### 2.2.5 The CMOS Fabrication Process

In order to understand the causes and effects of transistor variability that occurs in CMOS, it is necessary to have a degree of understanding of the fabrication process that occurs. This section briefly describes the steps taken to convert raw materials in a packaged integrated circuit.

#### Growth of Silicon Ingot

The first stage in the fabrication process is the growth of a large, cylindrical ingot of single-crystal silicon, based on a method discovered by Jan Czochralski in 1916. High-purity silicon is melted in a quartz crucible in a controlled environment, with an argon atmosphere. A seed crystal is dipped into the molten silicon, and with a high degree of precision is slowly rotated and retracted, in a process commonly known as Czochralski pulling [43]. A tightly-controlled addition of dopant atoms, typically boron or phosphorus (although arsenic and antimony are also used) can be added to the molten silicon mix to create n-type or p-type doped silicon.

Throughout the history of semiconductor fabrication, the ingots have periodically got wider and longer, with most major manufacturers currently producing 200-mm and 300-mm wide ingots, and 450-mm fabrication plants likely to appear around 2012 [2]. A number of technical problems need to be overcome for each step in wafer-width, with 450-mm ingots set to be 3 times heavier than their 300-mm equivalents, approaching 1000kg per ingot, and twice as

\[1\textsuperscript{2} \text{The 2009 ITRS roadmap has set the date for introduction of 450mm wafers between 2014 and 2016, noting the transition is critical to meet the demands of 30% cost reduction per die and 50% cycle time improvement [3]}

long to grow and cool, resulting in significantly increased process times. Other techniques to Czochralski pulling are used for certain types of devices, such as the float-zone technique for power devices and the Bridgman-Stockbarger technique, used in gallium-arsenide and other non-silicon semiconductor growth [16].

The grown ingots, which can be in excess of 1 meter in length, are then sliced into wafers using multi-wire wafer saws or electrical-discharge machinery techniques [162]. The resultant wafers are generally between 275\,\mu m and 1000\,\mu m in thickness, with 300 mm ingots generally being sliced to 775\,\mu m thickness wafers, and forthcoming 450 mm ingots likely to be 925\,\mu m in thickness [2]. The wafers are polished to ensure an even width and cleaned with weak acid solutions to remove any unwanted particles and damage caused by the sawing process.

**Oxidation**

The first step in processing the cleaned wafer is that of the growth of the layer of SiO\(_2\) on the surface; the oxide layer grows both into the silicon and as above the original surface, with approximately 44\% of the total oxide-width formed below the surface. The oxide layer is most often accomplished through a process named thermal oxidation, in which controlled high temperatures (typically between 700\,^\circ C and 1300\,^\circ C) promote the growth of the SiO\(_2\). This takes place in an oxidation furnace, in which the wafers are placed in quartz ‘boats’ with the oxidising agent diffusing over the surface of the wafer at atmospheric pressure. The oxidising agent is either O\(_2\) in dry oxidation, or H\(_2\)O (steam) in wet oxidation; dry oxidation is preferred as it results in fewer defects [154, 1, 16].

**Diffusion and Ion-Implantation**

Diffusion and Ion-Implantation are the two processes in which dopant atoms are introduced into the silicon wafer; diffusion was used extensively in IC fabrication in the past but for high-density CMOS circuits ion-implantation is now more commonly used. In the diffusion process, impurity atoms which are at the surface of the wafer are moved into the bulk of the material under high temperatures, between 800\,^\circ C and 1400\,^\circ C, in a diffusion furnace.

In the ion-implantation process, ions of a particular dopant are accelerated by an electric field and physically lodge within the silicon substrate. The typical depth of penetration varies between 0.1\,\mu m and 0.6\,\mu m, dependant on the angle and velocity at which the ions strike the wafer. Ions are implanted off-axis from the wafer to ensure they experience collisions with lattice atoms, avoiding a ‘channelling’ of ions deep in the silicon. The process of ion-implantation causes damage to the crystal lattice of the silicon, which results in certain numbers of the implanted ions being electrically inactive. These inactive ions are recovered
through the process of annealing, in which the wafer is heated to roughly 800 °C, which allows the implanted ions to move to electrically active locations within the lattice, although the annealing process can lead to some unintended diffusion of the dopants; this can be minimised through careful optimisation of the annealing time and temperature [112, 16].

Ion-implantation is generally preferable to diffusion in the creation of modern silicon integrated circuits as it allows a greater precision in the control of doping concentrations as the current of the ion-beam can be accurately measured during implantation; doping concentrations can be controlled to within ±5%. It also has the advantage of being a room-temperature process (except for the annealing process), and the ability to implant through a very thin oxide layer; the diffusion process requires that the surface be free of SiO₂. The final advantage is a greater control over the depth-profile of implanted dopants; if needed, a concentration peak can be placed well below the surface of the silicon [154].

Deposition

At different stages in the fabrication process, thin films of dielectrics, semiconductors and metals have to be deposited on the silicon wafer. Several different techniques for deposition exist, including sputtering, evaporation and chemical-vapour deposition (CVD). The process of sputtering involves placing the wafer on an anode within a vacuum, with a cathode coated in the material to be deposited. Positive ions are bombarded against the cathode by means of a strong DC, radio-frequency or magnetic field, which results in the target material being dislodged onto the wafer through the process of direct momentum transfer. In the evaporation-deposition process, a solid material is heated within a vacuum until it evaporates. The evaporated molecules then strike the cooler surface of the wafer, condensing into a solid film on the surface [16].

The CVD process operates by way of reacting a silicon-rich gas such as SiH₄ with an oxygen-rich precursor which results in a chemical reaction, depositing SiO₂ on the substrate. The process can be occur at low-pressure in LPCVD, or at high-pressure in plasma-enhanced (PECVD) systems. Unlike the thermal oxidation process, CVD can occur at relatively low temperatures and does not consume any of the silicon from the surface of the wafer; the process of CVD can also be used to deposit other dielectric materials on the surface, including the polycrystalline silicon frequently used in modern devices and silicon nitride (Si₃N₄) [154].

Photolithography

Photolithography is the process that creates the complex patterns used to isolate the positions of different device areas on the completed silicon wafer; it refers to the complete process of
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Taking a circuit image, invariably created on a computer, to creating a photomask, and transferring it to the wafer. The first stage of the process is the creation of a transparent quartz plate which contains the required pattern, called a reticle. The reticle is coated with a UV-light absorbing layer, typically iron-oxide, then further coated with a thin layer of electron-beam resist - an organic polymer which chemically changes when exposed to energetic particles. A computer controlled electron-beam exposes the resist layer selectively based on the desired patterns. The reticle is then developed in a chemical solution which removes the unwanted areas. Two main types of photoresist exist: positive-resist, in which exposed areas are removed, and negative-resist in which unexposed areas are removed. A plasma then etches off the uncoated areas of iron-oxide, leaving the patterned reticle. Many different reticles, often over a dozen, are needed throughout the fabrication process, each corresponding to the patterns required at different process steps. The reticle will typically contain the pattern for a single die as opposed to the entire wafer, and is scaled many times larger than the desired pattern to be created, being reduced and repeated several times to create the complete image across the wafer.

To transfer the image from the reticle onto the silicon wafer, the wafer is first coated with a thin (0.5 μm) uniform coating of a UV-sensitive photoresist, deposited by spinning the wafer rapidly at ≈3000rpm. An ultra-violet lightsource is focussed through the reticle and a reduction lens onto the wafer, causing exposed regions to become acidified. Different photoresists and lightsources determine the minimum feature size that can be created; these are discussed in greater detail in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.5.2. The exposed wafers are developed in a Sodium Hydroxide solution, which etches the exposed photoresist away, then cured by baking at roughly 125 °C to harden. Complete wafers are exposed in a die-by-die basis using a step-and-repeat process, which utilises laser controlled mask aligners featuring a very high degree of precision. The complete process of photolithography, including the techniques used, the chemicals used for photoresist and the exposure methods used to create the masks and features on-wafer are critical to the scaling process, and can themselves lead to variability in produced devices, as will be discussed later [16, 154].

Etching

Etching is the process of removing the unwanted material after the photoresist pattern has been formed. The etching process can be characterised by two desirable characteristics: selectivity and anisotropy. Selectivity is the ability of the process to remove just the desired area, leaving the masked areas and underlying substrate intact. Anisotropy is the ability to etch in one direction, and one direction only. Neither can be perfectly achieved; any etching process will
result in some degree of removal of undesired areas and some degree of undercutting [16].

Originally etching was a wet process, using a dilute Hydrogen Fluoride solution to remove areas of $SiO_2$. Hydrofluoric acid has strong selectivity - it is very effective at removing the oxide whilst leaving the silicon substrate and photoresist-covered areas intact; unfortunately it etches isotropically, meaning it removes the oxide as quickly laterally as it does vertically, etching the oxide beneath the photoresist too much to cope with modern feature sizes. Other wet etching processes exist to remove other unwanted areas: phosphoric acid for metal areas, nitric acid for poly-silicon and phosphoric acid for silicon nitride, although for modern sub-micron processes a dry etching process is generally used to avoid the undercutting effect [154, 16]. Additionally, dry etching is a cleaner process, negating the need to carefully remove the acidic residue, it also offers greater compatibility with vacuum-processing techniques such as molecular-beam epitaxy, and is generally easier to automate [112].

Modern CMOS manufacture uses a plasma-based dry etching process named Reactive-Ion Etching (RIE). An etch-gas is pumped into a chamber, in which an RF voltage accelerates the electrons to high kinetic energies. Collisions between the electrons and neutral atoms creates ions and radicals; the ions are bombarded onto the wafer normal to the surface, ensuring an anisotropic etch, whilst the radicals simultaneously create a very selective isotropic etch. The resultant etch is thus a compromise of selectivity and anisotropy, allowing smaller feature sizes than could be manufactured with wet etches [154].

**Metallisation and back-end processing**

Once the semiconductor devices are fabricated, interconnections and contacts for wire-bonds are created through the process of metallisation. For silicon substrates, an aluminium alloy (typically 95% Al, 4% Cu and 1% Si) is deposited using the sputtering process. The aluminium is then patterned and etched using RIE, before being sintered at roughly 450°C to ensure a good ohmic contact with the silicon. A protective overcoat of silicon nitride is then deposited using chemical vapour deposition [16]. Pure aluminium is unsuitable for metallisation in VLSI CMOS because of electromigration effects (changing shape when subject to currents) and junction spiking; the silicon-aluminium commonly used to alleviate these problems leads to a high contact resistance, which is undesirable with the minute contacts formed in submicron devices; this has lead to the study and use of other materials, notably copper, as interconnects in modern devices [55].

The wafer now contains a quantity of complete die; the next step in the process is to divide up the wafer using a saw or scribe into individual circuits, mount the devices in the appropriate packages, and apply gold or aluminium bond wires between the aluminium contact points and
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the package leads; this is phase is known as back-end processing.

**Fabrication steps for n-well Silicon**

To illustrate how the above processes are combined in the creation of integrated circuits, a step-by-step outline is given in Figures 2.4 & 2.5. These diagrams show the steps to create transistors on the silicon wafer for the n-well silicon-gate CMOS process, one of the most frequently used in modern devices. A real-world GSI device would likely have many more steps and metal layers than are shown in the diagrams due to the scale of the device and complexity of interconnections.

### 2.2.6 Transistor Sizing

The sizing of transistors within a logic or memory circuit is a key area of optimisation in CMOS design. The size dictates critical circuit parameters, such as delay, energy consumption and fan-out. The sizing determines the dynamic energy consumption through means of changing the switched capacitances, and also the leakage current of the circuit; it also affects energy consumption by determining the minimum operating voltage at which the circuit can correctly function [63].

The three major sources of power dissipation are summarised by Chandrakasan et al in Equation 2.18 [39]. The first term is the dynamic or switching component, the product of loading capacitance $C_L$, supply voltage $V_{dd}$, voltage swing $V$ and the clock frequency $f_{clk}$; $p_t$ is the activity factor, the probability of a power-consuming transition occurring. The second term is the leakage current $I_{leakage}$ which arises from sub-threshold effects and substrate injection. The final term is the short-circuit current $I_{sc}$ which occurs when NMOS and PMOS transistors are simultaneously active, creating a direct path from supply to ground; this is generally a factor of static designs and is generally avoided in dynamic logic, except for when static pull-up devices are used, or a significant clock skew is present. It is clear that significant dynamic power improvement can be gained through the use of low-threshold devices and minimising supply voltages, however, this has the general trade-off of increasing sub-threshold currents causing a rise in static power dissipation.

Transistor sizing in a fabricated circuits is governed by a set of criteria known as design rules; these rules are a list of process-specific critical geometrical size and spacing constraints that must be adhered to when designing the lithographic masks, originating from limitations imposed by the lithographic process and physical constraints [163].

---

3The voltage swing is generally the same as supply voltage, thus switching power is generally proportional to $V_{dd}^2$. 


2.2 The Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor

(a) The first step of the process is the growth of a thin $SiO_2$ oxide layer on the surface of a lightly p− doped wafer.

(b) The n-well is created by first depositing and developing photoresist around the area to be masked, then subjecting the wafer to a n− implantation. The photoresist is then removed and a high-temperature drives the implanted ions into the substrate.

(c) A layer of silicon nitride is deposited over the entire wafer. Another layer of photoresist is deposited and developed on the silicon nitride in areas where devices will reside, known as moats.

(d) The silicon nitride is removed from the other areas. A global n− type field is implanted to these areas to ensure parasitic p-channel devices are not accidentally turned on via interconnect lines.

(e) The photoresist is removed then the process is repeated with a p− type field to ensure n-channel devices are not turned on.

(f) A thick $SiO_2$ field oxide is the grown over the entire wafer in all areas except where $Si_3N_4$ resides. The oxide grows under the edges of the silicon nitride, resulting in the 'bird’s beak' shaped field-oxide regions.

(g) The $Si_3N_4$ is removed and the whole wafer is covered with a very thin layer of $SiO_2$; this forms the gate oxide of the transistors. A thicker poly-silicon layer is then deposited over the entire wafer.

(h) The poly-silicon is patterned and etched where transistor gates and interconnect lines are needed. A $SiO_2$ layer is then grown over the poly-silicon and anisotropically etched, leaving thin oxide spacers on either side of each gate.

(i) To create the n-channel devices, photoresist is applied to mask unwanted areas, then n+ ions are implanted into the substrate in areas not protected by photoresist, field oxide, poly-silicon and oxide spacers to create the source/drain regions.

(j) The oxide spacers around the poly-silicon gate of the n-channel transistors are then etched away, followed by a lighter n− implantation, to create a lightly-doped region.

Figure 2.4: The early fabrication steps involved in constructing an n-Well CMOS Circuit (continued on next side).
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(a) The lightly doped drain and source regions created by the $n^-$ implantation can be seen in this figure. This area of higher resistivity close to the poly-silicon gate helps to minimise impact ionisation. The photoresist is removed.

(b) The previous steps are then repeated to create the p-channel devices; photoresist is applied to mask the n-channel devices, an successive $p^+$ and $p^-$ implantations are applied to create the p-channel drain and source with lightly doped regions.

(c) With the transistors now created, the process of terminating contacts and interconnect the devices begins. A thick layer of oxide, typically borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG) is deposited.

(d) The BPSG in areas where contacts are needed is etched away. A layer of aluminium is deposited on the surface, forming contact with the relevant poly-silicon areas, and unwanted aluminium areas are etched away.

(e) A thick dielectric area is applied before the second layer of metals. This is typically a sandwich of $SiO_2$ applied with chemical-vapour deposition, followed by a spun-on layer of glass, followed by a final CVD $SiO_2$ layer, to minimise stray capacitance and ensure planarity.

(f) The vias (inter-metal connections) between the metal layers are isolated with photoresist and etched, before a second metal layer is deposited over the whole wafer.

(g) The second metal layer is selective etched to leave only the wanted interconnect regions. A thick layer, usually $SiN_3$, known as the passivation protection layer, is applied over the entire surface of the wafer. The areas where contacts are needed are etched from the $SiN_3$ and a final layer of metal is deposited and selectively etched.

(h) The wafer is split, individual die are packaged and wires are bonded from the relevant contacts to pins on the package. It should be noted that a modern IC may have many more metal layers, each separated by dielectric-sandwich layers, than pictured here, and that the bond wires, whilst often smaller than 15 µm, are much larger than device channels.

Figure 2.5: The later fabrication steps involved in constructing an n-Well CMOS Circuit. Based on [16, 154].
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The aspect ratios of devices \((W/L)\) determine the values of critical input voltages \(V_{IL}, V_{IH}\) and \(V_I\). Another important criterion in the layout and sizing of CMOS logic is the proportion of the aspect ratios between n-and-p CMOS pairs; it is quite common to employ higher ratios for PMOS transistors to compensate for the fact that \(k'_{n} > k'_{p}\).

\[ P_{total} = P_t (C_L \cdot V_{dd} \cdot V \cdot f_{clk}) + I_{leakage} \cdot V_{dd} + I_{sc} \cdot V_{dd} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

2.3 Transistor Scaling

The semiconductor industry, which underpins much of the world’s technology industry, is fundamentally built on a business model in which more computationally powerful and more energy efficient circuits are successively released. A more powerful circuit can be created by either increasing the operating speed of an existing design, or increasing the complexity of a design by way of increasing the number of functional blocks. The maximum operating speed of a device is determined by its physical dimensions of devices, with smaller transistors and interconnecting paths able to operate at higher frequencies than large devices. The number of functional blocks is also constrained by the device sizes; whilst it is possible to increase the die size, the increased likelihood of having imperfections within the enlarged die lowers the yield to a point where it is no longer financially viable\(^4\).

2.3.1 Moore’s Law

Gordon E. Moore, one of the co-founders of Intel, observed in his 1965 paper “Cramming more components onto integrated circuits”, that the number of components within an integrated circuit had doubled every year since their invention in 1958. He predicted that the trend would continue at the rate of high growth for at least a further 10 years, allowing single-wafer circuits with 65,000 devices by 1975 [121]. In his 1975 speech “Progress in Digital Integrated Electronics” he predicted a further steady growth, with the number of devices on an integrated circuit set to double every two years [122]. A colleague of Moore’s, David House, noted that when combined with improvements in the operating characteristics of individual devices, such as operating frequency and power consumption, that the overall performance of an integrated circuit would effectively double at the faster rate of every 18 months. The prediction, commonly known as ‘Moore’s Law’, has accurately stood the test of time (in many regards the actual speed of the development has been faster than 18 months) since 1975 [80].

\(^4\)ULSI die are rarely larger than 300mm\(^2\). The Itanium-2 at 596mm\(^2\) is amongst the largest single die even produced, however the very high unit cost could partially offset the lower yield expected [77].
Moore’s Law is illustrated to be an accurate reflection of growth in Figure 2.6. The figure shows the number of transistors on a selection of cutting-edge microprocessors and graphics processing units (GPUs) manufactured by two of the leading companies in each respective area, Intel and Nvidia. A curve showing the expected number of transistors following Moore’s prediction of a doubling every two years is indicated. Certain devices, such as the HPC-oriented Itanium processor, tend to fall above the curve, though it should be noted these are generally very large (in terms of die area) and expensive devices. It can also be seen that the number of devices on a GPU has accelerated rapidly, to a point where cutting-edge GPUs now generally have more transistors than their microprocessor equivalents. GPUs are now regularly built on the most advanced technology-processes available, with the Nvidia GF100 ‘Fermi’ chip being fabricated on TSMC’s 40nm process [134]. As there is a trend for work traditionally done by the CPU to be off-loaded to the massively-parallel GPUs to increase speed and efficiency, it is likely that GPUs will be one of the major driving forces behind future transistor scaling [148].

Figure 2.7 illustrates the maximum clock speeds of selected range of Intel microprocessors at their release date. It is clear that from the mid-1980’s to early 2000’s Intel were successful in aggressively scaling clock-speed, achieving a doubling roughly every two years throughout this period (often referred to as the years of ‘happy scaling’). Since the mid-2000’s, the clock-speed achievable from devices has plateaued rapidly, with the 3.8GHz frequency of the Pentium 4 HT-670, released in May 2005, still unsurpassed in retail devices. More recent performance enhancements have come not from ramping clock speed, but instead from enhancements to instruction-per-cycle-per-core (IPC\(^2\)) and the development of multiple core processors. Single-core processors are now used only in the lowest-end budget computers such as netbooks, with dual-and-quad core systems commonplace and hex/octal cores beginning to appear at the time of writing [77, 5].

In recent years the die size of leading-edge memory and logic product demonstrations in technical forums such as the IEEE International Solid State Circuits Conference (ISSCC) have grown at a rate of roughly 12% per year; the die growth has been necessary to accommodate the 40% to 60% more bits/capacitors/transistors per year in accordance with Moore’s Law. Despite the die-size growth, semiconductor industries have managed a trend of reducing the leading-edge product cost by approximately 30% per year; to achieve this techniques to continuously enhance productivity and yield are necessary, through the processes of reducing feature size (at roughly 30% every two to three years) and periodically increasing wafer size [3].
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Figure 2.6: A comparison of the transistor counts in various Intel Microprocessors and Nvidia GPUs at different release dates, with a curve showing the projected counts following Moore’s predictions of a doubling every 24 months [77, 5, 134]

2.3.2 Technology Roadmaps

Rules that propose the cyclical reduction scaling of devices were initially proposed by Robert Dennard in 1974; these rules have been followed relatively accurately for close to four decades [41]. Since 1992, the Semiconductor Industry Association, a trade association which represents the American semiconductor industry, has published roadmaps which plan to anticipate the evolution of the semiconductor market, and control the technological advances in IC production. Initially this roadmap was focussed on the American semiconductor market and named the National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (NTRS); since 1998 a closer involvement with semiconductor manufacturers in Europe and the Far-East led to the creation of the first global roadmap - the International Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS). Since 1998, the roadmap has been updated annually by the working groups affiliated with the SIA, which now contains close to one thousand companies [3].
The SIA-ITRS published in 1999 projected an annual reduction of 11% in gate length every year through to 2015 (allowing the same drive current to be maintained whilst at a reduced operating voltage). The lateral size reduction leads to a similar reduction in the gate and junction capacitances which leads to a reduction in the gate delay of 10% per year [178]. Whilst the number of components on a single chip increases, the reduced operating voltage allows the total power consumption to either remain at a stable plateau or reduce. Some of the most significant elements to be found in the most recent release of the roadmap and the time of writing are given in Table 2.1, which outlines the progress that is intended by the major semiconductor manufacturers up to the year 2025. By this time, the major semiconductors fabricators aim to be achieving physical gate-lengths of under 8nm, and SRAM cell-areas under 0.02 $\mu m^2$, which compares to current leading-edge gate lengths of $\approx 25$nm and SRAM cell areas of $\approx 0.45 \mu m^2$ [3].

Table 2.1: Key Lithography-related Product Characteristics as listed in 2009 ITRS Roadmap [3]
2.3.3 Lithography Scaling

One of the key factors that dictates the progress of device-scaling is the available lithography processes which can be used. Lithography technologies have generally kept pace with integrated circuit development, and the advances predicted (or even dictated) by the industry-wide reliance on Moore’s Law. Much research is done to ensure that the process of optical lithography can continue to improve in terms of minimum feature size and reliability to keep pace with technology-node targets. For devices larger than 130nm gate-length, most of the semiconductor industry relied on the exposure from a 248nm wavelength KrF laser to create the patterning of devices on integrated circuits. Numerous different enhancements such as phase-shift masking, sub-resolution assist and off-axis illumination exist which allowed the 248nm laser to produce sub-250nm designs; collectively these enhancements fall under the umbrella terms of Reticle Enhancement Technologies (RET) and sub-wavelength lithography.

Of the RET techniques, two-mask phase-shift technology has proven the most effective, allowing the production of sub-30nm gate length patterning, albeit at heightened expense in mask-writing and inspection costs [154, 178]. Most manufacturers moved to a 193nm wavelength lightsource for their 130-nm technologies, retaining developed RETs. This wavelength has remained in use throughout the 90nm and 65nm technology nodes [33].

Optical lithography is constrained by the fundamental limits, which are described by the set of Rayleigh-scattering equations [31]. As the exposure wavelength scales proportionally with the minimum-linewidth, there is a strong motivation to shrink the wavelength as low as possible. To achieve this, a number of optical and non-optical lithography technologies have been proposed and researched, and are outlined in Table 2.2; some are currently used in actual fabrication, others are of an early-experimental natures and some are still theoretical. The important characteristic for each type of lithography are the wavelength of the lightsource, λ, the numerical-aperture NA of the lens used in the aligner, and the depth-of-focus DOF. The depth-of-focus indicated the range of distances from the focal plane at which the image is still sharp [154].

However, to achieve the sub-10nm gate-length goals proposed in the SIA roadmaps it is likely that a shift away from the 193nm lithography with two-mask phase-shift will be necessary. The most recent ITRS roadmaps predict that extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, using a 13 nm lightsource, will be the most likely light source for the next major generation of semiconductors, the 22 nm half-pitch node, although there are still several issues regarding the reliability of the light-source, the photoresist sensitivity and the availability of defect-free masks before this is ready for high volume manufacturing [155, 33].
Table 2.2: Historical, current and proposed future lithography technologies used in CMOS Production. The top three technologies are those which have been historically used. EUV is likely to be the next major technology in use, with the remaining technologies confined to laboratory tests [155, 33, 154, 178, 175, 3]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>$W_{\text{min}}$ (nm)</th>
<th>Exposure Mechanism</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>DOF ($\mu m$)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>356nm Hg UV-Lamp</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Photons</td>
<td>$\geq 0.5$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Widely used throughout 1990’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248nm KrF laser</td>
<td>130-250</td>
<td>Photons</td>
<td>$0.75$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Used down to $\approx 130\text{nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193nm ArF laser</td>
<td>45-150</td>
<td>Photons</td>
<td>$0.75$</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>In current use, down to $\approx 22\text{nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Ultra-Violet</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Photons</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Most likely future technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157nm F$_2$ laser</td>
<td>100-150</td>
<td>Photons</td>
<td>$0.75$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126nm Ar$_2$ laser</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Photons</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBDW</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Electrons</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Electron Beam Direct Write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALPEL</td>
<td>0.24-0.16</td>
<td>Electrons</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Photons</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Causes of Transistor Variability

Variability is an unavoidable reality of all CMOS integrated circuits due to the fact that it is not possible to create identical devices with perfect precision. It manifests itself as differences in the delay and power consumption characteristics of individual devices, and is exacerbated as a result of scaling circuits beyond a point where performance and power-dependant parameters can be controlled. The relative precision of individual device dimensions, and associated interconnects, reduces with the scaling of devices.

Traditionally, the significant variability in bulk-MOSFETs has been due to imperfections caused within the manufacturing process; such variability can be bound with known constraints, and provided that it is kept within practical ranges, is relatively easy to account for in the simulation and design processes. However, as technologies scale into the sub-50nm domain, atomistic constraints - problems caused by the precise atomic structure of the dopant-areas within a device - are becoming increasingly significant. The impact of such atomistic variations were small enough to be ignored in the days of ‘happy-scaling’, when the impact of manufacturing variations vastly outweighed their impact, but in future devices they will become a major obstacle. Many different advances and novel techniques have been developed, and will undoubtedly be made in the forthcoming years, to reduce the loss of precision that occurs in the manufacturing process, but the fundamental quantum-mechanical limitations cannot be overcome, and their impact will increase exponentially as devices shrink further [20, 129].

The methods for modelling and account for the two different types of variability are dif-
ferent. In this thesis we shall refer to the former - variability caused by the range of precision in the manufacturing process - ‘deterministic’ variability, as it falls within known bounds and can be accounted for using relatively simple tolerance-aware models. The atomistic variability, which is stochastic in nature, is considered as ‘intrinsic’ variability. Other authors have used the terms ‘resolvable’ and ‘fundamental’ to differentiate the types of variability, as the former can be fixed with technology improvements over time, whilst the latter requires a disruptive invention to circumvent [98]. The theory, models and experiments that are described in this thesis are concerned with intrinsic variability, although the deterministic variability which is caused by imperfections in manufacturing is discussed briefly below for comparative purposes.

2.4.1 Variability due to Manufacturing Process

Numerous variations occur due to imperfections introduced in the manufacturing process. One of the most significant contributors is patterning proximity effects and optical-proximity corrections (OPC) that occur through the many lithography steps involved in the fabrication process, particularly when RET techniques are used [38]. Additionally many other proximity effects associated with other manufacturing processes: stress, polishing (particularly chemical-mechanical polishing), annealing and droop exist, which add to variations in device characteristics. Over time, manufacturing improvements have seen the impact of such variabilities reduce to a level in which fully functional designs can be reliably created to operate within a set of bounds, which falls under the umbrella term of Design For Manufacturing (DFM) rules [118]. Automated software tools allow the model-based simulation of OPC, RET and etch effects, followed by circuit simulation of the resulting shapes, to be incorporated directly into the design flow, in a process named Desing Manufacturability Checking (DMC) [54].

2.5 Intrinsic Variability

This section discusses the different types of intrinsic variability that will exist in future MOSFET devices, paying particular attention to the atomistic variability which is used in the models discussed in this thesis. A 3D-model of a transistor illustrating the effect of random dopant placement, line-edge roughness, surface roughness and poly-silicon grain edge boundary effects is shown in Figure 2.8; these causes of these effects are now discussed in more detail.
2.5.1 Random Dopant Placement

Traditionally, transistor models have been based on assumptions of statistical averaging of the dopant concentrations, which results in smooth carrier concentration and potential profiles. This assumption is valid provided the number of dopants, and their specific position within the device, result in negligible differences between devices. However as devices scale well into the sub-100nm lengths, the number of dopant atoms within the active region of a device is relatively low. This results in devices which exhibit behaviour determined by the actual number and specific placement of dopant atoms; certain parts the device will become active before others, leading to a lower average threshold voltage than would be anticipated with a continuously doped device. Furthermore, significant variations of threshold voltage will be seen between individual devices on an intra-chip level, with the possibility of neighbouring devices exhibiting a substantial range of threshold voltages [138].

Where the dopants are considered on a per-atom basis with stochastic placement, these are named Random Discrete Dopants (RDD). Random dopants occur due to fabrication processes of modern MOSFET devices. The dopants atoms are implanted into the silicon at very high energies which leads to a scattering process; thermal annealing then allows implanted atoms to replace silicon atoms within the crystal lattice, a process which diffuses their position further. The nature of these processes mean it is impossible to precisely control the quantity and positions of the individual dopant atoms; every device will have its own unique distribution of dopants and with it a threshold voltage determined by the influence of dopant atoms on the potential. The atomic structures of simulated 22nm and 4nm with random dopants placements are illustrated in Figure 2.9; the 22nm device is representative of minimum sized devices that
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Figure 2.9: The atomic structures of 22nm and 4nm stylized transistors illustrating random discrete dopant placements [22]

will be created within the next five years, whilst the 4nm device, which has less than ten dopant atoms within the active region, is representative of the fundamentally minimum-sized devices that could be fabricated in silicon; beyond this scale it is highly unlikely that satisfactory functional devices could be assembled due to the lack of clearly defined regions.

The potential problem of random dopant placement and its consequences to threshold voltage variation have been acknowledged for nearly 40 years, being discussed in a 1972 paper by Hoeneisen and Mead, in which it was predicted that once devices reached channel lengths of 150nm, one-in-a-million devices would experience threshold voltage variations in excess of 20% [73]. A further detailed analysis of the effect on threshold and breakdown voltages caused by dopant quantity and placement was given by Keyes in 1975 [81]. The problems of dopant-placement induced variability were then confirmed in experimental observations on actual fabricated devices by Mizuno et al in 1993, in which the $V_T$ variability in a fabricated transistor array with 8,192 devices with channel lengths of $L_{eff} = 0.5\mu m$ and $L_{eff} = 0.3\mu m$ was analysed. It was observed that the standard deviation of threshold voltages increased in the devices with smaller channel lengths, confirming that a portion of the overall $V_T$ variability was independent of oxide-thickness variability and instead caused by the stochastic placement of dopant atoms [120, 119]. However it is within the last 10 years that the random dopants have become a real issue for semiconductor designers and manufacturers due to their impact on threshold voltages [144]. The number of dopant atoms present within the channel region a minimum-sized MOS transistor of is now typically around one hundred; in a set of devices simulated by Asenov et al, with effective channel length $L_{eff} = 30\mu m$ and channel width
$W_{eff} = 50\text{nm}$, the number of dopant atoms within the channel depletion followed a Poisson distribution around a mean value $\bar{N}_d = 130$. At this scale and smaller, even assuming a perfectly uniform lithography, the randomness of the doping profile leads to significant variation in the actual effective channel length [20].

For contemporary bulk MOSFETs, which continue to be the prevailing design used in the 45- and 32-nm technology generations, random dopants are the dominant source of statistical variability [138]; the contribution of RDD to $V_T$ variability has been demonstrated to be within the 60% to 65% range in fabricated 65- and 45- nm bulk MOSFETs [98]. Alternative technologies such as silicon-on-insulator (SOI) and FinFET devices (a non-planer double-gated design built on a SOI substrate [75]) are able to significantly reduce the impact of RDD variability as they have lower dopant concentrations near the interfaces [19]; such technologies add vast complexity to fabrication, and consequentially increase costs, and are largely reserved for specialist applications at the present time. Besides threshold voltage variations between devices, RDD also impact a number of other major device parameters, such as sub-threshold swing, sub-threshold leakage current and drain current.

2.5.2 Line-Edge Roughness

Line-Edge Roughness is defined to be any unwanted roughness in a semiconductor feature [155]. It primarily arises from the discrete molecular nature of the different photoresists that are used in the fabrication process. In the fabrication of a integrated circuit, the silicon wafer is spin coated with photoresist, which is subsequently exposed to UV light through a photo-mask, and baked to cure the photoresist. A developer solution is the used to remove either the exposed or unexposed areas of photoresist (the resist can be either positive, in which exposed areas are soluble to the developer, or negative, in which unexposed areas are soluble, resulting in an inverse of the image presented by the photomask). The primary cause of the roughness is because larger polymer aggregates in the photoresist take a longer time to be dissolved by the developer; the magnitude of the roughness has been shown to be closely related to the granule size and molecular weight of the resist [179, 138]. An illustration of line-edge roughness patterns created with negative photoresist is given in Figure 2.10.

Line-Edge Roughness has naturally always occurred, but has until recent technology nodes been so small compared to the actual linewidth as to create relatively insignificant variance; it has been demonstrated by Croon et al that LER has little affect on devices down to 80 nm gate lengths [51]. However, despite regular scaling down of linewidth, the edge roughness has remained relatively static, typically in the order of $\pm 5\text{nm}$, with occasionally greater differences depending on how the poly-line was formed [132]; these simulations have been corrob-
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orated by results of LER measured in physical devices using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [176]. This results in a situation where LER will become increasing significant; various simulations have shown that if the magnitude of roughness remains at present levels, LER will have significant impact in sub-32 nm channel length devices and become the dominant form of stochastic variability at around 18 nm channel-lengths, outweighing the impact of RDD [51, 23]. This is a major problem for the semiconductor industry, as LER currently lags behind the requirements set out in the ITRS roadmap [155]; the current roadmaps set requirements for sub-1nm precision in LER before 2025.

Whilst LER is primarily attributed to the photoresist and lithographic process, Diaz et al identified that two distinct types of LER could be distinguished. That attributable to the resist/lithography they denoted as short-range LER, noting its high spatial frequency and short characteristic length of 1nm when caused by 193- and 248- nm lithography. Additionally, they noted a long-range LER with characteristic lengths in excess of 10nm, which could be attributed to poly-silicon surface roughness (see following sections) and stitching steps from the mask-creation process [56]. Additionally, varying light strength from the lithography light-source can contribute to long-range LER; this may become increasing important with future EUV light-sources as they have significantly less power than the current lasers used [155].
2.5.3 Surface Roughness

Surface Roughness is vertical deviation of any realised surface when compared to its ideal form; in the context of MOSFET variability it is the asperity of the interfaces between the silicon substrate and the $SiO_2$ gate insulation. The shrinking of surface layers, in particular the oxide layer, leads to variations in the parasitic capacitances between the terminals resulting in addition $V_T$ variability [123]. The roughness has the effect of limiting the effective mobility within the MOS devices, preventing devices from operating in the ballistic transport regime, in which electrons can transport with negligible resistivity; as a consequence surface roughness is one of the primary limiting factors of maximum on-current in sub-100nm devices [58], and the problem is exacerbated in Ultrathin-Body SOI MOSFETs due to the strong dependence between body thickness $t_s$ and the low-field electron mobility [78].

2.5.4 Poly-Silicon Grain-Edge Boundaries

Polycrystalline structures are extensively in modern CMOS devices as gate materials, also finding use in on-chip rails and as emitters in bipolar devices in BiCMOS circuits. Poly-silicon grain boundary (PSGB) variability occurs due to the random arrangement of grains within the gate material due to this polycrystalline structure; polycrystalline silicon is rich in defects at the grain-boundary regions which can act as charge-traps [35]. Traditional analysis uses gradual channel approximation, which ignores the effects that grain boundaries have on the channel current. However, with the scaling down of gate-oxide thickness, implanted ions can penetrate through the poly-silicon and insulator into the device channel, resulting in localised...
stochastic variations on the lower surface of the poly-silicon [57].

Simulations at Glasgow on 30 × 30 nm MOSFET devices, as depicted in Figure 2.11(c), investigated the impact on $V_T$ of different sized poly-Si grains. A peak in the magnitude of the $\sigma V_T$ was observed when the average grain size matched the channel length, i.e. 30nm. With smaller grains, a significant reduction in the standard deviation was observed, at the expense of a steady increase in the average threshold voltage as a consequence of the increase in quantity of grain boundaries across the channel. With 30nm average grain size, the average $V_T$ was roughly 370mV, with $\sigma V_T \approx 50$mV. At 10nm average grain size, average $V_T$ was roughly 580mV with $\sigma V_T \approx 30$mV. PSGB is likely the second most significant caused of $V_T$ variability for devices between 35nm and 18nm channel lengths, behind RDD, however it is likely RDD and LER will become far more significant beyond these technology nodes [36].

### 2.5.5 Temporal Variability

In addition to the previously described stochastic variabilities, further variations between devices can occur over time; these are currently modelled and characterised differently and shall be consider to be temporal, or dynamic, variability. Whilst traditionally a fabricated transistor could either be considered to be working or broken, it is now becoming necessary to consider and account for time-dependant instability and device degradation. Whilst the models discussed in this paper do not in include the any time-dependant breakdown, it will become increasing important to consider such failures in future circuit simulation and design; some of the techniques proposed in this thesis to reduce intrinsic-variability failures, such as redundancy and error-correction, may also be suitable to reduce overall circuit failures caused by time-dependant breakdowns. The three major sources of randomly distributed time-dependant failures are Negative-Bias Temperature Instability, hot-electron injection and electromigration [109].

Other significant sources of temporal variability on a VLSI circuit include ‘heat flux’, which concerns the spread of localised heat across an entire microprocessor die. Typically an area of cache-memory has a lot lower heat flux than an execution unit; these localised variations add stresses to the power-distribution grid resulting in time-dependant supply voltage variations. Degradation of a devices saturation current, due to hot-carrier degradation effects and oxide wear-out, occurs over a number of years. In previous generations this has been small enough to be accounted for using design margins; however this degradation is expected to escalate beyond the 32-nm technology node [33].

Another effect which should be mentioned here is soft-errors caused by radiation. Radiation from alpha-particles caused by radioactive impurities, and more significantly neutrons
from terrestrial cosmic rays, hitting an integrated circuit, has the effect of creating localized charge
on nodes; this has the potential to flip the output of a memory cell or logic gate. Research by
Hazucha et al has shown a steady 8% increase in the soft-error rate (SER) per technology
generation through the 0.25\,\mu m, 0.18\,\mu m, 0.13\,\mu m and 90nm generations, and an 18% increase
in SER when a 10% supply voltage reduction was used with 90nm technology [72]. When the
increased rate of SER is combined with the doubling of cells per each generation following
Moore’s law, the overall probability of a single-bit soft-error is over 100 times more likely in
a proposed 16 nm chip than in a 180 nm chip [33].

**Negative-Bias Temperature Instability**

The most pressing cause of temporal variability in CMOS devices is Negative-Bias Temper-
ature Instability (NBTI). This primarily affects p-MOS transistors which are operating with
negative gate voltage, although the same instability mechanism also affects n-MOS transistors
when they are negatively-biased. NBTI is caused by the creation of interface traps and oxide
charge when pMOS devices are supplied with negative-gate bias at elevated temperatures; this
results in broken Si-H bonds at the interface between the silicon and insulator [13].

NBTI has become a significant reliability issue in recent years due to a number of fac-
tors: transistor scaling has increased the gate-electric field strengths; chips also now operate at
higher temperatures and changes in fabrication have also increased the effects of NBTI, with
nitrogen being added to thermally-grown SiO$_2$, and buried-channel p-MOS devices have been
replaced with surface-channel devices. Whilst the existence of NBTI has documented since
as early as 1966, it is only very recently that the various techniques to model it have begun to
closely correlate with experimental data obtained from actual devices [146]. There is conflict-
ing research with regards to the long term effects of NBTI; some research has suggested that
full recovery occurs within a few seconds of stress-induced NBTI events, whilst other research
has identified that NBTI damages is only partially-recoverable, with an element of permanent
damage (and shift in threshold-voltage) caused by NBTI stress events [110]. Regardless of
this discrepancy, given the frequency of device-switching in modern electronics, a significant
$V_T$ shift for a number of seconds will create significant problems for circuit design.

**2.5.6 Interconnect Variability**

The effects of atomistic variability are not limited to the transistor devices themselves; the
interconnections found between devices also suffer from variability due to microscopic vari-
ations in their structure, resulting in deviation in the conductance and, most significantly, ca-
2.6 Modelling Variability

Basic modelling of MOSFET devices such as would be performed by hand utilises the large signal and small signal models. The large signal modelling is first utilised to find the DC conditions and operating point of the device. A linearised small-signal model, as illustrated in Figure 2.12 may then be used to simplify calculations once the DC operation point has been found, which will be valid only with small changes from the DC state. The large and small signal models offer a useful insight into the operation of a MOS device, but they ignore a large number of second-order effects that exist in the device, including channel length reduction due to overlapping regions, mobility reduction due to electric fields, drain-induced barrier lowering, velocity saturation and intrinsic parasitic resistances [15]. This renders them unsuitable for modelling the performance of VLSI circuits. For greater accuracy SPICE simulators have support for over 60 different device models of MOS transistor, with many different levels of complexity and many different fabrication technologies modelled [160].

2.6.1 The SPICE Circuit Analysis Tool

Circuit simulation programs operate by converting a text-based representation of a circuit, containing component types, values and interconnections (forthwith known as a netlist), then translate this into a set of non-linear differential equations. Depending on the software, these equations are solved using either the Newton-Raphson method, sparse-matrix techniques or implicit integration methods [11]. On of the most widely developed and used bases for circuit simulations is SPICE (“Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis”). It is a well-established design tool and is widely used as a verification tool before designs are committed.
SPICE allows for a number of different types of circuit-analysis to be undertaken. The original version allowed non-linear DC analysis, small-signal steady-state sinusoidal (AC) analysis with noise analysis, and non-linear, time-domain transient analysis. Additional revisions added DC transfer-curve analysis and transfer-function analysis [128]. Additionally, small-signal analysis of sensitivity, pole-zero and distortion can also be calculated in more recent revisions, along with parametric sweeps to analyse circuits under changing operating conditions [12].

**Background and History of SPICE**

Computer-aided circuit analysis was first popularised with the Electric Circuit Analysis Program (ECAP), developed by IBM in the mid-1960’s; this was the first time a system could automatically convert a nodal-description of the circuit into a set of equations and solve them. Subsequent improvements to the ECAP system included SPECTRE, NET, CIRCUS, CANCER and TRAC [28]. It is, however, the subsequent SPICE software which has received the most development, which can be attributed to its development at a public university with public-domain availability, and the inclusion of BJT and FET models, resulting in suitability and scalability at simulating both analogue and digital circuits [127].

SPICE is a general purpose analogue circuit simulation tool, originating from the Computer Aided Design group of the Electronics Research Laboratory at the University of California, Berkeley, in the early 1970’s. The developers who had worked on the proprietary CANCER program redeveloped a new public-domain circuit simulator, first presented in 1973. By revising the CANCER code, they removed the proprietary constraints, and importantly added then-advanced device models for the BJT, JFET and MOSFET devices. Given the prevalence
of BJTs in integrated circuits of the time, special emphasis was given to the BJT model in
the original SPICE software. However, a key function of the original SPICE software was the
possibility of using external device models via .MODEL cards, which would prove to be a key
feature in allowing modern devices to be simulated [128].

The original version and its successor SPICE-2 were coded in Fortran-66, and used a
process of nodal analysis to solve circuit equations [12]. The original version was tested on a
CDC 6400 mainframe computer, with a memory limited to around 140 thousand octal words.
This limited the size of circuits that could be simulated in the first version to roughly 50 nodes
and 25 bipolar transistors [127]. SPICE-3, the base of the distribution discussed and used in
this thesis, was developed in 1989 and is written entirely in C. The original release of Spice-
3 (which shall be considered to be ‘Berkeley SPICE’) contains around 217,000 lines of C
source code, spread across 878 separate files. It is regularly used to simulate circuits with
several thousand nodes and active devices, generally limited by the memory-footprint of the
computer [90].

SPICE functions by analysing the input file to determine all the circuit elements connected
to each node, then applying Kirchoff’s current-law to create a set of simultaneous equations
for the circuit; the admittance of each branch being the known quantity and the voltages being
the unknowns. The equations are formed into an admittance matrix, which is solved using the
Newton-Raphson method [28].

**Variants of SPICE**

Several different packages exist which are based upon the Berkeley SPICE core but add a
number of features and enhancements. Some of these are free-to-use, open-source variants,
whilst many others are commercial designs. The Berkeley SPICE is limited in its input and
output options, working in a ASCII environment; many of the alternatives add features such as
interactive alteration of circuits, graphical post-processing and the ability to run on different
computing platforms such as personal computers and clusters. Several of the different varieties
of SPICE are listed in Table 2.3 [28, 12, 177].

For the work in this thesis, the NGSPICE simulator has been chosen. It is an actively main-
tained open-source, free to use variant of SPICE, which works correctly with the variability-
aware transistor models that have been created (see section 2.6.1). The lack of licensing restric-
tions made it particularly suited to Grid-based evaluation; many of the commercial versions of
SPICE, notably HSPICE, have licensing terms which work on a per-installation basis, which
places obstacles in the way of a cluster or Grid-based platform where the software is to be
distributed across many nodes. Throughout the duration of this thesis a number of revisions of
Table 2.3: Different distributions of SPICE-based Simulation Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Licence</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSpice®</td>
<td>Synopsys®</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>W,L,S</td>
<td>[157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multisim®</td>
<td>National Instruments</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGSpice</td>
<td>gEDA Project</td>
<td>Free (GPL)</td>
<td>W,L,M</td>
<td>First release 1999 [130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSpice®</td>
<td>Cadence®</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>W,L</td>
<td>First released 1984² [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartSpice</td>
<td>Silvaco</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>W,L</td>
<td>Multithreaded, 64-bit [150]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpiceOpus</td>
<td>University of Ljubljana</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>W,L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Spice</td>
<td>Tanner EDA</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 W=Windows, L=Linux, M=Mac/OSX S=Solaris
2 PSpice is now part of the OrCAD and Allegro toolchains

Table 2.4: Revisions of NGSPICE used in this thesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ngspice 17</td>
<td>30-08-2005</td>
<td>Allows parametrical netlists, .lib statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngspice 18</td>
<td>01-12-2008</td>
<td>Bug fixes in memory management, revised BSim models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngspice 19</td>
<td>23-04-2009</td>
<td>Added .measure statements, updated to BSIM 4.6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngspice 20</td>
<td>16-11-2009</td>
<td>Latest release, updated BSIMSOI model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngspice 21</td>
<td>21-06-2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NGSPICE software have been released, often adding significant functionality which has improved the operation or performance of the software described in this thesis; generally it has not been possible to repeat all results with the latest version due to the time taken to compute each set of results. A brief synopsis of the NGSPICE versions used is given in Table 2.4.

The BSIM Transistor Model

All variants of SPICE contain different models for field-effect transistors. The original version of SPICE used a model originally proposed by Shichman and Hodges, which is now considered to be the SPICE ‘Level 1’ model. This is a large signal model, which is solved using the formula shown in Equation 2.19, in which $\mu_O$ is the surface mobility of the n-channel device, $C_{ox}$ is the capacitance per unit area of the gate oxide, $W$ is the effective channel width and $L$ is the effective channel length [149].

$$i_D = \frac{\mu_O C_{ox} W}{L} \left[ (v_{GS} - V_T) - \frac{v_{DS}}{2} \right] v_{DS} \quad (2.19)$$

A small-signal model can be derived from the above equation, which is suitable accurate for large MOSFET devices provided the length and width of the MOS device are greater than...
10\mu m and the substrate doping is low. Once devices approached this size, a far more accurate model was required, which resulted in the development of the SPICE Level-3 model at Berkeley. This model adds narrow and short-channel effects to the basic large-signal model which requires a number of additional parameters to be considered. These include drain current, threshold voltage, effective carrier mobility, saturation voltage and channel length modulation; sub-threshold conduction is also present in the model. Despite containing 19 different parameters the model is not accurate enough to simulate modern devices; it is useful for devices down to 0.8\mu m in size [64].

At geometries below 0.8\mu m, the standard SPICE models fail to accurately reflect the observed characteristics of devices. In 1984, the BSIM1 model was introduced to address the need for a more accurate sub-micron model; the model contained 60 parameters and approached the modelling problem as a multi-parameter curve fitting exercise; whilst some of the parameters were related to device physics, it was largely a non-physical model. In 1991 an updated model, BSIM2, was released, to account for more accurate modelling of output resistance changes resulting from source/drain parasitic resistance, inversion-layer capacitance and hot-electron effects. This model upped the parameter count to 99, which results in significant expertise in designing and fitting models to specific devices. In 1994 a third model, BSIM3, was released, which returned the main function of the model to being based on device-physics rather than curve-fitting; as a consequence fewer parameters were needed (40 for BSIM3v2) and improved performance in modelling analogue circuits was observed. The subsequent BSIM3v3 simulation model includes modelling for all the relevant parasitic effects down to 0.15\mu m channel length devices, using extra parameters and additional values for the capacitances and resistances of metal lines to describe an individual transistor. This level of detail led to the BSIM3v3 model becoming the industry standard MOS transistor model [16]. A comparison of the performance and minimum channel lengths and oxide thickness for different SPICE models is given in Table 2.5.

The most recent series of BSIM models is BSIM4, originally released in the year 2000, which aims to address the physical effects observed in sub-100nm devices. It is essentially an extension of BSIM3, and continues the physics-based approach to modelling. It adds a more accurate model for intrinsic input resistance, a channel thermal-noise model and a gate direct tunnelling for multi-layer gate dielectrics, amongst 24 other total developments over BSIM3v3. The latest revision as of time of writing is BSIM4.6.5, released in September 2009 [124]. Due to the vast number of calculations and models necessary to describe the BSIM3 and BSIM4, they are not included here; they are covered in detail in [18, 64] for the BSIM3 series models and [124] for the BSIM4 series.
Table 2.5: Performance comparison of MOSFET Models available in SPICE [42, 16, 64]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Minimum L (µm)</th>
<th>Minimum T&lt;sub&gt;ox&lt;/sub&gt; (µm)</th>
<th>Subthreshold Accuracy</th>
<th>Small Signal Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOS Level 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Not modelled</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS Level 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS Level 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSIM1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSIM2</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSIM3v2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSIM3v3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSIM3v4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSIM4v6</td>
<td>&lt; 0.09</td>
<td>&lt; 3</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.6.2 Simulation Techniques for modelling Variability

A range of techniques have been used to model the various effects of intrinsic variability in sub-micron transistors, which range dramatically in terms of the computational complexity. To simulate a device at this level, the self-consistent solution to two equations must be found: these are the Poisson equation, which computes the electrostatic potential between the fixed and mobile charge through the use of boundary conditions, and the transport model equation which models the electron and current density. Three different approaches to solving the equations are outlined here: the simplest is known as Drift-Diffusion simulation (DD), which represents a low order approximation of the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE). A method based on Monte Carlo statistical methods provides an indirect method of solving the BTE, improving on the accuracy offered by drift-diffusion. These two approaches are discussed in greater detail in the following section.

The most complex in terms of computational demand are techniques using quantum-mechanical approaches, most notably Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) modelling. To solve Green’s functions it is necessary to invert very large matrices containing Hamiltonian elements - it is only within the previous year that full 3D-simulations of variability in transistors using NEGF have been undertaken [111]. However, once channel lengths are scaled below ≈ 10nm, quantum effects begin to dominate and the Monte-Carlo approaches lose their validity [138].

Historically, a number of other methods have been used to simulate and model effects of intrinsic variability using a number of different techniques in both 2D- and 3D-domains. Diaz et al proposed an analytical model to estimate the effects of LER on drive current and off-
state leakage in sub-100nm devices. Their model functions by partitioning a device into small unit cells, which each assume a constant gate length [56]. Many trials at combining both DD and Monte-Carlo simulations in hybrid techniques have been developed which use the Monte-Carlo techniques only in regions where it is mandatory to produce accurate results [86].

**Drift-Diffusion Simulation**

In the simulation of a steady-state NMOS device, the DD approach operates by self-consistently solving the steady-state current continuity equation with Poisson’s equation. To solve these equations it is necessary to calculate the current-density \((J_n)\), which is expressed as the superposition of the drift component \((J_{ndrift})\), which is related to the electric field \((E)\), and the diffusions components \((J_{ndiff})\), related to the gradient of the electron density \((n)\). The current-density equations are as follows [184, 138]:

\[
J_{ndrift} = qn \mu_n E \quad (2.20) \\
J_{ndiff} = qD_n \frac{dn}{dx} \quad (2.21)
\]

where \(D_n\) is the diffusion coefficient, \(q\) is the electronic charge, and \(\mu\) is the mobility. The DD model makes many assumptions to obtain a closed system of equations from the BTE, ignoring non-local effects and assuming thermal equilibrium between the carrier and the lattice. This results in a drawback with the model: its failure to capture non-equilibrium carrier transport effects results in an underestimate of the on-state drain current. The electric field that exists within the active region of a submicron device can be very high, and often undergoes rapid variations over distances which are comparable to the carrier’s mean free path. DD assumes that carriers can make instant responses to changes in the electric field, however in reality they have mass and require a finite time and distance to equilibrate with the field [86, 138].

Despite these shortcomings the DD is still effective when studying the sub-threshold regime of operation in a device due to the weak coupling between current and Poisson’s equation in this region, and as such is suitable for the study of statistical threshold voltage variability in sub-100nm devices. To improve the validity of such simulations in very small devices it is possible to account for some non-local quantum effects through the use of density-gradient (DG) corrections, which add an extra driving force term to the current density equation [138]:

\[
J_n = J_{ndrift} + J_{ndiff} + DG = qn \mu_n E + qD_n \frac{dn}{dx} + 2qn \mu_n \nabla \left( \frac{bn \nabla^2 \sqrt{n}}{\sqrt{n}} \right) \quad (2.22)
\]
in which $b$ is a term which expresses the magnitude of the density gradient dependence. This driving force term can be thought of as a “quantum diffusion” current, which has the effect of pushing carriers away from the Si:SiO$_2$ interface. This adds to the model a number of quantum tunnelling effects, and also has the additional benefit of correctly capturing the effect of RDD on the potential distribution of the device.

**Monte Carlo Simulation**

In Monte-Carlo Simulation, the Boltzmann transport equation is solved in a stochastic manner, which avoids the limitations that exist in DD simulation. The BTE is virtually impossible to solve directly in all but the most trivial of cases, which results in the popularity of Monte Carlo methods to find solutions. The movement of carries within a device is simulated, which can be considered as a series of free flights and random scattering events at the end of each free flight. The scattering events include interactions between carriers and phonons, fixed impurities and other carriers. The free flight trajectories are calculated using Newtonian physics, with the scattering events adding quantum mechanical calculations. The methods used require a high quality source of random numbers, which are used to determine flight times and scattering events based on appropriate probability distributions.

2.6.3 Simulation of Intrinsic Variability in Future MOSFETS

The modelling techniques described in the previous section stress the computational demands for simulating the effects of RDD and other intrinsic variabilities in a single device. It is clear that simulation of a complete circuit, even of minimal nature such as a logic gate, is not practical using the methods outlined above. The problem is exacerbated when considering repeating the process many thousands of times as will be necessary within a evolutionary approach. In order to be able to achieve the goal of simulating variability-aware circuits, it is necessary to harness the techniques described above to create compact models which can be used with SPICE. This section describes the process undertaken by the Device Modelling Group (DMG) at Glasgow University to create libraries of such compact models.

**The Atomistic Simulator**

The “Atomistic Simulator” is a tool which has been developed and revised at the DMG in Glasgow over a number of years. The simulator functions by solving the nonlinear-Poisson and current-continuity equations used in the drift/diffusion approximation, discussed previously, in a 3D simulation domain. The simulator includes the density gradient corrections for
holes and electrons which allows the effect of discrete dopants to be correctly determined. A detailed description of the design and operation of the Atomistic Simulator can be found in [138].

Before the introduction of the 3D Atomistic Simulator, simulations of RDD, LER and oxide-thickness variations had been studied using numerical simulations and idealised devices. In 2006, the Atomistic Simulator was used to create the first 3D models combining all of these effects, to simulate the fluctuations found in conventional MOSFET structures scaled to fit five successive technology generations proposed by the 2003 ITRS roadmap; these were 35-, 25-, 18-, 13- and 9-nm channel lengths. The simulations used density-gradient quantum corrections which were calibrated to a real 35nm MOSFET device [22].

For the simulation of poly-silicon grain boundary effects, the Atomistic Simulator has been enhanced to include potential pinning and doping non-uniformities along grain boundaries within the poly-silicon gate. This approach ignores mobility variations which are associated with fluctuations in the channel due to surface potential pinning in the poly-silicon; mobility variations have little effect of threshold voltage but do impact on the on-current of the device [36].

**Creation of BSIM Model Libraries**

The following stage in the process of generating a platform allowing the modelling of variability using standard software tools is the creation of libraries of models which reproduce the variability simulated by the atomistic simulator. The atomistic simulator is used generate sets of IV curves for each of the transistors it simulates. A BSIM4 model based on the device being simulated, which is generally provided by the foundry which makes the device, is used as the base model for the library. For each simulated device, a carefully selected set of BSIM parameters are adjusted to match the extracted IV curves as closely as possible; this choice of parameters is chosen by hand and has evolved throughout the duration of the nano-CMOS project, whilst the actual fitting of curves uses a automated curve-fitting process. At the end of this process, a library of BSIM4 models which reflect the IV characteristics of simulated devices is created, which can then be used by the tool described in Section 2.6.4 to allow variability simulations using the SPICE simulation package.

The actual models used have included version subversions of the BSIM4 series as new libraries and versions of the BSIM model have been created. The libraries in this thesis are based on BSIM4v4 and BSIM4v5.
Use of Grid Computing to Accelerate Simulation

Whilst the drift/diffusion techniques are substantially faster than Monte Carlo techniques and orders-of-magnitude faster than solving NEGF, the amount of time require to create statistically accurate libraries cannot be underestimated; ULSI devices with in excess of $10^9$ transistors are now commonplace and thus it is necessary to know the variability that occurs deep in the tails of the distribution at $6\sigma$ and beyond to be able to model how devices such as SRAM will function.\(^6\) The simulation of a single 35nm device was benchmarked on a single-core of an Intel Xeon 2.66GHz machine at \(\approx 32.5\) minutes, of which \(\approx 95\%\) of the time was spent solving the Poisson’s and density gradient correction equations, and the remainder solving current continuity.\(^7\) The creation of the libraries used in this thesis required in total approximately 60 CPU years of work \[138\].

In order to facilitate this, the use of modern large-scale computing clusters and grids was essential. The calculations were primarily carried out on ScotGrid and an in-house cluster at the DMG, totalling approximately 1,000 high-performance cores based on Intel Xeon and AMD Opteron CPUs. A number of technical issues had to be overcome in the process of enabling the simulations to run on Grid-based systems, which are themselves a relatively new computational paradigm and not ideally suited to the tasks of job submission and data management when simulations of thousands of jobs in parallel are required; the problems faced by the DMG are similar to those faced by ourselves in the running of several thousand SPICE simulations in parallel and thus many of the lessons learned at Glasgow ultimately directed our decision to primarily focus on cluster-based simulations.

Job submission on ScotGrid was performed using the Globus software tool-kit, however this is limited to single-job submission and monitoring. To overcome this limitation the Ganga frontend, developed at CERN, allows multiple jobs to be submitted and monitored concurrently, albeit hampered by the deficiencies present in the Grid-middleware, most notably slow submission time, requiring in excess of one hour to submit a batch of 500 jobs. Additional problems occurred due to bugs in Ganga and the middleware and incompatibilities between updates of the different software stacks; this resulted in occasions where entire batches of jobs were lost, at significant expense in terms of time and resources.\(^8\) In contrast, the local cluster based approach used Sun Grid Engine (SGE) with its inherent support of parallel submission and added ease in job-tracking and data-management due to the localised nature of

\(^6\)Corresponds to 3.4 defective devices per million.

\(^7\)The same simulation was carried out without the density gradient corrections and took only \(\approx 2.5\) minutes, however the corrections are needed for accurate simulation of such small devices \[138\]

\(^8\)It is estimated that not less than 30% of all jobs submitted by DSG to ScotGrid over the course of the nano-CMOS project required resubmitting \[138\].
the resource [138].

**Libraries used in the Thesis**

Two different variability libraries have been used in most of the experiments in this thesis, with the earlier library being based on a Toshiba $35 \times 35$nm device, with only the effects of RDD simulated. This library only has single width devices, with larger widths assembled from parallel pairings of devices. This library was replaced by a later library based on $35 \times 35$nm high performance models, which include the effects of LER and surface-roughness in addition to RDD. They also feature higher accuracy and the inclusion of multi-width models, with the library containing devices which are 35nm ($1 \times$), 70nm ($2 \times$), 140nm ($4 \times$), 210nm ($6 \times$) and 280nm ($8 \times$) wide. Both libraries contain 200 NMOS and 200 PMOS devices for each width.

2.6.4 A tool for simulating variability: RandomSPICE

The process for creating libraries of BSIM compact models by the DMG has been described above. This section describes the tool, RandomSPICE, which is also developed by the DMG, that allows SPICE simulation of a given circuit based on randomised selections of transistors from the given libraries. The tool, written in Python, takes as its input a standard SPICE netlist, and produces a batch of equivalent netlists in which the MOSFET devices are replaced with models from the variability-aware libraries.

In the versions of RandomSPICE used in this thesis, the channel-lengths of the transistor devices are fixed to a single size; future revisions will include the ability to vary channel length (between a set of discrete values), however at the time of experiments the functionality was limited to single-length transistors. However, the channel width can be set to any integer multiple of the channel-length; again with future revisions sub-integer multiples may be possible.

As RandomSPICE and the libraries it used have been developed in parallel with the software in this thesis, certain developments which alter the way it operates have taken place throughout the experiments. In the earlier version of RandomSPICE, a device with a channel width four times the channel length in the input netlist would be replaced in each resultant output netlist with a parallel subcircuit of four devices, all of the same width as length. In later

---

9It is the opinion of the author that a larger number of devices would be needed to accurately model the behaviour of circuits containing transistors whose characteristics are at the extreme tails of distributions, however larger libraries were not available for the simulations in this thesis.

10In real-world fabricated devices, it is generally possible to create devices at sub-multiple lengths through the use of lithographies with RET. For example, one may find a library based on 32-nm minimum channel lengths which includes devices with 48-nm channel lengths and widths.
versions, models were created with channel widths at $1 \times$, $2 \times$, $4 \times$ and $8 \times$ the channel length, thus the same transistor could be replaced with a single device in the output netlist; this offered both increased accuracy of modelling and a significant reduction in simulation time due to the reduced node-count and netlist size of the output netlist. For example, the following single-line extract from an input netlist represents a single NMOS device of width ‘4 units’ (140nm) and length ‘1 unit’ (35nm):

```
MN1 D G S B ATOMN L=35n W=140n
```

This line will be parsed by the RandomSPICE software which will detect that it is a MOSFET device (given by the initial ‘M’ character). It will keep the node connections intact, but determines which type of model to used from the 6th element (ATOMN). This tells the software to replace the device with the atomistic NMOS devices; it is possible to also use the token UNIFN in the user wishes to use the uniform (non-atomistic) devices for comparison purposes. This line will be replaced in each output netlist with, in earlier releases of RandomSPICE, with a randomised subcircuit such as the following:

```
XMN1 D G S B SUBMN1
.SUBCKT SUBMN1 SUBMN1_0 SUBMN1_1 SUBMN1_2 SUBMN1_3
M_SUBMN1_1 SUBMN1_0 SUBMN1_1 SUBMN1_2 SUBMN1_3 NCH56 L=3.5e-08 W=3.5e-08
M_SUBMN1_2 SUBMN1_0 SUBMN1_1 SUBMN1_2 SUBMN1_3 NCH123 L=3.5e-08 W=3.5e-08
M_SUBMN1_3 SUBMN1_0 SUBMN1_1 SUBMN1_2 SUBMN1_3 NCH17 L=3.5e-08 W=3.5e-08
M_SUBMN1_4 SUBMN1_0 SUBMN1_1 SUBMN1_2 SUBMN1_3 NCH192 L=3.5e-08 W=3.5e-08
.ENDS SUBMN1
```

The four model cards associated with the four transistors randomly chosen from the library (NMOS numbers 56, 123, 17 and 192 in the above example) would be appended to the end of the netlist. In later releases, with the ability to use libraries containing multi-unit widths, the above subcircuit would be replaced with a single transistor.

RandomSPICE allows operating parameters to be specified both through command-line interpretation and via XML; in this thesis it has been used exclusively through command-line interpretation as this was the only option in the earliest releases. The primary command line options of importance are outlined in Table 2.6.

---

11 Each unique transistor in the output netlist includes a complete BSIM4 model card, which is $\approx$ 6,800 bytes and 300 lines long.
2.7 Effect of Intrinsic Variability

Intrinsic variability has already had significant adverse effects on MOSFET scaling and integration. To date it has been seen to have negative impact on the yield and reliability of SRAM, it causes timing uncertainty logic circuits, and limits the progress in the scaling down of supply voltage with the knock-on effect of exacerbating the power dissipation problems that already exist in bleeding-edge microprocessors [36].

The observations that have already been made by the Device Modelling Group at Glasgow on 35 nm simulated devices reveal how significant the effects of intrinsic parameters can be; these results from pioneering simulations were later ratified with detailed experiments on actual devices. The random dopant fluctuations lead to sizeable differences between devices,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-f &lt;string&gt;</td>
<td>Specifies the input netlist filename</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-n &lt;int&gt;</td>
<td>Specifies the number of output netlists to create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-r &lt;int&gt;</td>
<td>Specifies the random seed for model selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-d &lt;string&gt;</td>
<td>Specifies path to the required compact model library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-S &lt;string&gt;</td>
<td>Specifies which type of SPICE (ngspice or HSpice)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-u</td>
<td>Forces uniform-only simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
whilst the microscopic scale of the device means that the trapping of a single electron within the channel region can lead to drive current fluctuations in excess of 15%. Such fluctuations will lead to increased time-domain variability and increase noise levels, leading to uncertain operation in VLSI designs. When other intrinsic variations are also considered, including line-edge, surface and interface roughness, it becomes evident that ‘identical’ transistors at this scale will have significantly different geometries and pattern definition thus variations in gate-tunnelling, quantum confinement and surface/bulk mobility. Assuming a future device with fault-less manufacturing was possible, the intrinsic effects will still create devices with such significant variation that conventional design topologies would likely fail [22].

### 2.7.1 Impact on Threshold Voltage

The impact on threshold voltage caused by the primary causes of intrinsic variability in a set of 200 $35 \times 35$nm devices as simulated by the atomistic simulator are outlined in Table 2.7. The most significant contributor to $V_T$ variation at this channel length is caused by RDD [139]. It had traditionally been assumed that the distribution of $V_T$ was symmetrical, following a Gaussian distribution. However, larger simulations based on 100,000 devices at 35nm and
Table 2.7: Threshold Voltage Variability caused by Intrinsic Parameter Fluctuations in a 35 × 35 nm Atomistic-Simulated Device [139]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluctuation</th>
<th>$V_T$</th>
<th>$\sigma V_T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Discrete Dopants</td>
<td>133 mV</td>
<td>33.2 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line-Edge Roughness</td>
<td>126 mV</td>
<td>19.0 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxide-Thickness</td>
<td>122 mV</td>
<td>1.8 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDD &amp; LER Combined</td>
<td>126 mV</td>
<td>38.7 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.14: Threshold Voltage variation due to intrinsic parameter fluctuations considering different LER predictions [22]

140,000 and 13nm were later carried out by the DMG to more accurately assess the shapes of the distributions of parameter fluctuations due to RDD. These simulations demonstrated that the distributions are asymmetric, with the asymmetry increasing at the smaller channel length, confirmed by non-zero values for the skew and kurtosis of the distributions: the resultant distribution can be closely fit to a Pearson Type-IV distribution; this has significant consequences when the $V_T$ of devices in the extreme tails of the distribution are considered [138].

The impact on $V_T$ due to the different causes of intrinsic variability illustrated in Figure 2.14, which compares the predicted threshold voltage variation if improvements follow the ITRS roadmap for LER improvements, to that if LER remains at its current rate of $\pm 4\text{nm}$. If technological improvements in the mask cannot be made, LER will become the dominant cause of intrinsic variability once the channel length falls below $15\text{nm}$ [22].

One key consequence of $V_T$ variability is the impact on delay. In digital circuits, a higher drain current results in faster capacitor charging and consequentially higher frequency of operation. The delay time for a switching MOSFET is indicated in Equation 2.23, in which $C$ is the device capacitance, $V_{DD}$ the supply voltage and $I_D$ the drain current. In the expanded equa-
tion the effect of an increase in $V_T$ can be seen; any increase in $V_T$ will result in a reduction in $I_D$ and lead to an increase in delay time [146].

$$t_d = \frac{C|V_{DD}|}{I_D} = \frac{2LC}{W\mu_{eff}C_{ox}(V_{DD} - V_T)^2}$$

(2.23)

### 2.7.2 Impact on Yield

Since integrated circuits were first created, there is a real-world reality that only a certain percentage of the die upon a wafer are functional. Historically, random imperfections and defects in the wafer and in the subsequent fabrication processes result in a certain number of failed die. The yield of a process is the percentage of the functional devices: [163]

$$Y = \frac{\text{Number of Working Die}}{\text{Number of Total Die}} \times 100\%$$

(2.24)

The impact of stochastic variations was already becoming a significant issue when the 90nm technology node was introduced around 2002. At this scale a standard deviation in threshold voltage of 40mV was typical, which statistically resulted in a threshold voltage difference of over 250mV between two identical transistors in a memory cell per million cells [161].

### Circuit Optimisation

One method to improve the performance and reliability of circuits when subject to the effects of variability is the careful optimisation of device dimensions and topologies. Whilst traditionally transistors are sized to optimise for a number of criteria, such as minimal delay, low power and balanced rise/fall times, the techniques used do not account for the fluctuations that can occur. The optimisation technique described in the thesis attempts to identify, through the use of an evolutionary algorithm, if variability in circuit performance can be minimised through optimisation of transistor dimensions. The $V_t$ variability that occurs at a single transistor level manifests itself as a spread in the characteristic delay, switching power and leakage currents through complete circuits.

### Redundancy and Fault-Tolerant Techniques

An alternative technique is based on the assumption that certain transistors or cells will have problems - be it poor performance, intermittent instability or complete failure (such as stuck-on or stuck-off faults in logic and memory cells). The use of fault-tolerance techniques, re-
2.7 Effect of Intrinsic Variability

Redundancy and error correction techniques are well established in electronics and computation, although generally they have existed at a more macro-scale than will likely be needed if predicted levels of variability are realised in the sub-30nm nodes.

For many years microprocessor manufacturers have increased their effective yields by carefully verifying the functionality of devices in the testing phase and disabling processing cores and blocks of cache memory which are defective, selling the reduced-functionality resultant chip as a lower cost product, although to date the defective areas are largely a result of wafer and manufacturing imperfections. This process may still be an effective way of removing non-functional and substandard blocks that occur due to intrinsic variability in future devices, however it is likely that many more defective units will exist and thus a much finer scale of block-scrapage will be required, adding significant complexity to the design of the chip to allow for this and a significantly more thorough testing and validation process. Alternatively, redundancy, voting and error-correction techniques may be used more extensively throughout the chip, however the increase in transistor count and delay that these processes will add negates the benefits of the reduction in transistor scale.

2.7.3 Techniques to Limit Impact of Variability

The main semiconductor design and fabrication companies are having to adapt their design processes in an effort to overcome the effects of variability. Intel are confident that device scaling can be continued in line with Moore’s law, allowing ICs with several billion transistors. However, within these devices a significant number of transistors will ‘fail’ in manufacture due to parameter variations with several more failing over the early lifespan of the device due to temporal variations. These faults may be either intermittent or permanent in nature, resulting in the need for dynamic on-chip self-test, error-detection and reconfiguration strategies or other methods to adapt to the variations. This will necessitate some form of on-chip redundancy resulting in an increase in the number of transistors needed to perform a function. For example, multi-bit error correction codes (ECC) can be used within RAM arrays to improve yields. Such strategies can be used successfully with bit-error rates as high as 0.01% but cannot cope with failure rates higher than 1% as is expected in sub-20nm length devices, thus new techniques for designing reliable systems on unreliable technology are needed [66].

2.7.4 Body-Biasing and Adaptive Supplies

One technique that has been used in design to minimise the impact of variability is the use of body-biasing techniques, in which devices have forward or reverse body bias applied. Ap-
plying a reverse body-bias can reduce the sub-threshold leakage, generally at the expense of operating frequency. Alternatively a forward bias can increase the frequency of the cell at the cost of a moderate increase in leakage power [33].

A similar technique is to use adaptive supply voltages. This can be on a chip-wide scale or a more localised scale, with different functional blocks operating at different voltages.

**Material Techniques**

One method already discussed to help reduce the impact of intrinsic variability is the use of different materials in the construction of devices. One of the most promising emerging technologies at withstanding device variability is the use of ultra-thin body (UTB) silicon-on-insulator MOSFETs. Such devices can tolerate a much lower dopant concentration within the channel region than conventional designs, thus lowering the impact of random-discrete dopant induced variability. Working UTB MOSFETs have already been demonstrated in laboratories with channel lengths as low as 6nm, however optimal scaling requires that the body-thickness is in the range of nanometres, where surface roughness at the top and bottom of the Si-SiO$_2$ interface will introduce local variations within the silicon body thickness. Samsudin et al used the 3D atomistic drift-diffusion simulator at Glasgow to create a sample set of 10nm channel length UTB-SOI MOSFET models, and observed that the effects of random dopants within the source and drain regions will be one of the critical sources of device mismatch. However, the simulated 10nm UTB-SOI based SRAM cells actually offered a better static-noise margin than similar results obtained using conventional 35nm MOSFETs, resulting in a more stable overall operation. When scaled down to 5nm - roughly the extent of current SIA roadmap predictions, the results suggest that other technologies may be needed to allow stable operation. Interpolation of the results suggest than SRAM may be functional to around 7.5nm, beyond which alternative technologies such as a double-gates MOSFETs will be needed [143, 142].

### 2.7.5 A Special Case: Impact on SRAM

The one type of device that is most significantly affected by device variability is the SRAM memory cell, which is essential in modern devices when a high-clock speed register is needed such as in microprocessor cache memory. Device variability makes it harder to reduce the device operating voltage ($V_{DD\text{min}}$) after reducing device scale, which in turn can lead to read and write failures, data retention failures and differential signal failures. As a consequence of the operative voltage the leakage currents are proportionally increased. Within the sense
amp the device variability will cause increased input offset voltage in the differential bit-level sensing, and decreased accuracy within the timing tracking circuits. The consequences of all this are that whilst the area is reducing roughly 50% per node (at 65nm node, bit cell area is approximately $0.5\mu m^2$ reducing to $0.25\mu m^2$ in 45nm node), it is difficult to get the performance to scale with it; the $V_{DD}$ is not scaling by the same amount and the leakage is increased [45].

At the present bleeding-edge technology nodes, device variability caused by intrinsic parameter fluctuations have eliminated almost all of the available noise margin in SRAM cells that are based on standard MOSFET designs. In a typical modern system-on-a-chip, which may contain well in excess of 1 billion transistors, it is common for SRAM to occupy 50% of the overall chip area or greater. Thus the overall reliability of SOC designs is highly dependant on the reliability of the on-chip memory. As the stability margin on SRAM cells reduces, individual cells may either fail to hold their state or register a new state correctly. Those cells which are found on the tails of the statistical distributions will fail to work properly; as the distributions widen with technology scaling, increased cell density and $V_{DD}$ reduction, new techniques to either increase redundancy in memory or increase stability margins will be essential [29, 65].

**SRAM Construction**

The typical SRAM memory bit uses 6 cross-connected transistors, arranged as illustrated in Figure 2.15a. Additional sub-circuits are used to address the correct memory bit and drive signal lines to usable values; these will typical consist of a precharge circuit, control logic and a sense-amplifier, as illustrated in Figure 2.15b. This arrangement, with a pair of n-FET pass gates driving cross-couple inverters, has been widely adopted as the industry standard embedded memory [65].

**Alternative topologies and techniques to reduce variability**

Whilst the mass-produced SRAM cells are typically based upon this 6-transistor design, a number of alternative designs have been implemented. Some of these techniques aim to overcome the limitations imposed by the various types of device variability and improve the reliability of SRAM cells. They include read-assist and write-assist features to help overcome the occurrence of read failure and write failure, alternative bit-cell layouts utilising different arrangements to the standard 6-transistor cell, and power management techniques to reduce the leakage current and control temperatures.
One such design is the 4T-2R SRAM cell, which replaces the PMOS devices with resistors; this design is significantly smaller in terms of area consumed, and overcomes problems attributed to NBTI, but it does not offer the high speed offered by 6T SRAM [154]. Li et al have developed a method for simulating the effects of transistor failure due to hot-carrier injection, time-depended dielectric breakdown and NBTI. They simulated a complete 6-T SRAM structure, combining a single memory-bit with the necessary precharge, write-control and sense amplifier circuits. Accelerated time-dependant transistor-failure models were then used to determine normalised lifetimes of all the transistors, and those determined to be the most-damaged were replaced with failed-transistor equivalent models in a SPICE simulation. Whilst the research was based around 0.25µm models and was concerned with time-dependant failure rather than the intrinsic-fluctuations covered in this thesis, some of the principles and methods used in the analysis are followed in the simulation of device generation with next-generation models [104].

This chapter has discussed the causes and effects of intrinsic variability on the MOS transistor and CMOS integrated circuits. This includes a review of the techniques to model variability through to the creation of compact models, which are used in the research within this thesis. The following chapter discusses the concepts and application of evolutionary algorithms, search techniques which are inspired by the ideas within Darwinian evolution.
Chapter 3

Evolutionary Algorithms

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the field of biologically inspired algorithms, with special emphasis on evolutionary computation - computational procedures which are inspired by the principles and processes of natural evolution. The basic principles that underpin and describe all such algorithms are outlined followed by a more detailed review of some of the extensions to these basic principles in the most commonly used paradigms. The application of such techniques in the field of electronic circuit design and optimisation with examples of both extrinsic and intrinsic evolution is then covered with a look at important results from the past twenty years right up to the current state-of-the-art developments.

3.1.1 Biological Background

The foundations of evolutionary biology stem from the theory proposed by Charles Darwin in his 1859 work short-titled “On the Origin of Species”, which provided alongside the root ideas of molecular genetics, the notion of ‘survival of the fittest’ [52]. The theory suggests that when a population of individuals has to compete for limited resources, those individuals which are best adapted to their environment will be the most likely to survive and reproduce: this phenomenon is named ‘natural selection’. In order for new features and characteristics to be introduced into a population it is necessary that new individuals can have some form of variation, which is caused by a second phenomenon known as ‘mutation’.

In the process of mutation random changes are introduced to individuals within a population with a certain probability, during the reproduction process, which results in new traits and characteristics in the off-spring. If these traits prove to be advantageous the process of
natural selection will see the features reproduced, as the adaptation improves the likelihood of reproduction, whilst detrimental features will be gradually be discarded. Basic lifeforms such as plants and singed-celled organisms are able to asexually reproduce, however the vast majority of higher life-forms reproduce through sexual mating [40]. This means all individuals which are able to produce offspring with each other belong to the species, with new species arising once two sub-populations of a species have diversified to the extent such that sexual reproduction is no longer possible, as may occur through geographical separation. It is widely accepted that this fundamental diversification took place at early stages of life on the Earth, leaving no free ecological niches for new species to develop; barring a major-scaled ecological disaster, it is unlikely for entirely new species to evolve [160]. The process of evolution is thus a cycle of reproduction, mutation and selection, and these form the basis of all evolutionary algorithms [87, 26].

The Darwinian principles as discussed above describe the evolutionary process at a macroscopic level. Considering the microscopic level - the method in which information is transferred from parent to off-spring - is the field of molecular genetics. All living organisms contain an encoding which contains a chemical description of how to assemble the organism. The encoding is named a genotype and in the real world it contains the complete set of information on how to assemble the physiological and morphological appearance of the organism - its phenotype - in the form of a genetic encoding. All the information in the two parent genotypes can be inherited by the produced offspring, with a random amount of ‘recombination’ between the two sets of genetic material and a further random mutation.

It is important here to distinguish carefully between the genotype and phenotype, as to where the processes involved in evolution take place. The mutation and recombination take place exclusively in the genome, whilst the selection process is exclusively the subject of the phenotype. Information is passed in one direction only, from genotype and phenotype, and never the other way - the skills and experiences learned by the parent throughout its life do not influence the genome and thus are lost upon its death. Ontogenesis, the self-organising building process which develops the phenotype from the information within the genotype is so complex it is far from being fully understood, however it is known that their is an inherent random element which results in no two phenotypes being exactly the same as each other, even if they share identical genetic material. In brief, portions of the genetic material, held in the structure of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), is copied into strands of messenger ribonucleic acid (RNA). The RNA is subsequently translated into one of 22 standard amino acids, which are concatenated to form a large variety of proteins [76]. These proteins have the ability to excite or inhibit the generation of other proteins; this allows the cells to be able to differentiate.
between one of hundreds of distinct morphological types, such as hormone secretion cells, nervous system cells, skin cells and blood cells, which combine to create the complex organs of the body [14].

The evolutionary process thus occurs when four conditions are satisfied: there is a population of entities, the entities have the ability to reproduce, there is variety in the reproduced entity’s, and there is a variation in an entity's survival chance that is associated with its environment. In the natural world variety is found within the chromosomes of an entity, resulting in variation in both structure and behaviour of the entity. These structural and behavioural differences result in variation in the survival and reproduction rates of entities, as those which can adapt better to their environment outlive and reproduce more than those which are less fit. Over a number of generations the population will contain more of the well-adapted entities [87].

### 3.1.2 History of Evolutionary Computation

Evolutionary computation is often considered a subfield of the computer-science study of artificial intelligence, in which a population is iteratively improved based on the primitive biological mechanisms that are found in evolution. The earliest examples of the application of Darwinian evolutionary operators of mutation and selection towards improved computational solutions can be found in the late 1950’s, such as the work by Dr. George Box aimed at improving the productivity within the chemical industry, published in 1957 [34]. The lack of available computing platforms to develop such algorithms resulted in relatively slow growth until the mid 1970’s. From this period onwards the field has seen steady growth in terms of the number of publications and conferences. The majority of all implementations of evolutionary computation can be shown to descend from three independently developed, although strongly related, approaches. These are genetic algorithms (GA), evolutionary strategies (ES) and evolutionary programming [27]. The original objective of both genetic algorithms and evolutionary programming is the optimisation of parameters within a process; this differs from evolutionary strategies, which were developed with the goal of implementing artificial intelligence by simulating learning processes [160]. The different types of algorithm are discussed in detail in Section 3.2.

---

1For a while, the growth in the number of publications and conferences in the field was exponential [27]
3.1.3 Operation of an Evolutionary Algorithm

Almost all examples of evolutionary algorithms require at least five key functional operations to be specified. Firstly, the data structure which represents the genotype must be determined. This must contain all of the relevant parameters that are required for expressing a candidate solution. Then, the mapping or developmental process which creates a phenotype from the genotype must be defined. A process to determine a measure of how well each decoded phenotype performs at its given objective - the fitness function - must be assessed for all the individuals. A selection strategy for choosing members for the new population (and often a strategy for recombination of genetic material from multiple parents) must be implemented. Finally, a method for introducing variations into the new population, normally by mutating the genotypes within the new population, needs to be constructed. The operation principle of a typical evolution algorithm is demonstrated in the block diagram of Figure 3.1.

Genotype Definition

It is necessary for the genotype to contain all the variables and parameters necessary for the genotype-phenotype mapping process to completely develop the candidate solution. Generally the data types are chosen so that they allow an efficient coding and easy implementation of variation operations (crossover and mutation), such as binary bit-strings and integer or floating point arrays.

Initial Population

The first process in any evolutionary algorithm is the creation of an initial population. Most often this will be a set of randomised genotypes, although this is not always the case. In certain circumstances the first generation may be populated with ‘known’ solutions, which may be for example a set of genotypes which correspond to the current best human-created solutions in the case of an optimisation problem, or the termination-population of a previously run algorithm. The initial population could also be a group of clones of one single genotype, although in general it is desirable to have a level of diversity in any population.

\[\text{\footnotesize In some very trivial or simple algorithms, such as boolean functions, there may be no difference between genotype and phenotype and thus no mapping. Alternatively the mapping may be performed by a separate pre-defined structure, such as on an FPGA chip in intrinsic evolution where the genotype is passed directly to the external hardware.}\]
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the main operations in a generic evolutionary algorithm.
Genotype → Phenotype Mapping

The Genotype → Phenotype Mapping process is the stage that reproduces ontogenesis in the natural world. It takes a genotype as its input, and produces a phenotype representation of an individual, being a state that is ready to be calculated by the fitness function. In many algorithms the phenotype may take the form of a standard data type or structure. In the case of extrinsic evolution of electronic circuits, the phenotype may be considered the SPICE netlist or hardware description language module, thus the mapping is the process of converting the genotype on which the algorithm operates into a netlist, ready for analysing by the simulation software.

The mapping may be either fixed architecture or self-organising. In a fixed architecture the structure of the phenotype is predetermined but the values are described within the genotype; this is the case for many parameter optimisation algorithms and most examples of intrinsic electronic evolution, where the mapping toggles the activation of certain function blocks on the hardware device. In a full self-organising system all aspects of the phenotype may be described from the genotype mapping; in the case of extrinsic evolution this may include the choice of components, connection topology and component values within a netlist [160].

Calculation of an Individuals Fitness

The process of evaluating an individuals fitness essentially contains the description of the problem to be solved and a method for rating each individuals effectiveness at solving that problem - the fitness function. This process takes the phenotype as its input and returns a single score, or a set of scores, as its output. Determining the appropriate fitness function for a problem is one of the most important and often difficult tasks as the process requires the implementation of a method for probing the individual to obtain results, and the subsequent fitness landscape can take on a vast number of different shapes. If the fitness landscape is scattered with many local optima there is a risk that the algorithm will prematurely converge and struggle to find the global optima.

The process of testing the individuals and calculating a score from the results is also generally by far the most time consuming in the algorithm, to the extent that in many cases all the other computation time can be considered negligible. Many problems will have multiple objectives to be optimised, thus it may be necessary for the fitness function to either combine and weight numerous scores into a final value using a mathematical function, or alternatively use one of a number of multiple-objective strategies that rank the entire population based on their performance across the whole gamut of objectives.
Selection Operation

The function of the selection strategy is to determine which members of the current generation should either directly survive, produce offspring, or die out. The evolutionary strategy may allow for survivors from a generation to pass through to the new generation unaltered - it is common practice in many strategies to preserve the fittest member of one generation, thus ensure every future generation will have a member at least as strong as any in the previous generation; such strategies are named elitist strategies. Parent selection strategies normally select two parents which are passed to the crossover algorithm, and from them a new offspring is created, containing characteristics of both. A number of different selection strategies have been implemented in different algorithms, and it is obviously possible to combine the strategies with different weights. A brief description of some of the most relevant strategies is given below:

- **Tournament Selection** is perhaps the simplest strategy to implement, and also one of the most computationally efficient to calculate. A group of $q$ randomly selected individuals compete in a *tournament*; the fittest is promoted to the new population or as a new parent. The selective pressure of the strategy can be finely tuned by careful adjustment of the tournament size $q$. Generally all the members are available to compete for selection in all the tournaments, and the fittest is deterministically selected, although variations exist. A tournament between only two individuals is termed a *binary* tournament. Given that no sorting of the population is required the time complexity is $O(\lambda)$ making it suitable for use with very large populations sizes [27, 26].

- **Fitness Proportional Selection** maps the fitness scores across a fixed interval (typically $[0,1]$) using a linear, or otherwise, fitness scaling function, which allows for the distortion of different fitness regions. This strategy allows the promotion of specific regions of fitness and complex weightings to be implemented if they appear likely to improve the algorithm’s performance, however, the most appropriate scaling function is likely to be highly problem specific [160, 26].

- **Rank-based Selection** converts all the fitness scores into a rank value and selects individuals based only on this rank score. Such a strategy is easy to implement and eliminates the need to create a fitness scaling such as used in proportional selection. Unlike in proportional selection, the fittest member of a rank-based strategy will always be assigned the same selection probability, which reduces the likelihood of an individual with a vastly superior fitness score engulfing the population. However, when vast population
sizes are used, the act of ranking each and every individual can demand substantial memory and processing time [26].

- **Diversity-based Selection** is a method of selection designed to maintain a diverse population allowing more of the potential search space to be explored. A metric for measuring the difference between individuals within the population is introduced and from this selection occurs, penalising crowded areas of the fitness landscape. With such a strategy the mean fitness and number of weak individuals and traded for the diversity of the population, reducing the likelihood of diverging towards local optima and stagnating [160].

- **Disruptive Selection** penalises members of the population with average fitness scores. One such function takes the form $u(x) = |f(x) - f(t)|$ where $f(x)$ is the fitness value for individual $x$, and $f(t)$ is the mean of all solutions at that point in time; both the very good and very weak individuals will be promoted ahead of average solutions. The use of such a strategy is highly problem dependent and would only work with a limited number of mutation strategies [26].

- $(\mu, \lambda)$ evolution strategies use a deterministic selection scheme, in which $\mu$ parents create $\lambda$ offspring through recombination and mutation, with the best $\mu$ offspring selected to replace the parents. This is a non-elitist strategy thus the best individuals of future generations can perform worse than the best of the current generation.

- $(\mu + \lambda)$ evolution is an elitist alternative to $(\mu, \lambda)$ selection in which the best $\mu$ individuals from the union of parents and offspring are selected for the future generation. This ensures that a monotonic course of evolution is guaranteed.

- $(\mu, \kappa, \lambda)$ strategies form a group including both the above strategies, in which $\kappa$ defines the maximum generation lifespan of an individual. For $(\mu, \lambda)$ evolution $\kappa = 1$ and for $(\mu + \lambda)$ evolution $\kappa = \infty$ [27].

- **Multi-Objective Selection** strategies are used when multi-objective algorithms are run with multiple fitness values being produced. Whilst multiple objectives can be combined to create single scores in the fitness function, it is also possible to keep the values separate and this allows a far more diverse set of candidate solutions. The different multi-objective selection strategies are discussed in further detail in Section 3.3.
3.1 Introduction

Mutation Operation

Mutation is one of the two ‘variation’ operators: it adds the element of random variation to the new population. It is generally usual for all the members of the new population to be subject to the mutation operation, aside from elitist schemes which preserve the fittest member(s) as is. Different strategies have been used for various data-types within the genotype. A bit-wise mutation, where randomly selected bits of the genotype are inverted, is one of the most simple operations and can theoretically be applied to all computed algorithms. However, when the genotype uses a non-binary encoding a bit-wise strategy can clearly have a wide range of consequential effects and in certain cases may lead to non-solvable solutions or other problem states.

Generally the mutation strategy will operate using the same data type as individual genes. When integer or floating-point data types are used, the mutation operation may alter a value to a new random value using some defined distribution centred on the original value. Alternatively the mutation operation may select a completely new random value (possibly within a defined range). The strategies have different consequential effects on the new population and the progress of an algorithm; limiting the mutation range will tend to improve the mean fitness score and gradually find local optima yet imposes more restriction on the search space than a wide-range or full-range strategy.

The distribution used within the mutation strategy has been subject to a body of research, where it has been noted that the best performing distribution cannot easily be predicted as it is dependent on the fitness landscape that results from the problem in hand. In a classical EP algorithm the mutation will use a Gaussian distribution. One alternative, such as that used in Fast Evolutionary Programming (FEP) [180], is the Cauchy distribution, which in its one-dimensional form is defined by the equation below:

$$f_t(x) = \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{t}{t^2 + x^2}, \quad -\infty < x < \infty \quad (3.1)$$

The shape of the Cauchy distribution, illustrated in Figure 3.2, is initially similar to a Gaussian over the central region, but approaches the axis very slowly such that it has an infinite variance. This extra variance increases the possibility of an algorithm escaping from a local optima, and has been demonstrated to perform significantly better than a Gaussian strategy in multi-modal problems with complex fitness landscapes [181]. Other distribution functions for mutation strategies that have been investigated include the use of Laplace distributions by Montana and Davis [26].
An important parameter of all evolutionary algorithms is the mutation rate (the probability of one bit or gene mutating). For bit-string based genotypes a very common choice is to mutate an average of one bit in each operation (a mutation rate of $1/l$ where $l$ is the genotype length). In early algorithms mutation was often considered a minor or background operator with far greater emphasis placed on recombination; as a consequence very low mutation rates were often used. Schaffer et al researched the problem and found their optimal rates were in the range 0.05 to 0.1% [145], with further analysis on their results by Müllenberg arriving at the formula $N \times m \times \sqrt{n} = 1.7$, where $N$ is the population size, $n$ is the genotype length and $m$ is the mutation rate [126]. However, more recent studies have revealed that the optimal size differs for every different problem and over the course of the optimisation. These studies have demonstrated that the use of much larger initial mutation rates which dynamically decrease over time, or the use of self-adaptive mutation rates which encode the current mutation rate as part of the genotype, can prove effective [25, 152].

Recombination Operation

The second variation operator that is used in evolutionary algorithms is recombination or ‘crossover’ - the way by which offspring genotypes are assembled from two or more parents. Numerous different implementations of crossover are possible dependent on the data types used in the genotype; different methods can have drastically different effects on the offspring, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The proportion of parent string which undergo the crossover operation is determined by the crossover rate, although there may be additional rates depending on the recombination method [26]. The most simple form is a one-point crossover, in which the genotypes from two parents are combined into a single offspring genotype. A crossover
position is randomly selected, with the resultant genotype formed by the concatenation of the substring of parent A up to the crossover point with parent B from the crossover point. Some of the most frequently used alternative crossover strategies are outlined in the list below [27]:

- **Uniform crossover** operations do not have predetermined crossover points; instead the decision to make a breakpoint is made independently at each position. In its simplest form, with a binary genotype, the crossover will randomly select each bit or gene of the offspring genotype from either parent A or parent B, as shown in Figure 3.3a. This can be neutrally weighted, or one parent can be given dominance at a predetermined rate. Alternatively the likelihood of switching the source parent can be below \( p = 0.5 \) at each position. Optionally an alternate offspring can also be created from the inverse selection, thus for each given gene parent A will contribute to either offspring C or D, and parent B the other [32].

- **N-Point crossover** arranges the genomes and splits them at \( N \) randomly selected crossing points. The offspring are then composed from alternating sections of the genome pair. Figure 3.3b shows an example of 2-Point crossover.

- **Arithmetical crossover** is used with integer or floating-point value genes and selects a distribution between the respective value from both parents using a chosen distribution; this can affect all genes or only a randomly selected number. In **guaranteed average crossover**, as shown in Figure 3.3c, the value is always the mean of the two values. In **geometrical crossover** the value is calculated by the square root of the product of the two parent values [114].

- **Multi-parent recombination** creates offspring from more than two parent genotypes, using adapted versions of crossover strategies such as those listed above.

**Termination Criteria**

A final consideration to give to any evolution algorithm is if and when to terminate. For certain problems, there may be a single, correct solution, at which point the algorithm can terminate. An example of this is the creation of boolean logic functions where the only fitness objective is the functionality of the circuit - once a design is realised that perfectly realises the target truth table, the program can terminate. For many problems, particularly those focussed on optimisation, there may be no perfect solution, and as such termination will be desirable either after a predetermined amount of time (or number of generations), or when a certain quality
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(a) Uniform Crossover

(b) 2-Point Crossover

(c) Guaranteed Average Crossover

Figure 3.3: Examples of some of the frequently used crossover operations in evolutionary algorithms
of solution has been realised, or when a certain amount of time has passed since the last improvement. The setting of termination criteria is very problem specific, and care must be taken to balance allowing enough time for acceptable solutions to be found against allowing too much time such that the population spends much time in a state of stagnation. As computation resources become cheaper and more available there is arguably less need to concern about setting specific termination criteria, provided the algorithm can be terminated by a user without losing the data relating to the best solutions found to date.

### 3.2 Types of Evolutionary Algorithm

This section outlines the principle operation and differences between the main strands of EC algorithm: this covers the three original forms - the Genetic Algorithm, Evolutionary Programming and Evolutionary Strategies - along with the more recently developed fields of Genetic Programming and its descendant Cartesian Genetic Programming. The key implementation differences of the original forms are given in Table 3.1.

#### 3.2.1 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) were established by John Holland, with the theoretical foundations and early applications explored in his 1975 book “Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems” [74]. The fundamental principles are based on the ability of a simple representation to encode a complicated structure, with simple evolutionary transformations improving the structure. In a GA these representations are akin to what is named a chromosome within biology, and a group of chromosomes forms a population. Selection, mutation and cross-over operations are performed on the population with the aim of improving an individuals fitness, being the measure of how well it performs at the required function.
One adaptation of standard GAs that has proved effective in the field of optimisation within complex landscapes is the Parallel Genetic Algorithm (PGA). In a PGA, the global population is split into distributed subgroups, of which the best members are sent to neighbouring subgroups every \( k \) generations. If a sub-population is found to stagnate for a number of generations, one individual within it will switch from following the GA to attempting a local hill-climbing strategy (see Section 3.4.1) [125].

### 3.2.2 Evolutionary Programming

Another set of evolutionary computation paradigms is Evolutionary Programming (EP), first defined by Fogel in 1964, which differs from GAs in its top-down approach to optimisation. EP was created as an alternative approach to artificial intelligence, which progressively created organisms of increasing intellect over time as opposed to being reliant on heuristics. In a GA the concept of different building blocks within the genome is key, which comes with the implicit assumption that the fitness of a member can indeed be described as a function of different block parts of the genome. In contrast in EP each member is judged solely on its final fitness score and no effort is made to subdivide and extract building blocks from the genome, thus crossover or recombination operations do not appear in standard EP with variation coming from the mutation operator alone [26].

As first defined, EP involves a population of finite state machines, to which an ‘environment’ is presented as a sequence of symbols. The output symbol is observed and compared to the next input symbol, with the differences accumulated to provide an overall fitness score. Offspring machines are mutated through the randomised use of one of five mutation modes: change an output symbol, change the initial state, change a state transition, add a state and delete an existing state [62].

### 3.2.3 Evolutionary Strategies

Evolutionary Strategies (ES) were developed independent to GAs and EP by three students, Ingo Rechenberg, Hans-Paul Schwefel and Peter Bienert, in 1964, when working on a method to minimise drag on a flexible plate within a wind tunnel. They had employed an iterative search strategy in which individual folds were adjusted one at a time, however discovered that the search strategy always got stuck at a local minimum, a S-shaped fold, never realising the optimal form of a flat plate. By introducing small random changes, the local minimum could be bypassed - and combining this mutation with a decision to select the mutated design or step-back, ES were born [26]. The early ES were all \((1 + 1)\) strategies, such that there
is just one parent and mutation, and the mutated individual is progress provided it scores as
good as the parent or better. Later computer simulations into the theory led to multimembered
strategies based upon continuous decision variables, with $\mu > 1$ parents and $\lambda > \mu$ children
(see 3.1.3) [147].

### 3.2.4 Genetic Programming

Genetic Programming can be considered as specialisation of a GA, however the design of the
representation and genetic operator leads to a conceptually different approach to solving EC
problems. It is a domain-independent method that evolves populations of computer programs
to solve given problems. The objective is to create an automatic system, accepting a high-
level statement of a problem as its input and creating some form of computer program to solve
the problem without human-intervention in the programming. A large number of randomly
created programs forms the initial population, to which analogues of the Darwinian principles
of survival-of-the-fittest and the operations of sexual recombination and genetic mutation are
applied [26].

One of the first documented examples of a system designed to evolve computer functions
was described by Michael Cramer in 1985. This system extended the algorithmic programming
language, PL, which allowed four basic operators: increment, zero, loop and goto, and added
to these a set operator (which sets a first variable to the value of the second) and a block
operator (which groups to other statements as arguments then performs them sequentially).
This system was applied to evolve a two-input, one-output multiplier using a population size
of fifty over thirty generations. Despite the very small test size the system produced the desired
function 72% more often than a flat-fitness control sample[50].

The first runs of what is conventionally accepted as a GP were in 1987 with the system
being first described in detail by John R Koza in his 1988 patent filing *Non-Linear Genetic
Algorithms for Solving Problems*[94]. The programs that are generated within the algorithm
were originally implemented in the LISP programming language which represents programs as
data structures; more recently some of the syntax and tree-structure of LISP language has been
retained whilst the programs themselves have been implemented in many other programming
languages [26, 89].

A program in this sense is an entity which has data inputs, performs computations and
produces data outputs, where computations can be arithmetic calculations, conditional com-
putations or iterative and recursive loops. More elaborate programs can also store results in a
memory cache, allowing sections can be divided and reused as subroutines with the passing
of dummy input variables and return values. One form of code reuse has been given the name
Automatically Defined Functions [90]. Automatically Defined Functions (ADFs) are a method of exploiting modularity that may exist within a problem with the goal of improving GP performance. Evolved simultaneously with the main program, ADFs are subroutine blocks that can be reused within a solution. The approach was first suggested by Koza and Rice who observed significant performance enhancements in many different scenarios where the evolved solution had multiple instances of blocks of code [88].

Evolutionary Module Acquisition (EMA), described by Angeline and Pollack, is an alternative approach towards the implementation of ADFs which helps protect promising partial solutions and can speed acquisition time. Module acquisition in this manner allows promising partial solutions to be protected from the stochastic nature of the evolutionary operators. In this approach a randomly selected group of program elements are frozen from manipulation and the reproductive advantage this gives to the individual is evaluated. These frozen groups will be replicated “as is” into subsequent offspring. This is done by adding two new operators into the reproduction process: compress which selects a module to freeze from manipulation, and expand which has the opposite effect. These operators have no effect on the fitness of the evolved results, instead they help ensure that fit sections can be preserved in possible offspring [17].

An extension to the principle is the atomisation operator which represents a compressed module as a new component within the genotype, allowing additional compression of modules and the possibility of modules containing modules ultimately leading to a hierarchical arrangement. Both ADFs and EMAs have demonstrated the ability to improve algorithm performance in a number of situations where the problem can be split into modules and the principles of code reuse have been widely researched since their introduction [168, 17].

Cartesian Genetic Programming

Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) is a graph-based genetic programming paradigm within which the genotype is represented as a list of integers and functions are linked by connections, originally developed from a representation used for the evolution of digital building block circuits. The genotype is a string of integers which represent both the functions and interconnections between graph nodes, inputs and outputs [117]. One of the key distinctions between CGP and other forms of genetic programming is that CGP can encode non-connected graphs where it is not possible to walk between all of the pairs of nodes; however, at least one connected subgraph is always encoded. The presence of disconnected subgraphs (which can be altered or mutated without affecting the connected graph) implies a many-to-one genotype-phenotype mapping [115].
CGP itself has now been applied to a number of different fields in the field of Electronic Evolution. When applied to the task of evolving boolean 3-bit multiplier problems one of the evolved solutions used only 21 gates which is 20% less than conventional designs [115]. Other applications include analogue & digital filter design [177], and further afield to image processing and evolutionary art, artificial life and bio-inspired developmental models and molecular docking [116].

One important aspect of CGP which distinguishes it from other algorithms is the presence of redundant genes, which is analogous to junk DNA. Individual genes can themselves be turned on or off by mutation operations during the evolution, and it has been demonstrated that these “junk” genes offer beneficial roles within the evolutionary search space. Studies to evaluate the effect of the inherent redundancy within CGP have concluded that the best performance in terms of computational efficiency have occurred in scenarios where there are extremely high levels of redundancy [116].

Standard CGP does not include the use of ADFs (although it has outperformed traditional GP with ADFs on a number of occasions). Recently a new implementation named Embedded CGP (ECGP) has been developed which includes ADFs based on the EMA approach, allowing modules to be constructed and called by the main CGP code [168]. Another implementation of CGP has recently been used by Gadja and Sekanina with the specific goal of reducing the number of transistors in digital circuits using a gate-level evolutionary design, extending from earlier work by Miller et al, with early results highlighting the computation efficiency of the search method over Koza’s GP method [67].

### 3.2.5 Hybrid Methods

Hybrid evolutionary systems are those which enhance a standard evolutionary method with some addition domain knowledge, problem-specific heuristics and possibly existing algorithms with the aim of improving performance (either of the existing algorithm, the evolutionary system or both). In the cases where an existing, non-evolutionary algorithm is to be hybridised, the technique will generally be to preserve the algorithms current encoding and positive features whilst incorporating relevant crossover and mutation operators. An alternative class of hybrid systems exist within which the EA acts as a component part of a larger system comprising of many other algorithms. One specific form of hybrid algorithm uses Lamarckian inheritance, whereby characteristics or knowledge acquired by individuals throughout their lifetime is in some form passed on to off-spring. Such algorithms are suited only to problems where a reverse phenotype → genotype mapping is possible, including any acquired characteristics.
3.3 Multi-Objective Selection

It is not generally possible to accurately rate the performance of a logic circuit, or indeed any electronic circuit, based on a single score. Circuit operating speed and power consumption are generally inversely proportional and these two primary characteristics can each be broken down further. The operational delay between an input-change and corresponding output change will vary based on the prior-state conditions, the output load and the relevant path between input and output. When considered as a whole circuit, numerous different delay characteristics can be considered. Likewise, the power consumption can be separated into static and dynamic power and will also vary between different input and output states and transitions. Whilst an exhaustive sweep of every possible combination of input-and-output transitions at all practicable loads is not a realistic simulation option (especially when several thousand circuits need to be simulated, as is the case within an evolutionary algorithm), it is clear that useful characterisation of a circuit performance must take into consideration a number of different circuit parameters. As such, the problem represents a Multi-Objective Optimisation problem, and its solution will require the use of a Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA).

3.3.1 Pareto Optimality

MOEA’s are adaptations of traditional single-objective algorithms which provide a number of solutions, which provide trade-offs of performance between objective functions that mutually conflict. Whilst a traditional global optimisation problem will work towards a single solution, the aim of an MOEA is to find a set of trade-offs; rather than a single optimal solution, a set of results which are all considered equally optimal is provided. This set of results forms what is commonly known as a Pareto-optimal front, formally generalised by Vilfrado Pareto in 1893 [133], which can be formally mathematically considered through the following definition [47]:

\[ x \in \Omega \text{ is Pareto-Optimal w.r.t. } \Omega \text{ if and only if there is no } x' \in \Omega \text{ for which } \]
\[ v = F(x') = (f_1(x'), ..., f_k(x')) \text{ dominates } u = F(x) = (f_1(x), ..., f_k(x)) \]  

(3.2)

In other words, discovered solutions to a problem are considered to be Pareto Optimal when their individual objective components cannot all be simultaneously improved. If, for a given solution \( x \), there is no alternative solution \( x' \) in which fitness is improved in one objective without causing detriment in another. All such solutions form part of the Pareto-optimal front and are considered to be non-dominated. An example of Non-Dominated Front
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Figure 3.4: An example of individuals in a 2-objective problem. The top three Non-Dominated Fronts, including the Pareto-optimal front, are shown.

(NDF) highlighting the Pareto-optimal front is given in Figure 3.4.

3.3.2 Types of Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms

There exist several publicised techniques and algorithms which are used to find solutions to multi-objective problems via evolutionary search. The earliest examples can be found in work published by Ito et al in 1983 which concerned insulation systems within piping networks, and the Vector Evaluation Genetic Algorithm (VEGA) as proposed by David Schaffer in his 1984 PhD thesis. VEGA was based on a simple GA, however the selection process was modified such that sub-populations were created at the end of each generation based on performance at each different objective function in turn, which were then shuffled to create the new population. Whilst this approach retained the individuals that excelled at individual objectives, well-balanced individuals that didn’t excel at any objective would not survive the selection process [46]. Goldberg observed the shortcomings of VEGA and other MOEAs that had been created and pointed out the need to use the ideas of Pareto-optimality to create effective MOEAs, in which the population is ranked such that it moves towards the Pareto front [68].

This suggestion resulted in a number of new algorithms, which shall be considered first generation MOEAs, which can be characterised by the algorithms simplicity. Following comparative studies on these on algorithms, revisions were made which aimed to improve the efficiency, primarily through the use of elitism, and diversity of the algorithms, resulting in the second generation MOEAs. The primary operation of the most widely adopted first- and second- generation MOEAs are outlined in Table 3.2 [46, 47].
Table 3.2: Comparison of the features and characteristics of the most widely adapted first- and second- generation Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms [46, 47]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Generation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOGA</td>
<td><em>Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm</em> ranks individuals based on the number of chromosomes in the population by which it is dominated, thus all non-dominated individuals are equally ranked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPGA</td>
<td><em>Niched-Pareto Genetic Algorithm</em> uses tournament selection between two individuals, in which each is compared to a random subset of the entire population. If either is non-dominated and the other isn’t, the non-dominated individual is advanced to the next generation, whilst all other results are considered a tie with the selected individual determined through fitness sharing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSGA</td>
<td><em>Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm</em> ranks the entire population based on non-domination and assigns each rank a fitness value based on population size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Generation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEA</td>
<td><em>Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm</em> stores an archive of previously found non-dominated solutions, which is added to at each generation. Each individual of the current population is compared to the strengths of all the archived solutions. The archive is periodically pruned to ensure its size remains below a certain threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEA-II</td>
<td><em>Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm II</em> enhances SPEA with a finer grained fitness measures which accounts for both the number of individuals that are dominated and those with are dominating. It adds a nearest-neighbour density estimation to enhance the efficiency of the search, and amends the archive truncation to ensure boundary solutions are preserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAES</td>
<td><em>Pareto Archived Evolutionary Strategy</em> combines a historical archive of non-dominated solutions with a (1 + 1) evolution strategy. To ensure diversity, each solution is given a coordinate position within an adaptive grid, with a procedure to ensure a balanced weight across all locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
<td><em>Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II</em> is an improved version of NSGA. It is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 NSGA-II

The Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II addresses many of the criticisms that had been directed at the NSGA approach. It adds elitism to the strategy, which has been shown to improve performance. It is also faster to calculate, reducing the computational complexity from $O(MN^3)$ to $O(MN^2)$, where $M$ is the number of objectives and $N$ is the population size. Finally, it removes the reliance on the sharing parameter which preserved diversity in the original NSGA algorithm [53].

NSGA-II functions operates by ranking and sorting each individual in the population according to its non-domination level. One individual dominates another if, and only if, it scores better in at least one objective function and equal to or better in all others. It is therefore possible for a great number of solutions to fall within the same NDF, and as such there needs to be an additional function to determine which individuals in the same NDF should be given a higher probability to survive. This additional discrimination between individuals in the same front, referred to as niching, occurs through the use of a crowding distance measure, as described below.

NSGA-II has been used for many applications the field of evolutionary electronics, including the synthesis of CMOS operational amplifiers, electro-mechanical system design, antenna design [46] and development of transistor circuits on programmable hardware [160]. It has been selected as the multi-objective algorithm used in this project based on a number of comparative studies with other 2nd generation MOEA studies, which suggest it is generally the best-performing or close to best performing when a moderate range of objective functions are used; other algorithms outperform it when few (under 4) or many (over 10) objectives are used, however for the range likely to be used in the project, the NSGA-II offers competitive performance [185, 47, 160]. The pseudo-code for the implementation of NSGA-II used in this thesis can be found in Appendix B.2.

Crowding Distance Measure

The crowding distance, $C_{\text{dist}}$, is a measure of the density of solutions that exist within the vicinity of a particular individual $p$ within the fitness landscape. It is calculated for each of the members within each non-dominated front respectively, based on the average distance to the nearest neighbours of $p$ through each and every objective. The purpose of the crowding distance measure is to guide evolution towards a uniform distribution of results across the Pareto-optimal front, by means of promoting well-spaced individuals over densely packed ones. To achieve this $C_{\text{dist}}$ is used as a secondary ranking for the individuals within a given
3.4 Alternative Optimisation Algorithms

An important characteristic of evolutionary algorithms is the fact that only two of the key operational modules, namely the genotype → phenotype mapping, and the fitness function, need to be implemented in a problem specific way. All the other steps in the process are independent of the problem definition; no prior knowledge of how a candidate solution works, nor further information about the optimised system, is included within the algorithm. As such EAs can be considered to be ‘black-box’ approaches to solving optimisation problems; they are applicable to a vast number of optimisation tasks, although their performance above alternative strategies is never guaranteed.

There are other algorithms which fit the same black-box heuristics of EAs. The most simple are the exhaustive or brute-force search, in which every possible location within the search space is assessed in a linear fashion, and the plain random search, in which different possible locations within the search space are assessed entirely at random. The former strategy is practical in none but the simplest and smallest of search spaces, although it is easy to implement and has the benefit over all other strategies of absolutely guaranteeing finding the optimal solution within a finite, predetermined number of assessments; as such it provides a useful benchmark to which other algorithms may be compared. Aside these simplistic algorithms, there are a further set of approaches which take into account the fitness landscape and aim to advance solutions in a generation-by-generation; these are hill-climbing and simulated annealing.

3.4.1 Hill Climbing Algorithms

Hill-climbing advances the primitive techniques of exhaustive and random searches by including information about the search space. A hill-climbing algorithm takes an initial starting position within the landscape, and attempts to improve on the current position by evaluating the fitness of local neighbours, moving towards the state that appears to be the best. The simple hill-climbing algorithm examines potential new states in a fixed order and selects the first one that improves upon the current state. This clearly adds bias based on the ordering, so a more robust solution is found in the steepest ascent hill climbing algorithm (SAHC). In SAHC, all possible successors are evaluated with the one that offers the greatest improvement selected. A major problem for these basic algorithms is they only find local maxima; once a position is found in which all local neighbours are worse than the current state stagnation
occurs. Additionally landscapes with plateaus, in which all local neighbours appear the same, and ridges, in which the target direction of the global maxima is along a narrow ridge, create situations in which the algorithm can get stuck [49].

There are many variations on the steepest-ascent hill climbing algorithm which aim to improve performance, particularly at avoiding stagnation at a local-maxima. Stochastic hill climbing adds a random element to the selection process with the probabilities of the different possible uphill moves weighted by their gradient; this generally converges more slowly than steepest-ascent but can perform better in certain landscapes. First-choice hill climbing generates successors at random until one is found to outperform the current state; this strategy is observed to work well in vast multivariate problems where a state has many thousands of potential successors. Random-restart hill climbing conducts a series of shorter hill-climbing searches from random starting positions with the aim of finding the global optima. Much as with evolutionary optimisation strategies, the success of a hill-climbing algorithm is very dependent - for landscapes with few local maxima, random-restart hill climbing can very rapidly find a good solution, however for a complex, spiked landscape, as is typical with an NP-hard problem, the algorithm will rapidly find strong local maxima but may miss the global maxima [140].

3.4.2 Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing (SA), invented by Kirkpatrick et al in 1983 [85], is an algorithm that essential combines hill-climbing with an element of random walk, to attempt to avoid the problem of getting stuck in local maxima, whilst being far more efficient that simply relying on random walk. The name stems from the metallurgy process of annealing in which metals are tempered by heating them to a high temperature, then gradually cooling them. The process is astutely described by Russell and Norvig using the following analogy: Consider a rough, bumpy landscape in which there is a ball, where the aim is to get the ball to reach the lowest point - a gradient descent problem. The process works by shaking the environment roughly, allowing the ball to fall and settle, then repeating the process with decreasing force until the ball has settled at the lowest point and doesn’t get dislodged by the shaking [140].

Simulated Annealing is used in multi-variate combinatorial problems where the goal is to minimise the system energy - a global function that is based on all the variables. SA is an extension of Metropolis Monte-Carlo (MMC) simulation, in which information about the shape of the search landscape is learned through a process of initial random sampling followed by iterative small changes. When the small changes result in a decrease in energy, the new state is accepted. If, however, the energy value is increased, the new state is probabilistically accepted
based on the Boltzmann Acceptance Criterion (BAC) $e^{(-\delta E/t)}$, in which $\delta E$ is the increase in energy and $T$ is the ‘temperature’ of the system, calculated from the percentage of steps that result in a rise in energy. A random value between 0 and 1 is chosen, with the new state accepted when the value is lower than the BAC; the allows the process to escape from local minima. In SA, successive iterations of MMC are run using progressively lower temperatures, with successive temperatures calculated from a cooling schedule. Popular cooling schedules include $T_{\text{new}} = T_{\text{old}} - \delta T$ and $T_{\text{new}} = T_{\text{old}} \times Q$ where $Q$ is a constant below 1.0; the choice of the schedule, the initial temperature and the amount of cooling each iteration need to be carefully selected according to the landscape and parameters of the problem to solve [49]. It is noted that in addition to hill climbing and simulated annealing, there are numerous other optimisation algorithms that have been applied to similar tasks. These include, amongst many others, particle swarm optimisation, quantum annealing and tabu search; for reasons of time and space a detailed analysis and comparison of all these techniques has not been included here.

### 3.5 Application of Evolution Algorithms

Whilst various algorithms can be demonstrated to find optimal solutions to trivial problems, the potential for EC is far greater when solving non-linear multi-variable optimisation problems. It is particularly in problem areas with stochastic, temporal or chaotic components where EC demonstrates the most potential as conventional methods can either miss optimal solutions or use excessive computational resources, or in certain circumstance conventional methods simply do not exist to solve the problem at hand. In this section a number of different practical problems to which evolutionary computation methods have been applied are discussed, with special focus on the problems associated with electronic engineering design and optimisation.

#### 3.5.1 General

Some of the most common optimisation areas in which evolutionary computation methods have been exploited are in routing, scheduling and packing. Routing problems are examples of combinatorial optimisation which have many real-world applications. One well known example is the Travelling Salesman Problem, which is finding the lowest cost route whilst travelling through all the nodes of a weighted graph. This problem is considered NP-hard and with such problems exact algorithms require exponential amounts of compute time as the number of nodes increases, thus methods to accelerate the discovery of near-optimal solutions, such as EAs, are implemented. Routing has many applications within the field of electronic
engineering, scaling from the placement of component and tracks in PCB manufacture to the routing of tracks in semiconductor lithography [26, 87].

Scheduling problems try to best arrange a series of activities to fit within a time-frame whilst considering limited resources and other constraints. Scheduling algorithms have many applications in computer science, and are needed in the design of computer operating systems to efficiently allocate tasks and memory caches, particularly in multi-processor environments [61].

Packing problems generally try to determine the optimal fit of a number of various sized objects into fixed sized containers. Many real-world problems with EE have similar requirements, such as the optimal distribution of sub-circuits within a VLSI integrated circuit, or the optimal distribution of integrated circuits on a wafer in the silicon manufacturing process. Packing problems are also found in communications, for example the optimal distribution of communication channels for various users and bit-rates [26].

3.5.2 Uses within Electronic Circuit Design

A significant number of different applications of EC have been made in the field of electronic engineering; research within this area is often given the name of Evolutionary Electronics (EE). Examples of EE can be separated into extrinsic evolution, in which simulation software performs the analysis to create fitness scores, and intrinsic evolution, in which dedicated hardware, typically based on reconfigurable VLSI chips, is probed to obtain fitness scores; the two domains are illustrated in Figure 3.5. Examples of the creation of topologies and component optimisation for both digital and analogue circuits exist in both the extrinsic and intrinsic domains. A synopsis of notable examples is given in Table 3.3 [183].

3.5.3 Evolution of Analogue Circuits

Analogue circuit simulation in particular is a design area which has many times demonstrated the effectiveness of genetic algorithms. Unlike digital systems, which are generally systematic in their design thus well suited to automation, analogue circuit design has proven hard to create tools for, with most designs drawing heavily from intuition [183]. Despite the advent of digital electronic systems, analogue devices are still widely used in modern electronic devices both at discrete and integrated levels. Oscillators and clock-generators are necessary for all synchronous digital systems, filters and A-D & D-A converters are used extensively in communications and signal processing [11]. Traditional human circuit design methods general use a specific design principle, such as symbolic analysis, or are based on intuition and ad-hoc
### Table 3.3: Examples of Evolutionary Algorithms in Electronic Circuit Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analogue Computation</strong></td>
<td>Koza, 1997</td>
<td>Use of GP to evolve analogue computational circuits. The functions were square, cube, square-root and cube root. The circuits used BJ transistors and passive components.[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miller, 1998</td>
<td>Evolution of binary multiplexers, adders and multipliers using CGP. The results included a design for 3-bit multiplier that is 20% more efficient in terms of gates than the best known conventional design[115].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Langeheine, 2002</td>
<td>Optimisation on actual logic gates on FPTA chip. Correct DC functionality for all gates except X-OR was obtained[101].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hadjam, 2007</td>
<td>Multi-expression algorithm used in multi-island cluster approach for accelerating evolution of 3-bit multipliers and other designs[71].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital computation</strong></td>
<td>Koza, 1992</td>
<td>GP used to evolve boolean functions, multiplexers &amp; parity functions[87].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miller, 1998</td>
<td>Evolution of binary multiplexers, adders and multipliers using CGP. The results included a design for 3-bit multiplier that is 20% more efficient in terms of gates than the best known conventional design[115].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Langeheine, 2002</td>
<td>Optimisation on actual logic gates on FPTA chip. Correct DC functionality for all gates except X-OR was obtained[101].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hadjam, 2007</td>
<td>Multi-expression algorithm used in multi-island cluster approach for accelerating evolution of 3-bit multipliers and other designs[71].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filters</strong></td>
<td>Koza, 1995</td>
<td>Use of GP to evolve low-pass filter designs using SPICE small signal analysis[94].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koza, 1996</td>
<td>Inclusion use of ADF in filter evolution results in the emergence of ladder and elliptical topologies[90].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lohn, 1998</td>
<td>Butterworth and practical stethoscope low-pass filter circuits evolved using linear byte-code representation[106].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grimbleby, 2000</td>
<td>Use of hybrid GA to evolve bass-band filter problem, using GA to evolve topology and a conventional algorithm for values.[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koza, 2000</td>
<td>Evolution of generic low-pass filter with a free variable using GP[95].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fan, 2001</td>
<td>Bond-graph approach used to evolve topology and component values for high-pass, low-pass and band-pass filters[59].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chao, 2005</td>
<td>CGP used to evolve low-pass filter topologies using SPICE simulation[177].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wang, 2007</td>
<td>Two-layer GP approach used for evolving low-pass filter and voltage amplifiers[172].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrated Circuits</strong></td>
<td>Koziel, 2003</td>
<td>Use of an adaptive EA to lower the power consumption of CMOS circuits during high-level synthesis, with the goal of reducing average and peak temperatures[96].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salomon, 2007</td>
<td>EA used to optimise dual-threshold CMOS circuits from ICSAS test suite at gate level[141].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operational Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>Kruiskamp, 1995</td>
<td>Synthesis of topology and sizing of 100-dB operational amplifiers using the DARWIN system. Building blocks input, 2nd gain and output stages were defined, from which the best arrangements and sizings were evolved[97].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koza, 1996</td>
<td>Automatic design of 5-dB audio range amplifier. Evolved topology contains an identifiable voltage gain and a Darlington emitter-follower output stage[92].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koza, 1997</td>
<td>GP used to evolve 96-dB gain operational amplifier. Analysis used SPICE DC-sweep and includes penalty for DC bias and linearity errors. Solution used 25 transistors and made use of ADFs and a parallel island model[93].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trefzer, 2006</td>
<td>Used multi-objective approach on FPTA with 11 different fitness criteria[160].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oscillators</strong></td>
<td>Aggarwal, 2006</td>
<td>GA used to invent oscillators using symbolic analysis, reproduced with SPICE and also with actual components[9].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mixed Mode</strong></td>
<td>Streeter, 2006</td>
<td>GP used to evolve analogue and mixed mode circuits for which patented human-designed solutions have been made since 2000. Circuits included variable capacitor and cubic signal generator[153].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transistor Models</strong></td>
<td>Aggarwal, 2006</td>
<td>Design of posynomial models for 0.18μm technology NMOS transistor[11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li, 2007</td>
<td>Extraction of CMOS device models parameters using an adaptive sampling based GA[105].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
designs. There are exhaustive approaches which can use computational power to tackle the problems, but these rapidly become infeasible when complex active elements are introduced to the design, or when topological constraints are added; automated design and verification of such analogue circuits is not yet a practical option [9].

In a mixed-signal integrated circuit, with both analogue and digital stages, the design of the analogue stage generally consumes a large fraction of the design time whilst being a small portion of the overall circuit. Much of this time is spent after a candidate topology has been selected in the process of iteratively adjusting component values and transistor sizes in order to meet the design specifications, particularly when temperature and other constraints are considered [131].

For analogue circuit synthesis, the available computer-aided design tools almost invariably consist of circuit analysis and simulation packages. Many extrinsic evolution examples have involved the use of the SPICE circuit simulation package, described previously in Section 2.6.1, for the circuit analysis, which are parsed to create fitness values relating to the problem. Each candidate circuit is loaded into the simulation software, which will produce the results of one or more standard circuit analysis operations, including DC transfer, AC small-signal and transient analysis. The choice of analysis will depend on the target function of the circuit, for example basic filters will use an AC small-signal analysis whilst logic functions may use transient and DC analysis.

A major disadvantage of using such simulators within an evolutionary system is that, in general, they treat all circuit components as purely mathematical entities, ignoring physical
limitations and interactions that may exist with real-world components. The evolutionary system must thus be aware of any such limitations, which requires checking for violating conditions within evolved circuits and penalising circuits which may simulate with high fitness but would not be realisable in real-world conditions. For example, in a circuit using bipolar-junction transistors, many simulators will allow base-emitter voltages to exceed the nominal 0.7V value and may allow collector current to exceed the maximum value. Whilst the simulator can reveal if these conditions are met, it will still allow the analysis to be performed regardless [183].

A major obstacle faced in the field of EE is the resource requirement when evolving large-scale circuits. Whilst EE algorithms are often able to find adequate solutions to smaller problems reasonably quickly, the large number of individuals and number of generations required to reach convergence in solutions for more complex problems can prove impractical. Consequently, many efforts have recently been made to accelerate the EE process, including the use of custom simulation [82] and the use of cluster-based distributed algorithms [71].

**Circuit Representation**

In the extrinsic evolution of analogue circuits different methods of representing a circuit in a genotype have been implemented. Koza et al introduced the *circuit constructing tree* method allowing circuits characterised by cyclic graphs to be encoded into GP trees. The trees contain ‘component creating functions’ and ‘connection-modifying functions’, allow circuits to be develop from an *embryonic* circuit. Component creating functions insert a passive or active component into the developing circuit whilst the connection-modifying functions modify the developing topology. This allows, for example, the creation of a series or parallel composition of a particular component [87, 94, 183].

Alternatively a string representation is used to encode the circuit. This may be implemented by assigning each circuit component to a gene within the genotype string, thus the length of the string will determine the number of circuit components. Each gene will contain the information about the type of component (e.g. resistor, capacitor, inductor, transistor) and one or more component values\(^3\) along with its connection nodes. In this manner the topology, circuit size and values are all encoded within the genotype. The use of a string representation is also typical in intrinsic evolution, where in some cases the genotype is passed directly to memory of the reconfigurable hardware board [183].

\(^3\)Active components may require two or more values, for example a FET model may require at very least the device width and length.
Filters

Electronic filter design has been the target objective for the testing of many evolutionary methods and platforms. They are relatively easy to analyse and tend to use recurrent topologies thus are apt for testing ADFs and similar repetitive-structure forming methods. At the same time they are essential sub-circuits in most signal processing and communication tasks and strong designs can have commercial value. Koza used a GP genotype representation to describe analogue low-pass filter netlists which were evolved using SPICE. The fitness scoring function used by Koza has subsequently been used by others to compare efficiency of the evolutionary methods. Koza’s group refined their initial tests by including the use of ADFs within the algorithm and later evolving generic filters containing a free variable, allowing one standard design to be applied to a range of target cut-off frequencies [94, 90, 95].

Since Koza’s initial work, a number of different other techniques have been used to evolve analogue filter designs. Lohn used a GA with a linear circuit representation to successfully evolve low-pass designs of low and medium complexity, using a simple encoding system with few primitives [106]. Higuchi et al attempted to use intrinsic evolution for the creation of real-time adaptive filters. Aggarwal et al designed a system, named OptimFilt, suitable for evolving optimal coefficients for a transfer-function approximation of filters [10]. Khalifa et al included a nodal admittance matrix based fitness calculation for evolving the topologies and values for analogue low-pass and high-pass filters. By incorporating the fitness scoring function within the algorithm code a running speed far faster than equivalent systems running a version of SPICE, although the accuracy of the circuit analysis is lower. They aim to develop the problem to a multi-objective function including parasitic component effects [82]. Chao Wu adapted CGP to assemble circuits using a LISP-like language for the evolution of ‘Koza’ low-pass filters [177].

Oscillators

Human-competitive examples of sine-wave oscillators have been developed by Aggarwal et al which avoid the use of SPICE by using symbolic analysis, using the same method used in traditional design. The symbolic transfer function for an evolved circuit is parsed to assign a fitness score, using a first-order model for the active element. Whilst some accuracy is lost with the models used, a key advantage is all the circuits created are interpretable by humans (which is often not the case with circuits evolved and simulated in SPICE). Most of the circuits which are created in this method can still be analysed in SPICE, and the reasons behind those that don’t can be resolved [11, 9, 84].
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**Operational Amplifiers**

Noren and Ross used a genetic algorithm to optimise component value and transistor scaling within predefined operational amplifier topologies. The designs optimised included those based on BJT and CMOS transistor models, although the simulation used a basic square-law model rather than the industry standard BSIM3v3 which would add significantly to the processing time [131]. Whilst this produced results with transfer characteristic matching the specifications, it is still sizeable step to produce a commercially acceptable amplifier. Along with the required gain and transfer characteristic, many other factors need to be accounted for, such as bandwidth, slew-rate, noise, power consumption, CMRR, PSRR and overall circuit size. This requires a multi-objective fitness function to be developed, often requiring multiple analysis runs in SPICE. Multiple-objective operational amplifiers designs have been developed using both extrinsic and intrinsic methods [183, 160].

### 3.5.4 Intrinsic Evolution

A major recent field in the evolution of electronic designs is intrinsic evolution, the practice of directly evolving electronic circuits onto directly onto reprogrammable hardware, allowing the direct sampling of physical circuits without relying on software simulation. Numerous different devices ranging from available widely off-the-shelf ICs and development boards to custom-made ASICs, have been used to research intrinsic evolutions. One of the first examples of intrinsic evolution was by Thompson, with the evolution of a circuit capable of discriminating between two square waves (of frequencies 1KHz and 10KHz), utilising the underlying physical properties of the Xilinx 6126 chip. The field-programmable gate array (FPGA) used was programmed with a program which cannot be explained using conventional design methods, working instead directly on inherent electrical paths within the individual chip used, thus demonstrating that evolutionary methods can be used to produce designs which fall outside the scope of any traditional design methodologies [159].

Another type of device used for intrinsic evolution is Field Programmable Analogue Arrays (FPAAAs), which contain multiple analogue functions, programmable using binary patterns. The arrangement and construction is similar to that of FPGA although the functions are considered in terms of analogue rather than digital performance. Zebulum et al used a Motorola MPAA020 switched-capacitor based device to evolve oscillator designs [183]. Another type of FPAA which has been used in evolutionary electronics is the Zetex TRAC (Totally Reconfigurable Analogue Hardware), which contains two parallel sets of ten interconnectable operational amplifiers having various connected components which may be switched on or off,
allowing one of eight distinct circuit functions. Flockton and Sheehan used a test board containing 4 TRAC devices and an analogue interface allowing the programming of the devices, analogue signal generation and output signal detection to all be controlled by a PC. They designed a set of building blocks that could be implemented using the test board which could be connected together without risking damage to the components [60].

The Field Programmable Transistor Array (FPTA) is a device specifically created for the evolution and research of analogue circuits at transistor level. A FPTA was designed by Jörg Langeheine within the Electronic Vision Group at the University of Heidelberg. The work arose from Thompson’s work evolving a tone-discriminator which exploited the underlying analogue core of the FPGA being used, from which the idea of substrate specifically for configuring transistor-based analogue circuits was drawn. The Heidelberg FPTA consists of a 16 x 16 arrangement of configurable PMOS and NMOS transistor cells in a checkerboard pattern. Each cell contains 20 transistors of different sizes, with lengths of 0.6, 1.2, 4 & 8 \( \mu m \) and widths of 1, 2, 4 & 8 \( \mu m \). The transistors can be connected in parallel, allowing any effective unit width between 1 & 15 \( \mu m \) allowing 80 possible size arrangements for each transistor cell. Another FPTA device has been developed by JPL with similar intentions to the Heidelberg device although including configurable capacitors and resistors in addition to transistors [100, 101, 102]. Amongst the circuits successfully evolved using the Heidelberg FPTA are the complete set of logic gates and other basic functions such as comparators. Trefzer used a multi-objective approach for evolving a complete operational amplifier on the device. This used twelve different fitness values, including DC offset, slew-rate, settling time, phase-shift and harmonic distortion in addition to gain. To evaluate all these values five different test modes were used. The evolved solutions included what could clearly be identified as a differential input stage [160].

Major drawbacks of custom designs such as the Heidelberg FPTA are the length of time and costs involved in the design, verification and manufacture of such an application specific chip, given its very limited potential market. Ideally one could create an FPTA using the very latest technologies, however it is unlikely that the most recent technology nodes would be available for such a run; the Heidelberg FPTA is manufactured using a 600 nm process and each device cost in excess of US $5K. Another significant issue is that with the nature of FPTAs relying on switching elements leading to parasitic non-linear resistance and capacitance. Whilst such effects may be exploited by the algorithm (such as in Thompson’s frequency discriminator) such results are idiosyncratic and non-portable [158]. A key advantage of intrinsic methods is that all the properties of the silicon may be fully explored. Whilst simulation software only analysis the electronic properties of circuits, intrinsic methods will include any
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electromagnetic and thermal properties in the device [183]. This may result include properties which are unique to an individual piece of silicon, in a specific environment. This can however also be a disadvantage if the goal is to create generic, market-ready designs.

Intrinsic evolution generally requires a dedicated and often expensive arrangement of hardware in addition to the computing platform limiting the scope and distribution of simulations. Another disadvantage of intrinsic evolution is that the results may be hard to represent using traditional symbolic representations, and they may themselves be limited to the specific individual chip used (thus rendering them of little real-world value). In contrast, circuits which have been extrinsically simulated are generally already presented symbolically and can be implemented and reproduced using real world components [115]. Whilst custom made circuits such as the Heidelberg FPTA are potentially powerful analogue design tools, the time and expense involved in creating such devices limits their availability for research.

3.5.5 Evolution of transistor models

One particularly significant field where genetic algorithms have been used is in the creation of transistor models themselves. Without considering device level variability, transistor models will differ dependent on the semiconductor technology used in fabrication, with different substrate materials, doping concentrations, feature size and fabrication methodology all combining to lead to different IV characteristics, which must be modelled. The overall circuit behaviour is further complicated by interactions between the complex models of individual devices. Not all performance measures have closed-form expressions, and thus require the use of numerical and iterative functions to be determined. Aggarwal and O’Reilly used a GA to create transistor models allowing all the small signal parameters and certain large signal parameters to be expressed as a posynomial function of the transistor width, length and drain current. The models created are significantly more accurate than statistically fitted models [11]. Li utilised a GA with adaptive sampling to automatically extract complete parameter sets for BSIM3 models [105].
developed to allow for multi-objective algorithms to be used in collaboration with variability-aware transistor models and the SPICE simulation package.
Chapter 4

A System for Evolving Logic

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the system that has been created for the purpose of evolving and optimising logic circuits using evolutionary algorithms. The goal has been to create a framework of tools that allows the creative use of different evolutionary algorithms, and other biologically inspired design and optimisation techniques, incorporating the variability-aware transistor models as part of the circuit evaluation process. By modularising the different functional elements as different ‘tools’ it has been possible to create a system which allows efficient reuse of code, enabling different algorithms to be effectively inserted into the ‘evaluation loop’ as required; completely separate algorithms for optimising standard-cell logic and designing novel logic topologies can be used with minimal changes to the rest of the code-base. The framework of tools has been named MOTIVATED, an acronym for Multi-Objective Toolkit for Intrinsic-Variability Aware Transistor-level Evolutionary Design.

In this section, the different functional blocks that make up the toolkit are described in turn, with specific detail applied to the genetic algorithm used for optimising cell topologies, henceforth known as Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA) \(^1\). The toolkit was developed and revised throughout the duration of the nano-CMOS research project by the author and Dr. James Walker; the author created the SGA optimisation algorithm, Dr. Walker created the CGP-based topology design system, with work on the rest of the toolkit shared between the developers.

\(^1\)The choice of the name ‘Simple Genetic Algorithm’ was chosen at the time of implementation not due to the (lack of) complexity in the algorithm itself, but rather to differentiate it from the CGP-based approach at evolving logic topologies that had also been developed. It should be noted that whilst it is named as a GA based on the original implementation, by the final experiments it is much closer to an evolutionary strategy in function; this is due to the removal of crossover and switch from a tournament to a \((\mu + \lambda)\) selection strategy throughout the course of experiments.
4.1.1 Overview of MOTIVATED

MOTIVATED consists of a number of tools, mainly written in Java, that allow for the different EC algorithms to be run. Originally it was written to run as a standalone application on a single machine, however later revisions have allowed a number of different modes of operation to be executed, largely to allow the time consuming SPICE simulations to be farmed onto local or remote computation clusters, a process described in Section 4.6. The tools include a graphical user interface, which allows the control and monitoring of evolutionary runs as they progress, including the option to view the SPICE output of different individuals in the population plotted to graphs. An set of screen captures of the different GUI components of the software is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.1.2 CGP-based Topology Design

Whilst the results in this thesis primarily concern the use of the MOTIVATED for the optimisation of standard-cell logic using the SGA system, brief mention is given here of the system created by Dr. James Walker for the evolution of novel logic-cell topologies based upon an modified form of Cartesian Genetic Programming, based on Clegg et al’s representation [44]. Some of the circuits evolved with this algorithm are used later in this thesis in an example of completely-evolved digital design. With the algorithm, a fixed-length floating-point CGP genotype is decoded to a variable length phenotype, making use of the neutrality present in CGP. The algorithm diverges from conventional CGP in the genotype → phenotype mapping, which translates the direct-graph CGP representation into a transistor-circuit topology; this mapping allows multiple connections including loops to be created within the phenotype circuit, whilst maintaining the feed-forward nature of the genotype.

The genotype is encoded with three floating-point, single precision values for each transistor, corresponding to the drain, gate and source connections. The two inputs to each transistor, and the two output-nodes for the genotype, are also encoded with a single floating-point value. The output nodes act as the root for the directed graph, such that two graphs can be extracted, one encoding the NMOS and the other the PMOS transistors. The encoding ensures that the decoded genotype follows CMOS design rules with complementary pairs of NMOS and PMOS devices, and also that all circuits are fully connected with no dangling connections. The detailed description of the decoding process, including the reasoning behind the design decisions, is discussed fully in [169].

Neutrality in CGP occurs as nodes may not be connected to other nodes; neutrality has been demonstrated previously to be beneficial to the evolution process [117]. Additional neutrality occurs through the the quantisation of floating-point values into integers in the genotype [166].
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The main frame displays information about the current population, with the objective scores for the most successful current individuals displayed in a table. The user can sort by the different objectives, and can view the specific netlist of a given circuit or view its SPICE output by selecting the relevant option from the button at the bottom of the screen.

The Spice output viewer charts the results for the different analysis on the selected circuit, allowing the observed results to be directly compared to a set of target results or another member of the population.

The run parameters frame shows the set of parameters that have been specified for the current run in the parameters file. It displays additional information about the status of the run such as the rate of evaluation in generations per hour, and additional information about the status of the cluster when using Sun Grid Engine.

The netlist viewer shows the transistor arrangement in the selected netlist.

The progress chart graphs the progress that is being made across the objectives normalised to the results from the first generation.

Figure 4.1: Screen captures of some of the key graphical-user interface components of the MOTIVATED system during the early stages of a SGA run.
4.2 SGA for Parameter Optimisation

The steps in the process of optimising circuits using SGA are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The initialisation of the algorithm follows a number of steps. First, the passed parameter file, described in Section 4.4 is parsed and verified, with default parameters added if unspecified in the parameter file. The parameters includes reference to a template netlist file, which is parsed and verified. The template netlist determines the necessary genotype length. The graphical-user interface, and classes which are responsible for handling RandomSPICE and NGSPICE, processing output data, calculating fitness, and writing the output and log files are initiated. If a previous saved population file is not specified, a population of randomised genotypes is created as described in Section 4.2.2.

Before the main algorithm loop begins, a sample netlist based on the target problem is evaluated, specified by a parameter in the parameters file. This netlist is evaluated using the same methods as all the other netlists, described in the following sections, with the exception that the functionality is always considered to be 0 (i.e. functionally correct). The logic state of the output of this netlist is sampled at the mid-point of each clock-cycle, and stored in an array; this is the logic state that all the subsequent netlists will be tested against - from these results a target waveform is created, which assumes zero delay in the transition between states. The fitness scores extracted for this sample netlist have no effect on the operation of the algorithm, but provide a useful benchmark to which subsequent evolved circuits can be compared. Once these steps have all been initiated without problem, the main algorithm evolution loop can begin.

The first step of the main evolution loop is to save the current genotype an population archive file, which allows the algorithm to restarted at a later time if it is terminated by the user, through a system-error or because the end-generation is met. Each genotype is mapped into a RandomSPICE-compatible netlist, with extra components and the necessary SPICE analysis instructions added as described in Section 4.3.1.

The next stages of the evolution loop are the most time consuming, involving the use of the external RandomSPICE and NGSPICE software, and the post-processing of the SPICE output data; as a consequence the option of running these stages on an computation cluster has been implemented, discussed in Section 4.6. The RandomSPICE software is launched for each netlist, creating a predefined number of NGSPICE netlists for each individual, set by the noRandomspiceRuns option in the parameters file. NGSPICE is then called successively for each of these circuits, with the output data saved to a shared directory. The output data

---

3In later revisions of RandomSPICE, the calling of NGSPICE for each netlist was available as part of the Python script. In later versions of MOTIVATED the SPICE output data is piped directly into the output parser to
is the read by a class which converts the tab-separated SPICE into the arrays of voltage and current values for each time step. These arrays are converted into a set of fitness scores for the different selected objectives using processes described in Section 4.3.2.

The following stage in the evolution loop ranks the all the individuals using the NSGA-II algorithm, described in Section 4.3.3. The fittest $\mu$ parents are the selected and $\lambda$ mutated offspring for each parent are then created for the next generation, determined by the noParents and noOffspring parameters. The mutation operation is described in Section 4.2.4. The graphical user interface, described in Section 4.5 is updated with the results, and where appropriate the data files belonging to previous generations are archived or deleted to limit storage usage. The final process is to increment the generation counter, terminating the algorithm if the value set by generationLimit is reached; if not, the loop repeats for the next generation.

4.2.1 Template Netlist

The SGA takes as its input a plain-text file which is based upon the circuit topology section of a SPICE netlist. This template netlist contains a number of special ‘marker’ strings which are ultimately replaced with either numerical values or character strings through the decoding process, based upon values within the genotype. An example of the template netlist decoding procedure is illustrate in Figure 4.3, in which the widths of four transistors, and the values of two voltage sources, are encoded by the genotype.

Marker String

A marker string can be included at any place within the template netlist. It follows a string syntax, with the template-netlist parsing routine throwing a error and terminating the run if any invalidly formatted marker is found. The string always begins with a ‘$’ character and is followed by a fixed number of integer and floating-point values which correspond to the different parameters required by the token, terminating with a ‘\’ character. The first number following the ‘$’ character determines the functional mode of the token; this must be an integer value between 0 and 2. This is followed by either 3 or 4 other comma-separated integer values, the quantity determined by the functional mode. For all modes, the second value is the position marker which corresponds to the gene within the genotype which is used to decode the value; the value must be greater than zero but does not have a strict top-bound and does not have to be unique. It is possible - indeed it is a ‘feature’ - that the same gene can be used to decode multiple marker strings within the netlist.

reduce disc access and increase efficiency.
Figure 4.2: The steps in the workflow of the Simple Genetic Algorithm cycle, highlighting the initialisation phase and the evolution cycle.
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Figure 4.3: An example of a template netlist and its decoding procedure. The widths of the four transistors and voltages of the two voltage sources are encoded using Type 0 and Type 1 marker strings, which are decoded using to numerical values based on the genes within the genotype.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parse Template Netlist</th>
<th>Create Genotypes</th>
<th>% by applicable range</th>
<th>Convert to character string</th>
<th>Create randomspice netlist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*Example template netlist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP1 1 VINA VDD1 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MP1 1 VINA VDD1 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MP1 1 VINA VDD1 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MP1 1 VINA VDD1 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MP1 1 VINA VDD1 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP2 OUT 1 VDD2 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MP2 OUT 1 VDD2 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MP2 OUT 1 VDD2 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MP2 OUT 1 VDD2 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MP2 OUT 1 VDD2 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN1 1 VINA 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MN1 1 VINA 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MN1 1 VINA 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MN1 1 VINA 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MN1 1 VINA 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN2 OUT 1 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MN2 OUT 1 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MN2 OUT 1 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MN2 OUT 1 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
<td>MN2 OUT 1 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=$1,1,4,28,35\times10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMVS1 VDD VDD DC $0,5,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
<td>VMVS1 VDD VDD DC $0,5,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
<td>VMVS1 VDD VDD DC $0,5,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
<td>VMVS1 VDD VDD DC $0,5,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
<td>VMVS1 VDD VDD DC $0,5,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMVS2 VDD VDD DC $0,6,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
<td>VMVS2 VDD VDD DC $0,6,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
<td>VMVS2 VDD VDD DC $0,6,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
<td>VMVS2 VDD VDD DC $0,6,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
<td>VMVS2 VDD VDD DC $0,6,0,500\times10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*randomspice netlist

| MP1 1 VINA VDD1 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=385e-09 | MP1 1 VINA VDD1 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=385e-09 |
| MP2 OUT 1 VDD2 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=140e-09 | MP2 OUT 1 VDD2 VDD ATOMP L=3.5e-08 W=140e-09 |
| MN1 1 VINA 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=420e-09 | MN1 1 VINA 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=420e-09 |
| MN2 OUT 1 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=455e-09 | MN2 OUT 1 0 0 ATOMN L=3.5e-08 W=455e-09 |
| VMVS1 VDD VDD DC 203e-09 | VMVS1 VDD VDD DC 203e-09 |
| VMVS2 VDD VDD DC 1e-09 | VMVS2 VDD VDD DC 1e-09 |
For markers where the functional mode is 0, the string will be replaced in the decoded netlist by an integer value. Two additional integer parameters, \( r_{\text{low}} \) and \( r_{\text{high}} \), define the linear-distributed range between which the decoded value \( v \) will fall such that \( r_{\text{low}} \leq v < r_{\text{high}} \). The mode can be used to control, for example, circuit topology, by controlling which node a specific terminal is connected to. For example, in the following extract from a netlist:

```
MP1 0 $0,1,0,4\ VDD VDD ATOMP L=70n W=280n
MN1 3 $0,2,1,4\ 0 0 ATOMN L=70n W=140n
```

In the example, the gate-node of the PMOS transistor MP1 will be assigned a value between 0 and 3, determined by the first gene in the genotype. The drain-node of the NMOS transistor MN1 will be assigned a value between 1 and 3, determined by the second gene within the genotype. Thus the SGA can be used, through creative netlists, to manipulate circuit topologies, although as with all evolved-topology circuits that are to be simulated in SPICE, efforts must be made to avoid hanging branches and unsolvable loops.

For markers where the functional mode is 1, the string is replaced in the decoded netlist by a floating point value. The difference between mode 0 and mode 1 is the addition of an extra parameter which defines a constant by which the decoded value is to be multiplied. The constant can be any double-precision floating point value. This marker string is the type used extensively in the bulk of the experiments described in this thesis which concern the optimisation of transistor sizes within cell libraries. As RandomSPICE requires that transistor widths be unit-multiples of the base transistor size, this mode allows a transistor width to be specified within a bounded range as follows:

```
MP2 3 1 VDD VDD ATOMP L=35n W=$1,3,2,10,35\ n
MN2 3 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=$1,4,1,10,35\ n
```

In the example, the PMOS transistor MP2 will be assigned a width that is a multiple of 35nm, ranging from 70nm to 350nm. The NMOS transistor MN2 will be assigned a width between 35nm and 350nm. The versions of RandomSPICE used in the thesis only allow for transistors to be multiples of a unit width, so the above example would be used with a 35nm library. Future released of RandomSPICE will allow an arbitrary value for the transistor width (accurate as long as it is above the minimum feature size); however there are still fundamental limits as to what transistor dimensions can actually be realised in a given fabrication process due to the lithography process used. Thus in future released, the following line might be a realistic option for optimising transistor widths:
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MN3 3 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=$1,3,2,20,17.5\ n

The above would allow for the transistor width to take a value between 35nm and 350nm at 17.5nm (half-feature size) intervals. The final functional mode of the marker strings, mode ‘2’, allows a comment character (*) to be inserted into the netlist with a defined probability, otherwise the marker string is replaced with no value. When the comment character appears at the beginning of a line in a SPICE netlist, the line is treated as a comment and thus ignored. This mode takes three values: r, p, and s, which must be set to either 0 or 1. If s is zero, the comment character will be inserted when \( n \mod r > p \). When s is one, the comment character is inserted if \( n \mod r \leq p \). As multiple lines can use the same value from within the genotype, this allows for situations where two different lines within the netlist can be effectively toggled dependent on the gene value. For example, in the following netlist section:

```plaintext
$2,1,10,5,0\ R1 1 0 10K
$2,1,10,5,1\ L1 1 0 10mH
```

Both lines correspond to the first gene within the genotype. If this gene has the value 26, then the first line will begin with a comment (as \( 26 \mod 10 > 5 \)) and the second line will begin as if the marker string wasn’t present, as a result SPICE will see an inductor between nodes 1 and 0:

```plaintext
*R1 1 0 10K
L1 1 0 10mH
```

If however, the gene has the value 134, the opposite would occur (as \( 134 \mod 10 \leq 5 \)), so SPICE will see a circuit with a resistor between nodes 1 and 0:

```plaintext
R1 1 0 10K
*L1 1 0 10mH
```

Through a combination of the above modes, skeleton netlists can be created which allow different blocks to be switched on an off. As SPICE netlists allow the formation of sub-circuits, in which complex sub-circuits can be represented with single lines in the top-most level, it is possible to use the mode 2 markers to choose between, for example, two different standard cell topologies, such as a high-speed XNOR gate or a low-power XNOR gate.
Table 4.1: Probability of number of genes mutated $n_m$ when $\text{mutationRate}= 1.0$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genes Mutated</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 Genotype

The genotype in SGA is comprised of a fixed-length array of integers, using the standard Java data-type `int`. These are stored as 4-byte, two’s complement values ranging from $-2^{31}$ to $(2^{31} - 1)$. The length of the genotype is predefined by the number of unique position markers within the template netlist. The population is thus stored as a two-dimensional array of type `int`, whose length is determined by the number of parents and offspring specified in the parameters file, described in Section 4.4.

4.2.3 Selection Process

The algorithm uses a $(\mu + \lambda)$ strategy, with the value $\mu$ set by the `noParents` parameter and $\lambda$ set by `noOffspring` in the parameters file. All the individuals in the population are ranked using the NSGA-II algorithm based on their set of objective scores, described in Section 4.3.2. The best $\mu$ ranked individuals from the population are promoted to the new generation, with each producing $\lambda$ offspring, which undergo the mutation process, described below.

4.2.4 Mutation Process

The mutation process determines the number of genes to mutate $n_m$, by creating a random Poisson-distributed integer in which $\lambda=\text{mutationRate}$. The Poisson integer is created using the multiplication method described by Knuth [24]. If the returned value of $n_m$ is zero, it is changed to 1, ensuring that in every mutation operation at least one gene will be adjusted to avoid wasted processing cycles evaluating unchanged genotypes. The Poisson distribution is chosen to ensure that it is possible, if unlikely, for more than one gene to be mutated at any one time, to help avoid stagnation at local optima. For all the experiments described in this thesis the value of $\text{mutationRate}$ has been set to 1.0. The results in the probability chart shown in Table 4.1, with the pseudocode for the mutation operation given in Appendix B.1.

---

4 It is noted that this an inefficient method of creating random Poisson values when $\lambda$ is a high value, however it is highly unlikely in the context of this algorithm to ever need such a large value, due to the small number of parameters to be optimised.
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A for-loop is then started of length \( n_m \) steps, in which a gene is selected at random from the genotype, and replaced with a new random integer. Alternative schemes for the selection of the new value were tested, in which the new value is based on the current value added to a random Gaussian and Cauchy distributed value, described in Section 4.2.4, with the relevant \( \sigma^2 \) or \( \gamma \) values set using the \texttt{mutationWidth} parameter. However, these schemes were found to be less effective at evolving the discrete values for transistor dimensions in a number of early runs, thus the integer-replacement mutation has been used throughout the experiments described in this thesis.

4.3 Fitness Calculation

This section defines the methods that convert the template netlist into a complete RandomSPICE- or SPICE-ready netlist that can analysed, and from the output data retrieved assessed for performance at a number of different fitness objectives.

4.3.1 Circuit Test-Bench

The netlists discussed to date are effectively ‘black-box’ shells. In order to allow a standard system in which to evaluated logic circuits as part of the MOTIVATED cycle, the input netlists are populated with numerous extra components and control lines necessary to provide a test-bench for the circuits and enable SPICE to perform the correct analysis on the circuit. These comprise four key parts: a power supply stage, which provides the supply voltage and the voltage and current meters necessary to determine the power consumption of the test circuit, an input stage, which provides a realistic set of input signals to the test circuit, an output stage, which provides a realistic set of output scores based.

The test bench as used in most of the experiments within this thesis is shown in Figure 4.4. The test bench has seen many revisions and alterations throughout the project for a number of reasons. These include the desire to produce more accurate results, with the aim of reproducing the results observed from commercially available analysis tools such as those created by Synopsys and Cadence, and the need to adapt the test-bench to be compatible with the most recent versions of NGSPICE and RandomSPICE (see Sections 2.6.1 & 2.6.4).
Figure 4.4: The test bench used in most of the experiments described in this thesis. The evolved netlist is connected to an input stage, a power supply stage an output load stage.

**Power Supply Stage**

The power supply stage contains a DC source rated at $V_{DD} \times 2$ connected to a potential divider. The potential divider allows the voltage-drop and current drawn by the test-circuit to be accurately measured using the voltmeter and ammeter. These calculations are used to create the power scores for the circuit under test.

**Input Stage**

The system allows a choice of input stages to be selected, specified by the run parameters. Originally, an input stage consisting of a potential divider, as shown in Figure 4.4, was used. For most of the later experiments this was replaced with a standard cell-library buffer which uses uniform transistors. This is based on the test arrangements used in the commercial Synopsys tools, and provides more accurate input slews for the performance analysis of the circuit.

**Input Signals**

After a study of the different analysis options available in NGSPICE, it was determined that the most accurate and efficient way to analyse the performance of 2-input logic circuits would be through the use of a single SPICE transient analysis, which covers the entire range of possible state-changes between the two inputs. Other possible solutions included the use of
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Figure 4.5: The input waveforms used for evaluating the performance of two-input logic circuits, and the associated target output waveforms.

several different sets of transient analysis, each covering one or two state changes; however, this was observed to take significantly longer to process through SPICE, presumably due to the considerable time taken to determine initial conditions for each analysis. This analysis is achieved using a pair of synchronous pulse-sources providing the input voltages to the two circuit inputs; the first of these source is held at a logic-low for two cycles, then at a logic-high for two cycles. The second source is held at a logic low for three cycles, the high for two cycles. This pattern allows the entire range of state-changes to be simulated over a period of 21 clock-cycles, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. The target outputs that are expected from the different primary logic gates are also illustrated in the figure.

Output Stage

In the output stage, the circuit under test is connected to an inverter, to provide a load for the circuit under test. Different values for the inverter allow different fan-outs for the circuits to be simulated. The voltage and current at the output is measured to create the circuit functionality, delay and slew assessments.
**SPICE Control and Measurements**

The SPICE control loop defines the measurements that are necessary to calculate the output scores. An example of the control loop is given below:

```plaintext
* SPICE Control Loop
.OPTIONS NOPAGE NOMOD
.control
  ic v(1)=0 v(2)=0
  tran 0.2ps 4200.0ps 0ps 0.2ps uic
  linearize v(10) v(1) v(2) v(6) i(VMDD) i(VMI1) i(VMI2) i(VMO1)
  print v(10) v(1) v(2) v(6) i(VMDD) i(VMI1) i(VMI2) i(VMO1)
.endc
.END
```

The `tran` statement established the transient analysis that is used; in the example shown, a 0.2ps sample period is used with a 5GHz clock rate. The `linearize` statement ensures that sample calculations are created at each time step. The `print` statement ensures that the output for the eight voltmeters and ammeters is written to the output file. NGSPICE writes the output in tab-separated columns of data with each line representing a new time-step.

### 4.3.2 Fitness Objectives

For each MOTIVATED run, a number of different fitness objectives can be selected, chosen through the use of a comma-separated list of integers for the `objectives` field in the parameter file (described in Section 4.4. For the earlier version of MOTIVATED there were 31 different standard objective scores calculated, listed in Table 4.2. The calculation methodology and reasoning behind these objectives are discussed in the following sections.

**Circuit Functionality**

The first objective, assigned number ‘0’, evaluates if the circuit is functioning as expected, and is generally used on all runs. The `firstObjPriority` parameter, when enabled, weights this objective above all others; any circuit which fails to function correctly will always be ranked lower than one that does. The objective functions by sampling the voltage output of the circuit at the first sample point which occurs after half a clock-cycle has passed since a change of input state. The desired logic state at each clock-cycle is defined as illustrated in Figure 4.5. When a logic low is required, the observed output voltage must be below the value
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Table 4.2: List of circuit fitness objectives MOTIVATED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>The count of transition errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Start-Mid Error</td>
<td>The cumulative voltage error between the observed signal and the ideal output for the first half of each clock-cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mid-End Error</td>
<td>As above for the second half of each clock-cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Start-End Error</td>
<td>As above for the complete clock-cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Weighted Error</td>
<td>As above but weighted so later samples have greater impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cumulative Delay</td>
<td>The sum of all transition delay periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Worst Delay</td>
<td>The worst case transition delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>StdDev Delay</td>
<td>The standard deviation of transition delays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cumulative Slew</td>
<td>The sum of all transition slew-rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Worst Slew</td>
<td>The worst case transition slew-rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>StdDev Slew</td>
<td>The standard deviation of slew-rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>The cumulative power drawn from the supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Power Inputs</td>
<td>The cumulation power drawn from the inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Power Combined</td>
<td>The above values combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Voltage Supply</td>
<td>The cumulative voltage drop measured from the supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Voltage Inputs</td>
<td>The voltage drop from the inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Voltage Combined</td>
<td>The above values combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Current Supply</td>
<td>The absolute current measured from the supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Current Inputs</td>
<td>The current measured from the input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Current Combined</td>
<td>The above values combined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Weighted P. Supply</td>
<td>As (11) but weighted so the later samples have greater impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Weighted P. Inputs</td>
<td>As (12) but weighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Weighted P. Combined</td>
<td>As (13) but weighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Weighted V. Supply</td>
<td>As (14) but weighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Weighted V. Inputs</td>
<td>As (15) but weighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Weighted V. Combined</td>
<td>As (16) but weighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Weighted I. Supply</td>
<td>As (17) but weighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Weighted I. Inputs</td>
<td>As (18) but weighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Weighted I. Combined</td>
<td>As (19) but weighted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Number of transistors</td>
<td>The count of MOSFETs in the netlist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Transistor Area</td>
<td>The sum of individual transistor areas in the netlist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+100</td>
<td>Lowest Score</td>
<td>The lowest score across all RandomSPICE runs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+200</td>
<td>Highest Score</td>
<td>The highest score across all RandomSPICE runs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+300</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Range of scores (highest-lowest) across RandomSPICE runs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+400</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>The mean score across all RandomSPICE runs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+500</td>
<td>StdDev</td>
<td>The standard-deviation of scores across RandomSPICE runs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
defined in parameter lowThreshold: if it is, a score of 0 is given for that clock-period, otherwise a score of 1 is given. When a logic high is required, the output voltage must be above highThreshold. The scores are then summed over the whole 21 clock-cycles; a functionally correct circuit will have a score of zero, and a completely functionally incorrect circuit (such as a OR-gate when a NOR-gate is expected) will score 21.

Whilst not strictly necessary for the optimisation of circuits, an additional alteration was made for circuits which produced a static output, to improve the effectiveness of a metric when evaluating CGP-evolved topologies. Circuits which exhibit a steady-state output, such as stuck at 0V, \( V_{DD} \), or an intermediate value in which no transitions from logic low to high or vice-versa were made, are given an overall score of 22. This alteration ensures circuits which demonstrate some measure of logic capability are promoted above those with no functionality whatsoever: for example, without this measure, a circuit which connected ground to the output would return a functionality score of 4 if the desired function was an AND-gate, whilst a OR-gate would return a score of 10, meaning the grounded circuit will be ranked higher than the OR-gate circuit. With the added alteration, the grounded circuit will score 22, thus the OR-gate circuit will be ranked higher, in recognition of the fact it does at least perform a function. Any circuit which, for whatever reasons, fails to produce SPICE output, is given a maximal score for functionality of \( 2^{31} - 1 \). In general practice with both the SGA and the CGP algorithms this shouldn’t happen, bar a system or network failure, however with previous designs of the CGP based topology design it was possible to create circuits which would cause SPICE to throw errors [167].

When optimising transistor dimensions, the topological arrangement of transistors remains constant, thus at first glance it might appear the functionality objective is unnecessary. However, if the clock-rate or other parameters are set such that extremely poor-performing arrangements of dimensions (such as all-minimum sized transistors) produce circuits which fail to change states before the measurement is taken, they will be penalised to a low-ranked position. Without this objective, such circuits would likely have a high-rank when transistor area and power are used as objectives.

**Error Measurements**

The second sets of objectives are considered error measurements: they measure how far the output voltages at each sample point are from the ideal value specified by the target waveform. At every sample point, the difference between the output voltage and the ideal target output voltage are measured. These values are summated across all the sample points to create an overall error score. Four different error score objectives have been created, which analyse
different regions. The first measures the error between the start of the transition, the point at which the changing input voltage(s) cross the 50% threshold \((V_{DD}/2)\), and half-way through the clock cycle - this is called the **Start-Mid Error**. The second measures the error from half-way through the clock cycle to the end of the clock cycle - this is the **Mid-End Error**. As the functionality test requires that the output waveform has crossed the relevant high or low threshold by half-way through the clock cycle, the **Start-Mid Error** will invariably much greater than the **Mid-End Error**, and is generally roughly proportional to the delay rate. The Mid-End error measures the later stage of the transition, an is a useful indicator of any problematic oscillation in the output. Two other error scores can be calculated: firstly, the **Start-End Error** is the error over the complete cycle, a summation of the previous two measures, and finally a **Weighted Error** linearly weights each step with its position in the clock-cycle: the first value is multiplied by 1, the second by 2, up to the final point which is multiplied by the number of samples in the clock cycle. This error value thus penalises heavily for circuits which exhibit severe ringing, or when the output is not pulled fully high or low.

The error objectives are primarily used in the CGP-topology system. In the SGA, the circuits generally all perform as expected and the delay, slew-rate and power scores (described below) are more effective indicators of circuit performance. However, when evolving topologies, arrangements exist which exhibit unwanted effects that many not be indicated by the mentioned objectives. One typical example of this is a topology which, due to the arrangement of devices between the output and supply, fails to produce a logic high output at \(V_{DD}\), falling somewhere between \(\text{highThreshold}\) and \(V_{DD}\). Despite this it can still pass the functionality test and produce respectable scores for delay, slew and power due to the way in which they are measured. Such a circuit would however score very poorly in the different error objectives described here.

**Delay and Slew-Rate**

The first set of objectives which are used to discriminate between different functionally correct circuits involve the calculation of delay times and slew-rates. These calculations are made in the clock-cycle in the analysis in which an output transition for low to high or vice-versa is anticipated. The methodology for calculating delay and slew-rates is designed to reflect that used in commercial tools used in the semiconductor industry such as those developed by Synopsys and Cadence. The definitions of delay and slew-rate are illustrated in Figure 4.6.

The is calculated by counted the number of sample-points in an output transition, between when the input-signal crossing the 50% threshold \((V_{DD}/2)\) and when the output signal crosses the threshold. This will result in an integer value, which, when multiplied by the sample-rate,
describes the delay period for that specific transition. In the case where the output never crosses the 50% mark within 1 clock-cycle, due either to very poor circuit performance or an incorrect topology for the target output, the delay period for that given transition will be set equal to the clock-period, however by definition the circuit will also have failed the functionality test for the transition.

The slew-rate for a transition is the count of sample-points between the output signal crossing the highThreshold voltage and it crossing the lowThreshold voltage for a falling transition, and vice-versa for a rising transition. As with the delay calculation, if this condition is not reached within a complete clock-cycle, the given count is equal to clock-rate, but once again the circuit will have failed the functionality test.

The above measurements are used to calculate the delay and slew-rate periods for a single state transition. The actual objectives allow three different methods for combining these scores across the whole 21-cycle analysis. The first of these is the cumulative score, which combines all the delay-times or slew-rates into a single figure. The second is the worst-case, which compares all the given delay or slew-rate periods and returns the highest value. The final is the standard-deviation, which calculates the mean delay or slew-rate across all the transitions and from this the standard deviation. Of these options, the worst-case and standard-deviation are the two objectives which have been used in most the experiments in this thesis. The worst-case is a useful metric as it reveals to the developer the delay and slew that must be accounted for when combining designs. The standard deviation is equally important as having wide-ranging delay or slew rates can cause problems when many gates are nested; in general it is desirable to have balanced rise-fall and fall-rise times across all output transitions wherever possible.
Voltage, Current and Power

The bulk of the remainder of the objective scores are based on the voltages and currents drawn by the circuits. The voltage scores are based drop in voltage between the supply and the relevant voltmeters (shown in Figure 4.4; separate scores are available to measure the drop from the main supply and from the two circuits inputs. The difference is measured at each sample point and summated over the entire analysis. The current scores summate the absolute current measured at the ammeters. The power score is calculated by integrating the product of the currents and voltages across the entire analysis. The relevant scores from the supply and inputs are also summated into a combined score. For each of the power, voltage and current objectives, there is also an equivalent weighted options, which, as for the weighted error objective, multiplies the score at each sample position by its position within the clock cycle.

Whilst the power score provides a useful indication of power consumption by the test circuit, it was realised that for more effective results it would be necessary to migrate towards using a method for power measurement which matched that used by commercial tools. Such a system separates the power into dynamic power (the power consumed during the switching of states and through short-circuit currents) and static power (the steady state power consumed through leakage). This adaptation was made after many of the experiments described in this thesis and is discussed in more detail in the following chapter.

Transistor Area and Transistor Count

The final two objectives are transistor area and transistor count. These are calculated when the initial netlist are created as they are not dependent on SPICE analysis and are not dependent on variability. The transistor area is the summation of the areas of all individual transistors in the netlist, which are calculated from the product of the channel length and width parameters in the individual models. This objective is designed to be a rough approximation of the overall area that would be consumed in a fabricated circuit, although in actual fabrication many other factors will determine the realised size, such as the proximity between devices and the necessary interconnections; a circuit with one transistor will scores the same as a circuit with two transistors each at half width of that in the original circuit, whilst in reality the latter would require a greater area of silicon. Despite this, when evaluating topologically identical circuits, the transistor area metric does provide a worthwhile indication of the expected fabricated area. The transistor count objective is primarily for use with the CGP algorithm for evolving topologies, and functions by summing the number of MOSFET device lines present in the netlist.
When two circuits perform identically at all other objectives, it is clear that the design with fewer transistors is more desirable.

Variability Scores

All the objectives described so far consider the single-circuit scores. When RandomSPICE is used, multiple copies of the same circuit (using different variability transistor models) are evaluated in SPICE, thus a set of SPICE output are returned. This means for each of the desired objectives, a score for each individual circuit is returned. These scores can be combined of five different ways, which are selected objectives field by adding 100, 200, 300, 400 or 500 to the objective indexes. The first two of these methods return the lowest of the scores, or highest of the scores, respectively. Generally, the highest is more likely to be a useful metric of a circuits performance, as it will give the worst-case example of the objective across the different variability-aware circuits. The third method returns the range - the difference between the highest and lowest score - for the objective. The fourth method returns the mean value, and the fifth the standard-deviation of the set of results.

4.3.3 Multi-Objective Ranking

Once all the objective scores are calculated, the entire population is ranked using an implementation of the NSGA-II algorithm. If the firstObjPriority parameter is enabled, then circuit functionality is considered to be primary rank and the NSGA-II rankings secondary to this. The process first sorts all the individuals into non-dominated fronts, then calculates the distances between individuals in each of the fronts and ranks those well spaced the highest. The returns a unique rank for each of the individuals in the population to the selection process. The NSGA-II algorithm is described in Section 3.3.3, and pseudo-code of the ranking algorithm used within MOTIVATED is given in Appendix B.2.

4.4 Run Parameters

When the main MOTIVATED system is initiated, it is passed a parameter file which defines all the parameters necessary for the required evolutionary run. The complete set of parameters is given in Table 4.3. The parameters given relate to the system setup, considered to be system parameters, also to the specifics of the evolutionary algorithm to be performed, considered to be evolution parameters, and the parameters to be used in the SPICE analysis, considered to be circuit parameters.
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#### Table 4.3: MOTIVATED Run Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mode</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The evolutionary algorithm to be run, 1=CGP, 2=SGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targetPath</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>The location where the template netlist is stored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>targetFilename</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>The filename of the template netlist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outputPath</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>The location where output data is to be saved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>debug</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>Enables debug mode with verbose output logging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problem</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>A title for the evolutionary run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extractionMode</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spiceThreads</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The number of threads of SPICE to run in parallel for MP acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>screenPrint</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The number of generations between on-screen refreshes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cleanUpLimit</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The number of previous generations worth of output data to keep before deletion or archiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>archiveFiles</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>If enabled, netlists and SPICE output data are archived to a single .tgz file per generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>populationFile</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>If specified, the algorithm initiates with a previously saved population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objectives</td>
<td>CS int</td>
<td>The comma-separated objective set to be evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>firstObjPriority</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noParents</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The number of parents (μ) to preserve for the next generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noOffspring</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The number of off-spring (λ) to produce per parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutationMode</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The mutation mode. 0=random value, 1=Gaussian distributed, 2=Cauchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutationRate</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>The mutation rate - for SGA the number corresponds to the Poisson parameter λ in setting the number of genes to mutate per operation, for CGP it corresponds to the % mutation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutationWidth</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>The value of σ² when Gaussian and γ when Cauchy mutation is used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generationLimit</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The termination generation for the algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clockRate</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>Specifies the clock-rate in GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sampleRate</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>Specifies the number of SPICE transient analysis steps per clock-cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inputInverter</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>Adds an inverter to the input-stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inputDivider</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>Adds a potential-divider to the input-stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voltage</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>Specifies $V_{DD}$ for the circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lowThreshold</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>Specifies $V_{low}$ threshold for fitness calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highThreshold</td>
<td>float</td>
<td>Specifies $V_{high}$ threshold for fitness calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noRandomspiceRuns</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>The number of RandomSPICE circuits to be created for each netlist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dmgModels</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>True if RandomSPICE &amp; intrinsic-variability aware models are to be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modelLibrary</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>Location of filename of model-library for RandomSPICE to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uniformModels</td>
<td>boolean</td>
<td>True if the uniform (non intrinsic-variability) models are to be used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4.1 System Parameters

The system parameters define the information needed to setup the system. The most important parameters are mode, which determines which of the two evolutionary systems to run: CGP for topology design, or the SGA for optimisation. A special mode, set by extractionMode, allows the extraction of detailed analysis of a single circuit using a large number of variability runs; no evolutionary algorithm or GUI is launched in this mode. The spiceThreads parameter allows the execution of RandomSPICE and SPICE to be parallelised across multiple threads, to improve performance on multi-CPU workstations. Improvements observed through increase this parallelisation are discussed in Section 4.6.6. The remaining system parameters are concerned with the paths and filenames of the input and output files and minor GUI settings.

4.4.2 Evolution Parameters

The evolution parameters are those which directly affect the evolutionary algorithm being run. The firstObjPriority setting is used to control if the circuit functionality objective is considered as the primary objective, meaning that in no circumstances can a circuit which has a worse (higher) functionality score than another can rank above it. The noParents and noOffspring parameters correspond to $\mu$ and $\lambda$ respectively. The mutationMode parameter has three options: random value mutation, Gaussian-distributed and Cauchy-distributed mutation, with the relative widths of the latter distributions determined by mutationWidth, with the likelihood of mutation set by mutationRate. The generationLimit defines the generation number at which the algorithm will terminate.

4.4.3 Circuit Parameters

The circuit parameters govern the settings that are used in RandomSPICE and SPICE and the specifics of the additional components added to each template netlist in the formation of the final RandomSPICE or SPICE ready netlists. The clockRate parameter defines, in GHz, the clock-rate at which the input waveforms are set; the value chosen should be slow enough to ensure that the output of a circuit is likely to have changed state by half-way through the clock period, but fast enough such that a useful discrimination between the performance of different circuits can be evaluated, without needing to set the sampleRate unnecessarily high. The sampleRate defines how many analysis measurements are taken in each clock cycle, thus when multiplied by 21 indicates the total number of analysis steps each SPICE evaluation will undertake. The voltage parameter specifies $V_{DD}$ for the circuit, with the
thresholds at which circuit functionality and slew-rates are calculated set by `lowThreshold` and `highThreshold`. The `inputDivider` and `inputInverter` control if a potential-divider and/or inverter are added to the circuit inputs.

The `noRandomspiceRuns` parameter defines the number of unique netlists that will be created by RandomSPICE and simulated with SPICE in the creation of variability-aware output results. The `dmgModels` parameter is set to true if RandomSPICE is to be used; when false, the RandomSPICE stage is omitted, with circuits passed straight to NGSPICE. The `uniformModels` parameter is set to true if it is desired for circuits to be passed through RandomSPICE but the uniform (i.e. not intrinsic-variability aware) models to be used. If `dmgModels` is set to zero, or `uniformModels` is set to true, the `noRandomspiceRuns` parameter is ignored and only one circuit per individual is evaluated.

### 4.5 Graphical User Interface

The graphical user interface for the MOTIVATED system contains a number of different frames and tools allow the control and feedback information relating to the current run. The main frame of the system, shown in the top left of Figure 4.1, appears once all the needed files have been loaded, the target netlist evaluated and the main run started. At the top of the frame, the title of the problem and information about the current generation is shown, along with the current member that is being evaluated when run locally (this information is less accurate when run on the cluster as many individuals will be run in parallel, so it only displays the count which are known to have been completed). Below this is a pair of tables; the uppermost table contains the relevant scores for the target-netlist so they can be compared to the evolved results. The larger main table contains the list of promoted parents from the previous generation, initially ordered by fitness rank, with the fittest circuits at the top. The rows can be sorted by clicking on an objective column header, easing the process of locating the circuits which perform the best in any given objective.

Any of the individuals shown in either table can be selected, allowing one of the additional information frames to be opened through selecting the relevant button. One of these frames displays a stripped-down display of the netlist which includes only the transistors, their connections and their dimensions. Another frame charts all the different Spice analysis for the chosen circuit alongside the target circuit, allowing the observed results to be compared. The other main features of the GUI of note are the ability to display the graphically display the progress of each of the objectives, with the relative scores from the initial generation normalised to 100%, to see in which objectives progress is being made and where evolution is
stagnating. The run parameters can also be displayed, including detailed information about the current status of the run when using the cluster and approximations of the run-speed of the algorithm. Finally the user can control certain aspects of the algorithm, such as allowing the operation to be paused/resumed and allowing the current generation to be saved for restarting at a future occasion (with different parameter settings if desired).

4.6 Use of High-Performance Computation to Accelerate MOTIVE

The system described to this point allows the complete evolution cycle to be run on a single machine, albeit with parallel operation of the SPICE processing when multiple processing cores are available. The most time consuming stage of the algorithm is the analysis of the individual circuits in SPICE, with the creation of the randomised netlist in RandomSPICE also taking a considerable amount of time. The remainder of the process - the selection and mutation processes - consume a very small fraction of the overall compute time. As a consequence, a vast speed-up can potentially be realised if the RandomSPICE and SPICE operations can be distributed to cluster and Grid computer systems.

4.6.1 Background to Grid Computing

Grid-Computing is a form of high-performance computing (HPC) that distinguishes itself from conventional cluster and super-computer systems by means of the loose-coupled nature, with heterogeneous resources distributed geographically across a number of sites. Grid-computation systems are operated through a set of tools termed middleware which control the tasks of job creation, submission, monitoring and data movement, all protected with a set of security provisions. One of the main HPC resources that has been utilised as part of the nano-CMOS project is ScotGrid, the Scottish Grid Service. This is primarily hosted at Glasgow, with additional nodes in Edinburgh and Durham. The Glasgow site houses 310 worker nodes, which comprises 280 Opteron 280 2.4GHz cores and 680 Xeon E5420 2.5GHz cores, with 2GB RAM provided for each core. The system also includes 24 nodes dedicated to providing the Grid Server architecture and 20 dedicated storage nodes, providing 500TB storage [8].

4.6.2 The MAVEN Cluster

In order to accelerate the process of performing the SPICE calculations locally, a local cluster-computer has been built within the Intelligent Systems Group at the University of York. The
cluster, named MAVEN, contains twelve quad-core processing nodes, each housing an Intel Q9550 2.83GHz CPU and 8GB of RAM; this results in 48 effective processing nodes as seen by the SGE system. Local storage on each processing node is provided with an Intel X25-V 40GB solid state drive. A head-node which doubles as a file-server exists as the access point to the cluster, also equipped with an Intel Q9550 and 8GB of RAM, also housing 4 Samsung 1TB hard disc drive RAID array. Initially the MAVEN cluster used the Kerrighed open-sourced single-system image cluster software to provide job submission, however this was later transferred to the Sun Grid Engine (SGE)\textsuperscript{5} system.

4.6.3 The Sun Grid Engine System

SGE is an open-source batch-queuing system that controls the submission, scheduling, dispatching and management of jobs on cluster-computing systems. It operates atop a number of Unix-like operating systems, providing the management of resources across a number of local or distributed nodes. On the MAVEN cluster, SGE version 6.2u5 runs on the Ubuntu 9.4 operating system on all the nodes and file-server. Jobs are submitted to a job-queue on a per-user basis using simple command line functions. Once resources are available, the jobs are seamlessly distributed to the available nodes and run until termination or user-interruption [4].

4.6.4 Alterations to code to enable cluster operation

The alterations to the MOTIVATED code to enable it to operate on the MAVEN cluster using SGE are relatively simple, thanks to the nature of SGE’s command-line based job submission system. As the RandomSPICE operations are already initiated through command-line style procedure calls in the standard single-machine MOTIVATED framework, only minor changes are needed to submit the operations as SGE jobs. To do this, the RandomSPICE jobs are wrapped into sets .sh shell-scripts. These scripts are then submitted as jobs on the cluster through an SSH connection, using the SGE qsub command. An extra thread is then started which periodically polls the SGE system to detect the status of the submitted jobs. Once all the jobs are completed, the MOTIVATED system can process the output data and extract the required fitness scores.

A later alteration to the system moved the post-processing of SPICE data, in which the fitness scores are calculated based on the SPICE output files, to be run as part of the submitted job scripts. This alteration reduced the amount of data-processing that needed to be done on the local system. As a result of this alteration, all the data needed for the locally run

\textsuperscript{5}Now known as Oracle Grid Engine
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Motivated system is the sets of fitness scores, which are saved on the shared AFS file system. A separate branch of the Motivated code based was created which is responsible for cluster-based operation; the code and parameters are identical to that previously described with the exception of the routines where RandomSPICE and SPICE are launched and where the output-data is processed.

### 4.6.5 Alterations to code to enable Grid operation

In addition to the code alterations to allow distributed analysis of the SPICE netlists on the local Maven cluster, the systems has also been adapted to allow the RandomSPICE and SPICE applications to be run remotely on Grid-based high-performance computing (HPC) clusters. The infrastructure that has been developed to support job creation and submission as part of the nano-CMOS project as a whole comprises of a number of web services, each of which provides a particular category of functionality, that is to say a particular type of submission or job to a particular type of resource. These services all take the form of Apache Axis 2 Web Services, in which Apache Rampart performs the encryption, time-stamping and signing of messages to provide the message-level security. Interaction with these services is implemented through a number of command-line client applications, written by the e-Science teams working on the nano-CMOS project, which are distributed in a single self-contained bundle.

Running a job on a Grid involves a two-step process, in which an application service is invoked which is responsible for the creation of the job, followed by a submission service which submits the job to a particular HPC resource; the submission service can be bypassed using direct Globus submission. The job creation and submission processes are closely linked to a data management system which exploits the distributed Andrew File System (AFS). To create a job, the user passes an input file to the application service, which contains the input file for the underlying application (RandomSPICE) wrapped with a set of additional information needed to run the job on the HPC resource. This information includes a reference to a relevant ‘template’ AFS directory where run data will be stored, and the number of sub-jobs, which can, dependent on the HPC resource, be distributed and executed in parallel. Once the job-creation request has been received, the application service duplicates the template directory for each sub-job and creates a record of the new job in the data service, written in Job Submission Description Language (JSDL). Once these steps are complete, a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is returned to the user which acts as the unique identifier for the job. One a job has been submitted, the user invokes the submission client application, which provides the user with a list of available HPC resources on which the job can be run. Different software is then used
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to implement to the different types of HPC resource - the Java Commodity Grid Kit is used to submit to Globus resources, such as ScotGrid or a bespoke submission service for Sun Grid Engine clusters such as MAVEN [171].

Whilst the infrastructure for running the RandomSPICE and SPICE applications as part of the evolutionary loop within MOTIVATED has been implemented, due to a number of reasons its use has been minimal. Primarily, the overhead in time associated with the job creation and submission steps has largely negated the advantages of using the Grid when all but the largest population sizes are used. As most tests have evaluated populations with fewer than one thousand individuals, this time penalty results in a slower rate of evolution than could be achieved locally on the MAVEN cluster. However, the Grid-based system has proven invaluable in the process of performing a detailed evaluation of extracted designs, allowing analysis of circuits based on 100,000 different RandomSPICE simulations, which provide a far greater degree of accuracy in the statistical data retrieved, as described in Section 5.6.2.

4.6.6 Performance Observations

For reasons detailed in the previous section, the most effective performance of the MOTIVATED system was observed when run using the local MAVEN cluster. Due to the nature of the SGE system and the fact that as a shared resource it is not always possible to guarantee 100% usage, a certain performance improvement cannot be guaranteed. However, a set of small benchmark runs were evaluated on the system at a period when no external jobs were allocated. There are a number of important considerations to make to ensure efficient and effective use of the cluster-based system: firstly, it is necessary for the workload to be equally balanced across all the available nodes. Furthermore, it is desirable for all the individual jobs to terminate as close to each other as possible, as the MO ranking mandates that all results are available to compare and sort. A final consideration is that the workload is of a practical length; by this, setting a very short workload to each node, such as a single SPICE evaluation, will be inefficient due to a number of reasons: whilst the job submission process on SGE is rapid compared to that for Grid-submission systems, it can take a number of seconds from submission to the initiation of jobs; having multiple jobs start simultaneously adds delays due to the shared file system; the polling process adds a slight delay between the completion of the final job on the cluster and the acknowledgement of completion on the remote system on which MOTIVATED is running. As a consequence, it is generally desirable to have more than one SPICE netlist evaluated by each available node, thus a multiple of 48 is generally chosen for the population size.

The time taken for NGSPICE to process a netlist on a single node can be broken in two parts; firstly the relatively static time taken to load the software, read the netlist and calculate
the initial conditions, secondly the time taken to perform the transient analysis and write the corresponding output data to the file-system. Typically the first of these processes generally takes around half a second on the systems used\(^6\); a precise figure is hard to extrapolate due to the various loads on the filesystem. The time taken to perform the transient analysis is roughly linear in line with the number of steps to be calculated in the analysis, determined from the combination of the sample-rate, the clock-speed and the length of the transients.

A set of performance benchmarks were carried out to evaluate the difference in performance between running RandomSPICE, NGSPICE and the data handling on a local workstation to the performance when running on Maven. For these tests, two different test circuits were optimised, first a four-transistor NAND gate and secondly a nine-transistor XOR gate from the VSCLIB standard-cell library (described in Section 5.2.2). For each individual, RandomSPICE creates 10 netlists which are evaluated in NGSPICE. The tests were carried out at three different sample rates for SPICE transient analysis, firstly taking 50 samples per clock-cycle (a 10pS sample-rate based on the 2GHz clock-frequency, for a total of 1050 data points), then with 100 samples per clock-cycle (5pS sample-rate, 2100 data points) and finally at 200 samples per clock (2.5pS sample-rate, 4200 data points). The test were carried out using single, dual and quad-SPICE threads on the local workstation (which has a quad core Intel Q6600 CPU) and the using all 48-logical nodes on the MAVEN cluster, with overall population sizes of 48, 96 and 192 (i.e. one, two and four RandomSPICE runs per node respectively). On both systems other processes and jobs were minimised to ensure maximum CPU availability, and the tests were repeated three times with an average result taken. Each algorithm was terminated after 10 generations, with the average time to evaluated one individual calculated by dividing the total time the algorithm was running by the number of individuals evaluated.

The results for the benchmarks are shown in Figure 4.7, with the relative performance increases above single-threaded operation on an overall and per-core basis illustrated in Figure 4.8. Across the runs operating just on the workstation, a speed-up of between 1.46× and 1.82× (µ = 1.60×, σ = 0.15) was observed when moving from single-threaded to dual-threaded operation. When moving to four threads, the speed-up measured was between 2.72× and 3.50× (µ = 3.17×, σ = 0.37) the single-thread performance, demonstrating that the evolutionary loop is very scalable through parallel threading of the RandomSPICE and SPICE operations. The largest improvement in performance was actually found with the smaller circuits and lower sample rates; it is suggested that this is likely due to the hard disc access being the bottleneck, with smaller reads and writes to the disc needed with smaller circuits.

\(^6\)This figure is roughly the same on both the 2.66GHz Intel Q6600-based local machines and the nodes in the MAVEN cluster.
When moving to the Maven cluster, the performance speed up over the single-threaded workstation ranges from $15.8 \times$ to $21.0 \times$ ($\mu = 18.35 \times$, $\sigma = 1.95$) when a population size of 48 is used (equivalent to 1 RandomSPICE run per compute node), rising up to $18.3 \times$ to $24.7 \times$ ($\mu = 20.92 \times$, $\sigma = 2.36$) when a population of 96 is used. A much smaller increase in performance is observed when the population size is again doubled to 192, with a performance speed up of $19.2 \times$ to $25.0 \times$ ($\mu = 21.93 \times$, $\sigma = 2.52$). When the cluster computation is compared to the four-threaded single workstation performance, a speed-up of between $6.82 \times$ and $7.77 \times$ ($\mu = 7.27 \times$, $\sigma = 0.31$) is observed, with a greater improvement found when using the smaller NAND circuit than the EXOR circuit, and also when the lower sample rates are used. This again points towards a data-storage (or network transport) bottleneck, which is probably a side-effect of all the worker nodes sharing the fileserver resources.
This chapter has discussed the algorithm that will be used for optimising the transistor dimensions with logic circuits, and the set of tools that allow the algorithm to be used in conjunction with RandomSPICE and NGSPICE, both locally on a workstation and on a HPC cluster based on Sun Grid Engine. The following chapter details the experiments that have been carried out to attempt to optimise logic circuits using the system.
Chapter 5

Optimising Standard Cell Libraries

The chapter describes the experiments that have been carried out with the aim of optimising standard cell libraries, and the results that have been achieved. The results are given in approximate chronological order of when the experiments were carried out; it is important to point out that the system used to evolve circuits itself, and the model libraries used, have themselves evolved over the period of the experiments, guided by observations made from the results, and performance, and also by the progress made at other nano-CMOS project partners, notably the DMG responsible for creating the transistor models.

5.1 Early Results: Evolving Transistor Topologies using the SGA

The first experiments that were carried out using the SGA system actually attempted to evolve circuit topologies, as opposed to just optimising transistor dimensions within known designs. The results from these experiments, and similar parallel experiments into evolving topologies using an early CGP-based implementation, guided many of the decisions that have been made in future revisions to the MOTIVATED system, described in the previous chapter, and so are included here.

5.1.1 Methodology

In the experiments, an early implementation SGA system was launched to evolve AND and OR gate circuits simultaneously. As the algorithm setup and parameters predate the system described in the previous chapter, the main differences are outlined below.
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Template Netlist

The template netlist used for the circuit evolution contained 6 NMOS transistors and 6 PMOS transistors. The genotype contained 60 genes, with 5 genes corresponding to each of the 12 transistors in the netlist. Of these 5, the first determined if the transistor was enabled or disabled; if the integer value was even, the transistor line would be commented out in the produced netlist. The next 3 genes corresponded to the drain, gate and source connections of the transistor, each being able to take a value between 0 and 10 (with 0 corresponding to the ground node, 3 to \( V_{DD} \) and 4 to the output connection of the circuit). The final gene determined the channel width of the transistor, with the length set to 35nm and the width being an integer multiple of 35nm between 1\( \times \) and 8\( \times \). The actual template netlist used is given in Appendix C.1.1.

Test Bench

The test-bench added to each netlist, with the relevant voltage sources, input and output circuits is shown in Figure 5.1a. The input voltage sources are connected to 1K\( \Omega \) potential dividers, and provide pulsed square-waves with no rise\( \backslash \)fall slew, as shown in Figure 5.1b, which also shows the two target output waveforms for the AND gate and OR gate. The output of the circuit is connected to a buffer (a nested pair of inverters), which was chosen to provide a realistic loading.

Evolutionary Parameters

The experiments predated the use of the NSGA-II algorithm to calculate fitness. Instead, fitness was calculated using a 2-step ranked fitness function. The primary fitness function corresponded to the functionality of the circuit, with the secondary fitness calculated from the maximum cumulative error between the output traces and the target waveform. For circuits

Figure 5.1: The test bench, input waveforms and target outputs as used in the early experiments in evolving 2-input logic topologies

(a) Test Bench
(b) Inputs Pulses and Target Outputs
Table 5.1: The run parameters used in the early experiments to evolve AND and OR gate topologies using SGA. Population, mutation and crossover parameters were chosen based on observations from prior experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Size</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype Length</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistor Count</td>
<td>12 (6 pairs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Functions</td>
<td>AND, OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Rate (%)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover Rate (%)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tournament Size</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomSPICE Runs</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Voltage ($V_{DD}$)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock (GHz)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Duration (pS)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where the functionality score was tied, the secondary fitness function would be used to discriminate between individuals. Scores were calculated for each individual for performance as both AND-gates and OR-gates. For each individual tested, 20 RandomSPICE netlists were created and analysed.

At the end of each generation, a new population was created, with half the members chosen based on their AND-gate score and the other half based on their OR-gate score. The algorithm used tournament selection to determine which individuals would be promoted to the future generation, without the use of elitism (i.e. all the members in the new generation were subject to the evolutionary operators). A simple form of crossover was included, in which 10% of the new population was created from 2 tournament-selected parents, using a uniform crossover method. The parameters used in these experiments are shown in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.2: Schematics of the evolved AND and OR gates
5.1.2 Results

The algorithm was run for approximately twenty days on a single-core workstation, terminating at the end of the 85th generation. At this point, 170,000 different individuals had been evaluated, which equals a total of 3.4 million SPICE evaluations (roughly 2 per second). The first functionally correct OR-gate design appeared in generation 26, with the first functionally correct AND-gate appearing shortly after in generation 29. The topological arrangement of the fittest designs, which are illustrated in Figure 5.2, first appeared in generation 50 for the AND-gate and 62 for the OR-gate; the improvements in later generations upon this design were changes to the individual transistor widths within the arrangement, up to the fittest designs extracted in generation 85 which are shown in the figure. The output traces from which the fitness scores were calculated for these two circuits are shown in Figure 5.3.

5.1.3 Observations

The details of these early experiments have been included here not because they produced realistic real-world designs, but rather because they taught a lot about the potential pitfalls that could occur in creating variability-aware standard cell designs, and as a consequence heavily influenced the future direction in the development of the MOTIVATED system. One of the key things learnt was the need for a far more effective method for determining the fitness of a circuit; the evolved designs actually produced better fitness scores than conventional standard-cell designs using the given test-bench and scoring criteria, however in reality were woefully performing designs, due to vast power consumption caused by short-circuit currents. Both the topologies evolved with the SGA, and also topologies evolved using a CGP representa-
tion (described in [167]), produced designs which contained source or drain connections of transistors to input rails, feedback from outputs to inputs, and other arrangements which do not reflect conventional CMOS design philosophies. However, as the fitness function looked solely at output voltage, such arrangements were allowed and not penalised. The following points were concluded from the experiments which ultimately resulted in the MOTIVATED system described in the previous chapter:

- To evaluate circuits accurately, a fitness function that takes into account the power consumption at both supply and inputs, and the delay of the circuit, is needed.

- The fitness function thus needs to be able to simultaneously optimise for parameters which are generally inversely proportional.

- The method for including variability in the designs needed to be carefully considered.

- The CGP system is more efficient at evolving topologies, although alterations needed to be made to ensure circuits were arranged from complementary pairs of transistors.

- The SGA system did prove effective at optimising the transistor values once functionally-correct topologies had been found.

Thus, following these experiments, it was decided to focus on evolving topologies using a revised design of the CGP-system, and use the SGA for optimising dimensions existing (and evolved) designs. The revised test-bench, multi-objective fitness function and selection strategies described in the previous chapter were implemented, with both algorithms unified into the single characterisation architecture that became MOTIVATED.

### 5.2 Optimising Transistor Widths within 2-Input Combinatorial Logic Cells

This section describes the experiments and results obtained when the MOTIVATED system, using the SGA, was applied to the problem of optimising transistor dimensions within a open-source standard-cell library. The experiments described in the section were the first in which the MOTIVATED system with its multi-objective fitness function based on NSGA-II were used, having been developed from observations on the early results described in the previous section. Whilst the experiments described here were based on the system described in Chapter 4, they predate the construction of the MAVEN cluster and with it the SGE based method for distributing the workload; as such all the experiments described in this section were processed on a single, quad-core workstation.
5.2.1 Two-stage Cycle for Incorporating Variability

Based on observations of the time taken to run early simulations, it was realised that there was neither the computational resources, nor time available to follow a similar methodology, at the time the experiments were carried out. As a consequence, it was decided to attempt to see if a two-stage process could be used successfully. The two stage process, illustrated in Figure 5.4, operates as follows: initially, the algorithm optimised the transistor widths with the goal of finding high-speed, low-power and balanced delay times, using the uniform BSIM transistor models that the variability models are based on (specified by using the uniformModels parameters). After a predetermined number of generations, the algorithm retains the current population and switches to using the variability-enhanced RandomSPICE models, with the objectives switched so that variability-tolerance accounted for. The motivation for the two stage process is to reduce the time needed to produce the initial fronts of circuits. The variability-aware circuits take much longer to evaluate, both because of the number of circuits evolved in RandomSPICE, and also because the each of the RandomSPICE circuits take a lot longer to process, due to the increase in number of nodes and number of models that have to be accounted for.
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Table 5.2: Fitness objectives in the two stages of evolution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Uniform Stage</th>
<th>Variability Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Circuit Area</td>
<td>Circuit Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Supply Power Score</td>
<td>Worst-Case Supply Power Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Max delay</td>
<td>Worst-Case Max delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>σ delay</td>
<td>Worst-Case σ delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Max slew-time</td>
<td>Std-Dev Max delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>σ slew-time</td>
<td>Std-Dev σ delay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2 Methodology

Objectives

The objectives for each of the two stages in the experiments are shown in Table 5.2. During the first stage of the algorithm, known as the uniform stage, the objectives include the worst-case transition delay times and slew-rates to help promote the fastest circuits, and also the standard-deviation of the transition delay times and slew-rates to identify the most balanced circuits. The worst-case power supply scores helps to promote the circuits with the lowest power consumption. The first is run for a predetermined number of generations, then the entire final population is passed to the second-stage of the process, the variability stage.

For the variability stage, circuit functionality and six circuit performance objectives are used with the multi-objective strategy. Circuit area is the combined total of the transistor widths; this value remains constant and is not affected by variability. The overall worst-case delay score (the worst switching speed across all transitions in all of the RandomSPICE runs) represents the delay-time of the cell that must be accounted for when it is to be included in larger circuits. As a measure for the extent of variability, the standard-deviation of the worst-case delay across all of the randomised MOSFET runs is used as an objective. It is desirable to keep the switching-delays as constant as possible between the different input transitions over all random runs, so the worst-case of the delay standard-deviations is used as another objective. Finally as a indication of the power requirements, the overall worst-case summation of the power scores at each sample point is used. This value is best considered as being proportional to the energy used in driving the load through the 21-clock cycles in the most power-demanding of the variability runs.
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Test Circuits

The experiments cover a set of seven different two-input logic circuits from a standard cell library (SCL). The circuit layouts have been translated from the vsclib library, which are designed for a standard bulk 130nm process [135]. The model library used with RandomSPICE is based on a 35nm × 35nm Toshiba transistor, with the effects of RDD added; the libraries available at the time these experiments were carried out did not include the additional effects of LER or PSGB.

The test circuits comprised of six standard two-input logic gates and a D-type flip-flop. Given that only device widths were being evolved, it was anticipated that the smaller logic circuits would serve as a test of the effectiveness and reliability of the system, whilst the exclusive-gates and flip-flop should provide a large enough search space to evaluate algorithm performance. Each of the circuits was converted to a template netlist, in which one gene per transistor is used to assign a width to the device. The allowed ranges for the transistor widths were set to between 2 and 20 units (70nm - 700nm) for the NMOS transistors and 4 to 28 units (140nm to 980nm) for the PMOS transistors. These ranges are chosen to reflect the design rules for the allocated space available to transistors within the chosen SCL library [135]. The schematics for each of the test circuits is shown in Figure 5.5, whilst the corresponding template netlists that are used can be found in Appendix C.1.2.

Run Parameters

The parameters used for the runs are shown in Table 5.3. A larger population size is used for the more complex tests. Each promoted parent produced 4 mutated offspring; the mutation rate chosen means there is 74% likelihood of a single gene being mutated, as discussed in Section 4.2.4. Clearly for the smaller circuits, particular the NAND and NOR gates with only four genes in the genotype, this corresponds to a significant mutation in each cycle. In the variability stage of the algorithm, 50 RandomSPICE output netlists are evaluated for each individual. The input signals followed a 4GHz clock-frequency, which was measured to be slow enough to ensure all transitions would be complete within the required half clock-cycle, even in the worst-performing circuits. The sampleRate parameter was set to 50 samples per clock, corresponding to a 4 pS interval between samples.

5.2.3 Results

For each of the test runs, the algorithm was run using the uniform models for a predetermined number of generations as listed in Table 5.3 then stopped. The number of generations in this
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Figure 5.5: Schematics of the seven test circuits from the VSCLIB SCL for optimisation using the SGA [135]
Table 5.3: The run parameters used in the experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Tests 1&amp;3</th>
<th>Tests 2&amp;4</th>
<th>Tests 5&amp;6</th>
<th>Test 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parents</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype length</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{DD}$ (V)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock (GHz)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Period (pS)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform Stage Generations</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variability Stage Generations</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomSPICE Circuits</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

stage was chosen based on previous work and the length of the genotype. As is shown in Table 5.4, the number of possible arrangements of transistor width grows rapidly with the size of the problem circuit; for the NAND and NOR gate, the number of circuits tests after the uniform stage is close to 9% of the total number of possible combinations within the search space. For the AND and OR gate this figure drops to below 0.028%, beyond which only a tiny fraction of the total number of combinations can be assess.

**Uniform Stage**

A comparison of the results seen in the initial random population, compared with the population at the end of the uniform stage, are illustrated in Figures 5.6 & 5.7, which shows each of

Table 5.4: The number of generations for the uniform stage of evolution, and the corresponding number of possible combinations within the search space for each of the test circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Transistors</th>
<th>Generations</th>
<th>Evaluations</th>
<th>Possible Combinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 NAND</td>
<td>4 ($2N,2P$)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>225,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 AND</td>
<td>6 ($3N,3P$)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>$1.072 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 NOR</td>
<td>4 ($2N,2P$)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>225,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 OR</td>
<td>6 ($3N,3P$)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>$1.072 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 XNOR</td>
<td>9 ($4N,5P$)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>$1.273 \times 10^{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 XOR</td>
<td>9 ($5N,4P$)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>$9.672 \times 10^{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 D-Type</td>
<td>24 ($12N,12P$)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>$1.319 \times 10^{32}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the circuits selected as a parent at the end of the initial generation, and final generation of the uniform stage, along with a marker for the circuit based on the reference cell-library design 1.

The first column in each of the two charts plots the worst switching-delay against the supply power. The second column plots the worst-switching delay against the standard-deviation of all switching delays, to evaluate how well balanced the circuit switching is. It is clear from the results of the uniform stage that the smallest logic gates, the NAND and NOR, are already well optimised, with the reference design falling very close to the optimal power-delay front. However, when moving towards the larger circuits, a greater improvement is observed in the extracted Pareto optimal-front for power-delay: for the exclusive gates, the algorithm has produced designs which outperform the reference design. This was most significant in the case of the XOR design, where designs have been found with a 15% improvement in delay and at a lower power consumption than the reference design. At first glance the results for the D-Type flip-flop appear to indicate the greatest improvement, however, as will be discussed shortly in Section 5.4.4, the result is misleading.

From this final generation of parents, three circuits were chosen which demonstrated potential improvements over the reference design for each of the test circuits. The first circuit chosen is considered the high-speed circuit - this is not necessarily the overall lowest-delay, but rather the circuit which demonstrated the best balance of low-delay and low standard deviation across delays: for some circuits the absolute lowest-delay would come at such a power penalty that it was deemed unsuitable for selection. The second circuit chosen was the one which best fit the criteria of minimising circuit power consumption whilst operating at a similar delay (±5%) to the reference design; this is considered the balanced speed-power circuit. The final circuit extracted is the one which scores the lowest supply-power score altogether, this is the low-power circuit. It is important it note that these designs were extracted by hand, through analysis of the different objective scores in the final generation, as opposed to using an automatic or rule-based system of extraction.

Variability Stage

The variability stage of the algorithm was then initiated using the final population of the uniform stage. After 50 generations the run was terminated. The circuit which demonstrated the overall lowest standard deviation of worst-case delay time, whilst still performing close to or better than the reference SCL design in terms of both power and delay (no more than 5% greater in terms of delay or power) was selected from the final population by hand. This

1The reference cell-library design used transistor dimensions proportional to those suggested in the VSCLIB designs for bulk 130-nm process
Figure 5.6: The state of the populations before and after the uniform stage of the algorithm for the NAND, AND, NOR and OR gates, including the reference design scaled from the VSCLIB library.
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Figure 5.7: The state of the populations before and after the uniform stage of the algorithm for the XNOR, XOR and D-Type flip-flop, including the reference design scaled from the VSCLIB library.
circuit is considered the variability-tolerant circuit within the results.

In addition to the best extracted variability-tolerant design, each of the three extracted designs from the uniform stage, alongside the reference design, were then tested using the RDD-aware variability models for 50 RandomSPICE runs, to assess their variability tolerance. The speed-power plots extracted from all of these runs are illustrated in Figures 5.8 & 5.9. From these results it is observed that some of the extracted designs (notably the balanced NAND gate, high-speed XOR gate and both the high-speed and balanced D-Type designs) perform significantly better than the reference design in terms of variability-tolerance. The largest improvements again appear to be found in the larger circuits, particularly the D-Type, where the high-speed design appears to operate over 30% faster than the reference design, whilst consuming 25% less power and showing significantly less variability in delay times when the RDD-aware models are used. Detailed results for the scores from these tests can be found in Tables A.1 & A.2 within Appendix A.

5.2.4 Observations on Results

The variability-tolerant circuits for both the NAND and NOR gate runs are very similar in layout and score to the respective high-speed design evolved in the uniform stage. They consume more power than the reference designs, with both designs scoring roughly 12% higher on power-score, but demonstrate far less deviation in delay. In the XOR run the variability-tolerant circuit is both faster and more power efficient whilst also improving delay variation. After the second stage of the XNOR run, a circuit performing faster than the previously extracted high-speed circuit was found, which also improved on the delay variability score, albeit at a higher power consumption than the reference design.

The results did demonstrate that the SGA system could be used to optimise circuits, both using uniform models for traditional objectives of low-power and high-speed, and using variability models for creating dimension arrangements which minimised the impact of variability on the ranges of delay and power consumption. However, they also highlighted a number of issues with the system, not least the compromises that were essential to be made in order to complete the evolution runs in a sensible time-frame through the use of the two-stage process. The observations on performance cemented the need to distribute the problem of SPICE evaluation on HPC systems, particularly when the RandomSPICE and variability models were used.

The variability-tolerant D-Type circuit demonstrated the largest improvement over the reference design in terms of power score, worst-case delay and standard-deviation of worst-case delay, which appears to suggest larger circuits may benefit the most from optimisation.
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Figure 5.8: Variability within the optimised VSCLIB NAND, AND, NOR and OR designs
Figure 5.9: Variability within the optimised VSCLIB XNOR, XOR and D-Type designs
Indeed, initial analysis on the output circuit appeared to confirm this, with the variability output traces of the *variability-tolerant* D-Type circuit when switching to logic high are illustrated in Figure 5.10, alongside the reference case. In the figure the best and worst case output are marked either side of the mean output values across 50 RandomSPICE runs. However, whilst the algorithm proved effective at optimising the circuit to fit the test criteria well, it was later discovered that an underlying flaw existed in the test-setup for the D-Type flip-flop, as is discussed in Section 5.4.4.

### 5.3 Comparison with Other Optimisation Algorithms

At this point, a number of tests were conducted to evaluate the performance of the SGA system when compared with other optimisation algorithms. The comparisons were made using using the MOTIVATED system with the same circuit test-bench, SPICE parameters and objectives as given in the previous set of tests. Variability was not considered in these tests due to the time taken to run variability-aware experiments on a single workstation, so the comparative tests were based on the optimisation of circuits for power and delay using uniform models only, and are compared with the results at the end of the uniform-stage in the previous sets of experiments. It is acknowledged that this is undesirable as other optimisation algorithms may indeed perform well at the variability stage. Only two test circuits from the VSCLIB were used in the comparison tests: firstly the NAND gate, and secondly the XOR gate.

#### 5.3.1 Steepest-Ascent Hill Climbing

The first set of tests was based on a steepest-ascent hill climbing algorithm. To allow this algorithm to be used with the current MOTIVATED system, it was implemented as a adaptation of the mutation operation within the SGA framework. To allow this, the population at each generation consists of $\mu$ parent and $\lambda$ offspring, where $\mu$ is set to the number of
objectives \(^2\) and where \(\lambda\) is \(2\times\) the number of genes within the genotype. In the replaced mutation operation, each of the offspring has one gene adjusted a single unit up or down from the parent’s value respectively, such that all \(\lambda\) offspring represent the entire set of possible solutions with one transistor value shifted. These are then assessed by SPICE and ranked using the multi-objective fitness function, using the same method as before, with the highest ranked individuals being promoted to the next generation. A memory of previously visited circuits is stored, with the algorithm terminated once a generation in which all of the new individuals have previously been assessed is found.

The algorithm was used with two test circuits: the NAND gate and the XOR gate from the VSCLIB, as used in the previous experiment and illustrated in Figure 5.5. For the first test, the algorithm was launched with an initial population in which every NMOS transistor was set to 4-units of width (140nm) and every PMOS transistor was set to 8-units of width (280nm) \(^3\). For the NAND gate circuit, the algorithm terminated after 19 generations. The six parents from the final population were all found in the final population of the equivalent run in the SGA algorithm: for this circuit, the SAHC had proven far more efficient. However, for the XOR circuit, the algorithm terminated after 42 generations, and the extracted parents from the final population were less effective than those found in the SGA run in all objective scores with the exception of circuit area. These results indicate that the landscape for the NAND gate circuit is relatively smooth, despite the number of dimensions, thus very suited to the SAHC algorithm; in contrast the landscape for the XOR circuit clearly contains many local optima.

### 5.3.2 SAHC With Random Walk

The SAHC algorithm was adapted so that it both began with a randomised population, and so that in each generation an extra randomised parent circuit was included in the population, to add a periodical random walk to the algorithm. The algorithm was once again applied to the NAND and XOR circuits, although this time 5 runs for each test were carried out, with the algorithms terminated after 357 generations for the NAND circuit and 848 generations for the XOR circuit; these values were chosen so that an equivalent numbers of circuits would have been assessed in both the SAHC run and the SGA run described previously.

As expected, in all five runs for the NAND gate circuit, results were found which matched those from the SGA algorithm, confirming that both the extracted results are indeed the best that can be acheived for the given objective scores, and also that the underlying shape of the search space for the NAND circuit is devoid of many local optima. For the XOR circuit,

---

\(^2\)Excluding the functionality objective

\(^3\)As there is algorithm is purely deterministic there was no need to do more than one run.
there were significant differences observed across the five runs, with the best observed results across all the SAHC algorithm runs producing better results than the SGA in certain fitness objectives (area and $\sigma$ delay), and worse in others (power). Given both were given a similar length of circuit evaluations, it is hard to determine categorically which is the more efficient, although the results do suggest that the SGA may be more effective in larger circuits, with more complex fitness landscapes, whilst the SAHC clearly outperforms it in smaller circuits with simple landscapes. A detailed comparison of all the results between the SGA, the SAHC and the SAHC with random walk can be found in Table A.3 within Appendix A.

5.4 Optimising Using Multiple-Voltage Sources within 2-Input Combinatorial Logic Cells

This section describes the another set of experiments and results obtained when the MOTIVATED system, using the SGA, was applied to the problem of optimising transistor dimensions within a open-source standard-cell library. These experiments, carried out shortly after those described in the previous section, amended the skeleton netlist by different supply voltages to drive each of the pairs of CMOS transistors within the netlist. As with the experiments described in the previous section, all the experiments described in this section were processed on a quad-core workstation.

The motivation behind this experiment stems from recent developments in the manufacture of microprocessors and other ULSI circuits is the use of multiple voltage supply rails. In the simplest implementation a pair of supplies is used, one at a higher voltage than the other [99]. Functional blocks that require higher drive or lower delay will generally use the higher voltages, with all other blocks connected to the lower voltage. This implementation can reduce power requirements in sections of the device whilst keeping up to target specifications for drive and speed; it is proposed that future designs might benefit from the use of different supply rails at a finer circuit level, so in these experiments each PMOS transistor can be connected to an independent supply, with the value of each supply evolved alongside the transistor widths.

5.4.1 Methodology

The evolutionary process repeats the two-stage process that was described in the previous section, and uses the same versions of MOTIVATED, RandomSPICE and NGSPICE as used in the previous section, utilising the RDD-aware model library based on a 35nm Toshiba device. The experiments are again based on the two-input logic circuits found in the VSCLIB cell library.
The differences between the two experiments are found in the template netlists, which include an additional voltage supply, as illustrated in the adapted test-bench of Figure 5.11. The template netlists for the experiments can be found in Appendix C.1.3. The fitness objectives used in the experiments are the same as those shown in Table 5.2.

**Test Circuits**

Three different logic circuits from the VSCLIB standard-cell library were chosen, based on the observations from the experiments described in the previous section. The test circuits comprised the 2-input XOR-gate with 2 supply sources, the 2-input XNOR gate with 3 supply sources and the D-type flip-flop with 8 supply sources. These three circuits are used for three different sets of tests. In the first set, the transistor widths are all static, based the scaled-down dimensions found in SCL reference design, and only the value of the voltage sources are determined by the algorithm. These tests are denoted by MVS in the tables and figures.

In the second set of tests, denoted WO, the multiple voltage sources are omitted with the transistor widths being determined by the algorithm. Each of the circuits is converted to a SPICE netlist within which each of the transistors is assigned a width between 2-20 units for NMOS transistors and 4-28 units for PMOS transistors, where each unit is a 35nm width.
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Table 5.5: The run parameters used in the multiple-voltage source experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>X-OR Gate</th>
<th>X-NOR Gate</th>
<th>D-Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Supplies</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistors</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype length (MVS)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype length (WO)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype length (MVS+W)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parents</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{DD}$ (V)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock (GHz)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Period (pS)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform Stage Generations</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variability Stage Generations</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomSPICE Circuits</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the final set of tests, denoted MVS+W, both the transistor widths and multiple voltage sources are determined by the algorithm. The template netlists for the MVS+W circuits can be found in Appendix C.1.3.

Run Parameters

The parameters used in these experiments were adjusted slightly from those described in the previous section, as shown in Table 5.5. Due to time constraints, fewer generations were used in both the uniform and variability stages, and a smaller population size was used. To attempt to improve the accuracy of results, a higher sample rate was used. This compromise was deemed necessary to allow the future experiments to be carried out, which likely offered more practical designs, whilst still gauging the potential performance of the MVS technique.

5.4.2 Results

For each of the three test designs the algorithm was run using the uniform transistor models, starting with an initial random population. The results for the fixed width (MVS) circuits, in which only the voltage sources are evolved, are illustrated in Figure 5.12, which compare the power and delay performance of the initial random populations to those at the end of the uniform stage. The XOR and XNOR results suggest that the benefits of adjusting the voltage
sources within the reference design have limited benefit in improving circuit power consumption or delay. Of the evolved designs, those with the lowest delays generally had close to zero voltage on the evolvable voltage sources, and those circuits which demonstrated an improvement in power score over the reference design did so with a delay time significantly worse than the reference design. The D-Type, which has many more connections to the supply and thus more scope for optimisation via evolution of supply voltages, demonstrated more promising results, with arrangements which appeared performed as fast as the standard reference design whilst consuming less power, due to the reduction in supply voltage in non-critical parts of the circuit.

**Uniform Stage**

The results for the uniform stage of the algorithm optimising widths only (WO) are shown in Figure 5.13. Given the setup for this particular set of circuits is very similar to those described earlier, it is not surprising that similar results were seen: these results show that the initial population contains some very poor-performing circuits, including several circuits which fail to operate at the required speed, however by the end of the stage the algorithm has successfully optimised the population of circuits so that all the promoted parents are functioning correctly, with many individuals operating at faster speed and lower power than the reference design from the cell-library, particularly so with the D-type circuit. These results once again illustrate the significant potential for the use of evolutionary methods in the optimisation of transistor dimensions within a standard cell, with all three tests suggesting the conventional methods use to design the reference circuits may not be resulting in the optimal balance of circuit delay and power consumption.

The final set of test results from the uniform stage are illustrated in Figure 5.14, which compares the initial to final population when both transistor widths and supply voltages are evolved simultaneously (MVS+W). These tests show the worst performing initial population of the three tests, due to the wide range of possible transistor dimensions and supplies, and the impact that these values have on the circuit functionality. By the final generation the evolved populations have vastly improved and show an easily identifiable power-vs-delay pareto front. The final population of these tests include both circuits which perform faster, and circuits which require less power, than the corresponding final populations of the supply-voltage only and width-only tests.
Figure 5.12: The state of the population before and after the uniform stage for the evolved voltage-source (MVS) circuits
Figure 5.13: The state of the population before and after the uniform stage for the evolved transistor width (WO) circuits.
Figure 5.14: The state of the population before and after the uniform stage for the evolved width and voltage-source (MVS+W) circuits.
Variability Stage

For each of the nine experiments, the algorithm was then restarted using the final population from the uniform stage, and run for twenty generations with each individual creating 50 variability-aware netlists. At the end of this short variability-aware run, two circuits were chosen from the final population which demonstrate potential improvements over the reference design. The first circuit is the one which best fits the criteria of minimising circuit power consumption and area without severely affecting circuit-delay and variability tolerance (larger circuits will typically switch faster and consume more power); this is considered the low-power circuit. The second circuit is the one which demonstrates the best balance of low-delay and low standard deviation across delays; this is considered the high-speed circuit. The power score against delay for each of the designs is illustrated in Figure 5.15, in which each of the fifty RDF-aware outputs is plotted with a outlined shape, along with the same circuit using the uniform-models plotted with a solid shape. A detailed breakdown of the scores for each of these circuits can be found in Table A.4, in Appendix A.

5.4.3 Observations

From the variability results it is clear that arrangements optimised for low-power consumption show significant variability in delay time when the RDF models are used; the low-power arrangements typical contain very narrow transistors which will vary the most between random circuits. In contrast, the arrangements optimised for high-speed are far less variable. When compared to the results for optimising dimensions alone, it appears that extending the evolution to optimise the supply voltages for the transistors within the cell can extend the power and delay front producing circuits that are faster or lower in power than those which are optimised using transistor widths alone. However, this clearly adds a significant degree of complexity to the actual fabrication of larger circuits. From a performance point of view, these experiments once again underlined the need to migrate towards an HPC solution for optimising with variability models.

5.4.4 The D-Type Problem

In both the standard optimisation runs and those using multiple-voltage sources, some of the best results were observed when optimising the D-Type flip-flop function; in some cases the results were so dramatically improved over the reference design that suspicions were aroused about the suitability of the test setup. Upon further analysis of the circuit, it was realised that whilst the evolved designs functioned as expected under the given test-conditions, this did not
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Figure 5.15: Variability within the extracted circuits of the multiple voltage-source experiments. In each chart, the scores for each of the RDD-aware results are plotted using an outlined shape. The same circuit when evaluated with uniform models is plotted using a solid shape.
mean they functioned fully as a D-type memory cell, due to limitations in the test-setup. The reason for this is that in the used test bench, both the clock-input and the D-input to the flip-flop can change simultaneously, whilst in a realistic test the D-type input must change state before the clock-input does. As a result, whilst the circuits optimised did perform very well at the given test, they failed when applied to a more accurate test based on a standard D-Type timing cycle. The result underlined the pitfalls that can occur if any inaccuracies exist in the testing setup when evolving circuits: the algorithm worked exactly as intended, however a human error in the setup produced misleading results. Whilst an amendment to the test setup to allow accurate analysis of flip-flops and memory cells is possible (and has now been created in work that post-dates this thesis), it was decided to focus on two-input logic circuits for the remainder of the experiments.

5.5 Optimising CGP Evolved Designs

A final set of experiments carried out using the MOTIVATED system prior to SGE-cluster implementation being created involved optimising the transistor widths in designs that had previously been evolved using CGP.

5.5.1 Using CGP To Evolve Standard-Cell Topologies

As part of his research in the nano-CMOS project, Dr. James Walker has devised a system for evolving standard-cell topologies, based on an adapted representation of previous work he had conducted in Cartesian Genetic Programming, as previously discussed in Section 4.1.2. As a result of this work, two novel topologies for XOR and XNOR gates had been extracted. Using the same methodology and settings described in Section 5.2, the optimisation process was applied to the new topologies to see how they performed in terms of power, speed and variability tolerance.

5.5.2 Evolved Designs

The best designs that were extracted from the CGP runs are illustrated in Figure 5.16. The evolved XOR design uses 10 transistors, and the evolved XNOR uses 8 transistors. Both of the evolved designs are structurally and characteristically similar to conventional CMOS designs, however differ from any designs found in the VSCLIB and NANGATE cell-libraries, and are considered as fair as the public-domain literature is available to be novel in their topologies. During the CGP evolution process within MOTIVATED all the transistors within
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Figure 5.16: CGP-evolved designs for the XOR gate (a) and the XNOR gate (b).

the circuits were given static width dimensions of 5-units for NMOS (175nm) and 10-units for PMOS (350nm). The goals of the optimisation process using the SGA was to optimise these dimensions to extract circuits which improved performance in terms of delay, power and variability tolerance. The template netlists for these circuits used by the SGA can be found in Appendix C.1.4.

5.5.3 Results

The MOTIVATED system was used with the SGA to optimise the two evolved circuits with uniform models, using exactly the same parameters as in the previous runs on the VSCLIB described in 5.2 in order that the two sets of results can be directly compared. A comparison of the initial and final populations at the end of the uniform stage of the evolutionary run are shown in 5.17. For both circuits a marked improvement in the best power and delay scores can be seen when compared to the unoptimised design (with all NMOS transistors at 5 units wide and all PMOS transistors at 10 units wide); however, when compared directly to the VSCLIB results from Figure 5.7, the pareto fronts are less defined with a greater scattering in the output, particularly in the case of the XOR design. The algorithm was then restarted using the variability models as before. At the end of this run, three circuits were extracted: a high-speed design (HS), a design balanced between high-speed and low-power (SP) and a low-power design (LP).

The fitness scores for these three extracted circuit are compared with the equivalent scores
based on the SCL designs in Table A.5, found in Appendix A. Although the optimised evolved designs for the XOR and XNOR are much slower than the SCL designs, they are also significantly lower in power consumption, and are smaller in transistor area (this is not surprising for the evolved XNOR, as it contains one fewer MOSFET than the SCL design, so it naturally has an advantage). The effects of variability on the worst-case delay scores and power scores for both the SCL designs and the CGP-evolved designs are compared in Figure 5.18. The optimised VSCLIB SCL designs show less variability than the CGP evolved designs, both terms of power and delay. However, this is partly a consequence of the VSCLIB designs being larger and consuming more power, both of which have been shown to reduce the effects of variability [22].

The range of delays across the variability runs is far greater in the CGP evolved designs than the SCL designs; at the greatest extreme, the low-power evolved XOR design ranged between 190 pS and 322 pS delay across RandomSPICE circuits, which is in stark contrast to the range of 80 pS to 86 pS delay observed for the high-speed VSCLIB design. These experiments thus revealed that whilst the CGP-evolved designs offered benefits over the SCL designs if low-power circuits are required, they performed poorly when variability was considered, whilst the conventional designs actually demonstrated a far better degree of variability-tolerance. This does, however, emphasise both the importance that topology choices have in created variability-tolerant designs, and the sacrifices in terms of delay-variability that have to be made when low-power cells are needed.

Figure 5.17: The worst case delay and power statistics of the population at the initial generation and after the uniform-stage of optimisation for the CGP-evolved XOR (a) and XNOR (b) standard cell designs.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the impact of RDD variability on the worst-case delay and power statistics between the conventional VSCLIB designs (top row) and the CGP evolved designs (bottom row) for the high-speed, balanced and low-power XOR and XNOR gate extractions.
Chapter 5: Optimising Standard Cell Libraries

5.6 Detailed optimisation using HPC Cluster

The experiments described in the previous sections highlighted the strong points and the flaws in the SGA optimisation system. On the positive note, when the test parameters were carefully setup, improvements in the performance of standard cells could be observed, both in terms of the traditional delay and power characteristics, but also in terms of variability tolerance. However, if there are any problems in the test arrangement, the evolution could produce misleading results, as was seen in the studies of a D-Type flip-flop. Furthermore, the two-stage system that was needed to produce results on a single workstation was seriously compromised, as it primarily optimised the power and delay objectives with the variability tolerance effectively tagged on as a extra goodwill measure once the main phase of optimisation was complete. To genuinely optimise cells for variability tolerance, it would be essential to include variability in the objectives from the outset, and in order to achieve this additional computational resources would be essential.

The goal for this experiment were to revisit the task of optimising a standard-cell library, however this time optimise using the variability models throughout the process (i.e. a single stage process), extracting designs that exhibit improved variability tolerance alongside both higher speed and lower-power designs than the reference design from the library. By including variability scores as objectives from the offset, the multi-objective algorithm will be promoting designs which exhibit such a tolerance throughout the duration of the algorithm. To achieve this, the MOTIVATED system was revised as discussed in Section 4.6 to allow the RandomSPICE, NGSPICE and score calculations to be all processed in parallel on the MAVEN cluster, as illustrated in Figure 5.19.

5.6.1 Methodology

In addition to the changes to the workflow to allow the HPC operation described above, a number of other differences were made between these experiments and the previous based on experience from the previous tests and advances in the available technology. The models used by RandomSPICE in these tests were based on bulk 35nm Toshiba devices, and included the effects of LER and surface roughness in addition to RDD. The standard cell library from which cells were selected for optimisation was changed to one which was closer to the 35nm dimensions used by the variability library.
Test Circuits

For these tests cells from the fourth release of the Nangate 45nm Open Cell Library was used [7]. This is an open-source standard-cell library which is designed for university research in developing workflows and new algorithms, and contains 38 different functions which range from buffers up to S–R flip-flops, at a range of drive strengths. Nangate is a fast-growing multinational developer of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software with headquarters in Denmark and USA.

Four test circuits were chosen from the library for optimisation. These are a buffer, a NAND gate, an OR gate and an XOR gate. The first two were chosen as they are extensively used in many circuits, and, based on the previous experimental data, are generally already heavily optimised for power and speed. In contrast, the previous experiments on the VSCLIB suggested there was significant room for improvement in the OR and XOR circuits, both with and without the consideration of variability, so it was desired to see if this was a side-effect of the reduction process in scaling from a 130nm library down to 35nm device, or whether it was a trend which would be repeated in the more modern cell library.

Objectives

Based on the observations from previous experiments, six objectives were selected for use in the optimisation process, which are shown in Table 5.6. The first priority is, as with all the

---

3This is to say that the reference designs have generally fallen on the optimised pareto-front for power vs delay. Whilst faster designs may be extracted, these will come at a power penalty, and vice-versa with low power designs.
other experiments, the circuit functionality, so the worst-case result across of the RandomSPICE circuits is taken; as such, if any of the circuit fails the functionality test, that individual will be demoted below all fully successful individuals.

To promote the fastest circuits through each generation of evolution, the second objective is the mean-value of the worst-case propagation delays across the RandomSPICE runs. In addition to the mean value, the range and the standard deviation ($\sigma$) of the worst-case delays are included as the third and fourth objectives; there will likely be a degree of correlation between these scores as results which show an excessive range will likely also have a high standard deviation: having both objectives in the set will increase the likelihood of a variability tolerant circuit being promoted to the next generation due to the increased number of fronts in which it will dominate other individuals. The fifth objective is the mean value, across all the RandomSPICE circuits, of the standard-deviation of all the delays within the test sequence. This will advance circuits which offer balanced switching times across all transitions. The final objective is the mean value of the power supply score across all runs. Based on both previous experiments and general logic design rules, it was decided the variation in delay is a more significant problem than variation in power, thus the objectives which aim to minimise variability focus on delay; the final objective serves to promote individuals which consume a low average power across all the RandomSPICE circuits.

### Run Parameters

The run parameters used for this set of experiments are given in Table 5.7. Based on previous results and tests on the new circuits it was found that the clock speed could be boosted as high as 10GHz without causing excessive functionality failures; only the very worst performing circuits would fail the functionality test at these clock speeds and thus fall to the bottom ranks,

---

### Table 5.6: Fitness objectives used in the single-stage optimisation run

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Variability Statistics</th>
<th>Index$^1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>Worst-Case</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Worst-Case Delay</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Worst-Case Delay</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Worst-Case Delay</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Standard-Deviation Delay</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Supply Power Score</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ The index value is that used in the parameters file to describe the objective, see Table 4.2.
Table 5.7: The run parameters used in the single-stage optimisation run

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>NAND Gate</th>
<th>OR Gate</th>
<th>XOR Gate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genotype length</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parents</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_{DD} \text{ (V)})</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock (GHz)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Period (pS)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Generations</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomSPICE Circuits</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and such circuits would not be desirable in future populations anyway. As a consequence of the increase in clock speed it was possible to reduce the sample period to 0.5pS, which ensured that sufficient discrimination between similar circuits would exist. To both speed up the generation rate and optimise the cluster-based workflow, only one offspring was produced per each parent, with a total population size of 80. This resulted in each node evaluating one circuit per generation, with the exception of the initial generation in which two would be evaluated. The mutation rate was unchanged from the previous experiments. All of the runs were set to terminated after 100 generations, with the initial and final populations saved for analysis.

5.6.2 Results

When the run was complete, the set of scores for the final population was compared the scores for the reference design. Unlike in the previous experiments, it was decided to extract a single circuit which demonstrated a potential improvement over the reference design which appeared to offer the most variability tolerance, without accepting a penalty in the delay or power over the reference design. Thus, whilst the decision process for extracting the circuits considered all of the available objective scores, priority was given to the two which concerned the variability in the propagation delay: the range of the worst-case delays and the standard-deviation of the worst-case delays. The motivation for extracted just one variability tolerant (with regards delay) circuit was to allow for a detailed and time consuming post-run analysis of this circuit to be made.

At the time these tests were run, the MAVEN cluster had 10 functioning worker nodes, each with 4 cores, thus appearing as 40 logical nodes to the SGE system.
Table 5.8: The relative improvement observed between the optimised design and the reference design for the mean worst-case delay and power scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>NAND Gate</th>
<th>OR Gate</th>
<th>XOR Gate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Worst-case delay (%)</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Power Score (%)</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The circuit chosen for each test was the one which offered the best scores for these two values whilst scoring at least as good as the reference design in both power and delay. For all four experiments, circuits which met these criteria could be found: Table 5.8 shows the improvement in the mean worst-case delay and power scores between the extracted optimised design and the reference design for the four tests. As before with the VSCLIB, the improvement seen in the NAND circuit is marginal, which can likely be attributed to both the minimal length of the transistor chain within the cell, and the fact that the cell is already likely extensively optimised both due to its small size and heavy-use in larger circuits.

**Detailed Variability Analysis using Scot-Grid**

Whilst the results from the final population appear to indicate a degree of variability tolerance in the extracted designs, this is only measured over 50 different RandomSPICE simulations. In order to more deeply analyse the results, a much larger statistical study of each circuit is necessary. Whilst it would be possible to do such detailed simulations on the MAVEN cluster, it was decided to exploit the greater HPC resources offered through the e-Science ties in the nano-CMOS project. This allowed access to the Scot-Grid cluster, on which all the necessary infrastructure to run large scale statistical Spice simulations, using RandomSPICE and NGSPICE, was already in place. Using this resource, each of the four extracted circuits were evaluated using 100,000 RandomSPICE simulations, with the data stored on the distributed AFS filesystem. For these tests the sample-rate was increased to a more detailed 0.1pS per sample. This process, which would have taken months on a single machine, or days on the MAVEN cluster, was completed in a few hours.

The results from the detailed analysis of the extracted circuits are shown in Figures 5.20 to 5.23. In these plots, the scatter clouds for the sets of RandomSPICE circuits from the

---

7 The NAND-gate has a chain length of 1, meaning that no transistor drains are connected to the gate of another transistor. The buffer and OR gate have chain lengths of 2, the XOR has a chain length of 3.

8 The round-trip time from submitting the jobs to receiving locally all the completed data was under 8 hours, although it is not known what the utilisation level of the Scot-Grid system was, or what other jobs were being run or queued simultaneously.
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Extracted, optimised design and the original reference design from the cell library are compared, with the worst-case delay score plotted on the (x-axis) and the power score plotted on the (y-axis). Included in the plot are histograms which show the distributions of worst-case delay and power score across all the runs. From the scatter plots, it is clear that in all four tests a circuit has been extracted which outperforms the reference design both in terms of worst-case delay and power score.

From analysis of the delay histograms, it can be seen that in all tests that the spread in delay distribution is narrower - considerably so in the case of the buffer and OR gate. Perhaps of even greater significance is that the extent of the tails of the distribution, the outlying circuits which perform particularly poorly, has been greatly reduced in the buffer, OR and XOR designs. This is particularly important as it is the outliers that exist in the distribution that will affect the overall timing of a larger circuit, and reduce yield if not correctly accounted for. The best improvement in this regard is seen in the OR gate: the mean worst-case delay is improved 11.8% between the reference and optimised design, reducing from 17.5pS to 15.6pS, however an even greater improvement is seen in the worst-performing circuits. In the optimised designs, the worst-case delay ranges from 14.6ps to 17.2pS, a 2.6pS range, with all circuits falling within 10% of the mean value. In the reference design, the range is much wider at 16.2pS to 21.2pS, with a 5.0pS range: five circuits in the 100,000 test cases have a delay that is over 20% slower than the mean value.

These observations are further supported by box and whisker plots for the worst-case delay in the four cells, which are illustrated in Figure 5.24. The bottom and top of the box in these plots indicates the inter-quartile range for the delay data across the RandomSPICE results (the location of the 25th and 75th percentile). The whiskers indicate the extent of 1.5 × IQR, with outliers beyond this range indicate with crosses on the plots. The plots clearly show the extent to which the extreme outliers in the distributions for the buffer, OR and XOR gates have been greatly reduced. This is confirmed in Table 5.9, which shows the percentage improvement in the range of the worst-case delays from the reference designs to the optimised designs. As suggested from the earlier plots, the NAND gate offers no improvement in IQR and only a modest improvement in the overall range, however the results suggest a significant improvement in tolerance in the buffer and especially the OR gate designs, which is close to doubling the reference design in terms of delay-variability tolerance.

5.6.3 Observations

This final set of optimisation experiments display clear improvements in both the operational characteristics of propagation delay and power consumption, in addition to a significantly im-
Figure 5.20: Detailed analysis of variability in the reference and optimised buffer designs, plotting the output from 100,000 RandomSPICE simulations. The histograms show the distributions for the worst-case delay (x-axis) and the power score (y-axis).

Table 5.9: The relative improvement observed between the optimised design and the reference design for the inter-quartile range (IQR) and overall range of the worst-case delay scores across 100,000 variability circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>NAND Gate</th>
<th>OR Gate</th>
<th>XOR Gate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IQR (%)</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (%)</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.21: Detailed analysis of variability in the reference and optimised NAND gate designs, plotting the output from 100,000 RandomSPICE simulations. The histograms show the distributions for the worst-case delay ($x$-axis) and the power score ($y$-axis).
Figure 5.22: Detailed analysis of variability in the reference and optimised OR gate designs, plotting the output from 100,000 RandomSPICE simulations. The histograms show the distributions for the worst-case delay ($x$-axis) and the power score ($y$-axis).
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Figure 5.23: Detailed analysis of variability in the reference and optimised XOR gate designs, plotting the output from 100,000 RandomSPICE simulations. The histograms show the distributions for the worst-case delay (x-axis) and the power score (y-axis).
Figure 5.24: Comparison of the mean worst-case delays in the reference and optimised cells for the buffer, NAND, OR and XOR gates. In the box-whisker plots, the line in the center of the box denotes the median value, with the upper and lower edges of the box denoting the inter-quartile range (IQR), the middle 50% of the distribution. The whiskers denote the extend of $1.5 \times \text{IQR}$, with the crosses outside this range denoting the outliers in the distribution.
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proved variability-tolerance, over the reference designs. As the reference designs are based on a cell library which is close in transistor length to that of the library used, this demonstrates the potential power of the MOTIVATED system in the field of transistor dimension optimisation. With variability-tolerance being the primary goal of this set of experiments, the fact that the extracted circuits demonstrate improvements in both delay and power over the reference designs in addition to improved variability-tolerance is very promising.

In this chapter, the experiments into optimising transistor dimensions within standard-cell libraries have been discussed. Initially the SGA was tested to evolve circuit topologies. From the results of these experiments the MO-system was introduced, with the algorithm used to optimise widths and independant voltage-sources within the VSCLIB SCL. Following these results, the HPC-based system was introduced, allowing more detailed optimisation with variability considered from the start of the process. This allowed the detailed optimisation of cells selected from the NANGATE SCL, with promising results. In the following chapter, a system which enables all stages of the process of generating variability-tolerant logic circuits is proposed. To evolve the topologies of the larger circuits at a cell-level, an adaptation to the existing CGP algorithm is discussed, in which the multi-objective algorithm used within these experiments is employed to improve the extracted designs. Two of the extracted designs are then assessed for variability tolerance and compared to conventional designs.
Chapter 6

Optimising Larger Circuits

In this chapter, an approach is introduced which proposes a system to combine different evolutionary computation techniques, with the aim of creating larger variability tolerant logic circuits from scratch. This involves the use of three different evolutionary algorithms: the simple genetic algorithm discussed previously for optimising both standard cells, a CGP-derived technique for evolving the topology of standard cells, and a different adapted version of CGP for evolving logic circuits at a block-level. The block-level designs are then optimised again using the simple genetic algorithm to select the most appropriate standard cells from the optimised libraries. The basic steps of the work-flow are outlines in Figure 6.1. With this approach, it is intended to demonstrate that evolutionary techniques can be combined into a work flow with the aim of sidestepping the need for human design in the creation of logic circuits.

The motivations for these experiments are two-fold. Firstly, there was a desire within the nano-CMOS project to investigate larger circuits than standard-cells, however the tools necessary to investigate much larger circuits with variability using VHDL or a similar language were not going to be available within the time-frame of the research, thus circuit simulations would be limited to the SPICE-based analysis, and with it a moderate limit on the maximum size of circuits that could realistically be simulated. Secondly, it was realised that through the earlier research, methods to evolve topologies of standard-cells and then optimise those cells for variability-tolerance were in place. It was known from previous research by Dr. James Walker et al in CGP that the algorithm could be used to generate novel logic topologies for circuits such as adders and multipliers based on the combination of boolean-logic functions provided by the standard cells. It was hypothesised that combining the existing CGP system with the NSGA-II multi-objective strategy used by MOTIVATED would result in circuits with improved characteristics in terms of the count of gates, depth of gates and count of transistors over those evolved with conventional CGP. Additionally, the ability of the SGA to selectively
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Figure 6.1: Flow diagram of the tools used to create evolved, optimised logic circuits. If the conventional SCLs are not included in the workflow, a completely evolved path exists in which no human-designed topologies are needed.

enable and disable functional blocks based on entries within the genotype, would allow the existing MOTIVATED system to further optimise the evolved logic functions by selecting specific cells from a library of optimised standard-cells.

6.1 Evolving Block-Level Topologies

The CGP algorithm used to create block-level topologies builds on previous work by Miller and Walker, adding a multi-objective fitness function to improve the performance and efficiency of the extracted circuits. As this form of CGP evolves logic circuits at a Boolean-logic level, the algorithm will herein be named MO-Boolean-CGP, in order to differentiate it from the previously described algorithm for creating transistor-level topologies through an adapted CGP.
6.1.1 Conventional CGP To Evolve Logic Circuits

As originally described by Miller and Walker, a typical CGP genotype, and its corresponding decoded phenotype and logic circuit representation are illustrated in Figure 6.2. In the example illustrated, the genotype decodes to represent a functionally-correct 2-bit multiplier circuit. The first element of each node represents the nodes functionality (e.g. 0 = a logical AND gate), where the remaining two elements of each node represent the inputs to the logic block; the first $n$ values representing the circuit inputs, and the other values representing existing decoded logic blocks. The final $k$ elements of the genotype (4 in the given example) represent the circuit output connections, each having a single input. The genotype→phenotype mapping does not mandate that all nodes are connected to each other, resulting in a bounded variable-length phenotype, with genes that are entirely inactive, and have a neutral effect on the resulting fitness. This neutrality is one of the important characteristics of CGP, and has been shown to be very beneficial to the evolutionary process in several research papers [182]. The complete genotype→phenotype decoding procedure is covered in more detail in [165].

Whilst various mutation and recombination strategies are possible with CGP, MO-Boolean-CGP is entirely mutation-based without any form of crossover [44]. A point-mutation operator is used in which a given number of genes, from any position within the genotype, are changed to a different value; the new value is chosen at random but will fall within the valid range of values which depends on the gene’s actual position within the genotype. For exam-
ple, if the gene selected for mutation is one which determines the nodes functionality, the new value will within the range of $0:6$, as the function set comprises the set of six standard 2-input logic gates plus NOT function. However if the gene selected for mutation is an input gene, the new value will fall within a range covering the program inputs, and the output label of any previous node.

### 6.1.2 Use of Multi-Objective Fitness

Whilst the above standard CGP strategy has successfully been used to automatically create number of functionally correct logic circuits before, including 4-bit adders, 4-bit multipliers and 8-bit parity circuits, the algorithm has generally terminated once a functionally correct circuit is found, thus the evolved circuits are often far larger in terms of gates and path lengths than optimal designs. To attempt to create more efficient results, the algorithm has been adapted such that it operates in a two-stage process. In the first stage, the algorithm operates as above with fitness calculated solely in the terms of bit-errors based on the target truth-table. Once a functionally correct circuit is found, a second stage is initiated, in which all functionally correct circuits are ranked used a multi-objective strategy.

The multi-objective chosen is again based on the NSGA-II, allowing reuse of the code created within MOTIVATED. For each circuit evaluated the primary fitness measure is the circuit functionality; circuits which are not functionally correct are not evaluated further and not included in the fronts used by NSGA-II. For circuits which pass the functionality test, four fitness scores are calculated which are equally weighted within the fitness calculation. The first of these objectives is the number of logic gates used; minimising the number of gates will generally result in the most compact circuit schematics. In other research to optimise designs based on CGP and other evolutionary algorithms, number of gates has been fitness criteria to which circuits are optimised. Whilst having a minimum number of gates is a clear goal in terms of creating compact, space-efficient schematics, and is an interesting optimisation target, there are a number of reasons why it is not necessarily the best target for an optimised circuit. It must be remembered that not all gates are equal; exclusive-gates (XOR and XNOR) contain more transistors than AND and OR gates, which themselves contain more transistors than NAND and NOR gates. The number of transistors impacts on the die-area, power consumption and maximum operating speed in a fabricated design. Logic effort theory reveals how NAND gates themselves are preferable to NOR gates in terms of delay, due to the lower input-capacitances [156]. For these reasons we look at not just the number of logic gates, but also the number of transistors, and also the lengths of the paths between input and output.

The secondary objective is the number of transistors used, based on the logic-gate arrange-
ments found within the VSCLIB open-source standard cell library. Each inverter is considered to be 2 transistors, each NAND and NOR function is 4 transistors, each AND and OR gate is 6 transistors and the XNOR and XOR gates are 9 transistors each. Whilst there will be a degree of correlation between gate-count and transistor-count, there are important differences which may affect which design is considered more useful; a minimised number of gates will generally result in a more compact gate-level schematic and thus might be preferable if the design is to appear in print, however the minimised number of transistors will result in a more-compact fabricated design and thus may be more efficient in actual fabrication. Whilst this gate-count may appear to be a relatively redundant objective, there are a significant number of examples of papers within the EC field which assess performance of circuits solely on gate-count. The reader is referred to [164] and [115] for examples of this practice.

The third objective is the longest gate-level path length between input and output. For this objective, all gates are equally weighted, with the resultant scores being the sum of gates in the longest path between an output and any of its inputs. This objective effectively attempts to minimise the width of the printed schematic, assuming gates are spaced in uniform rows between input and output. The final objective is the longest approximated delay between input and output based on the switching delays within the cell library; the approximated score is based on the count of transistor gates that are traversed in the longest path between input and output. It is acknowledged that a more accurate score could be calculated from the logic-effort formulae, however this would significantly add to processing time for each evaluation. As with the previous objectives, there will be a degree of correlation between these two objectives, however minimising the former will produce the most compact-width circuits when drawn as a gate-level schematic whilst the latter will minimise the worst-case switching delay in an actual fabricated circuit.

Most previous published work based on the CGP algorithm for evolving digital circuits has made use of a $1 + \lambda$ selection process, and as such has generally used a very small population size; for effective use of a multiple-objective fitness function it is necessary to use a significantly larger population, in order to arrange resultant circuits into Pareto-fronts and extract a range of circuits from the primary front [53]. For this reason, the population size was set to 100.

### 6.1.3 Test Circuits

Five different combinatorial logic target circuits have been evolved, as shown in Table 6.1. The first two circuits tested are a 2-bit full-adder and multiplier; such circuits are fundamental building blocks for larger scale logic designs in arithmetic logic units, and have been widely re-
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Table 6.1: The 5 test circuits evolved with MO-Boolean-CGP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Circuit</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A 2-Bit Full-Adder</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 2-Bit Multiplier</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C 3-Bit Full-Adder</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 3-Bit Multiplier</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Hex to 7-Segment Display Driver</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3: Hexadecimal Seven-Segment Display Driver layout and outputs

searched in both conventional digital design and in the biologically-inspired and non-standard computation fields.

To evaluate algorithm performance on more complex circuits 3-bit fulladders and multipliers are also investigated; conventional designs for circuits will use tens of logic gates thus they represent a greater challenge for the algorithm to find solutions for but also provide greater scope for design-improvement in the second-stage of the algorithm where working designs are improved.

The final test design is a hexadecimal 7-segment display driver, as illustrated in Figure 6.3. This circuit was chosen as it has a greater number of inputs and outputs than the previous circuits with little correlation or pattern between the outputs; as such it represents a challenge for the MO optimisation stage to see if any parallelism can be extracted from gates, which can be shared between the different output paths. To evaluate the circuits the truth-table for the required function is encoded into an input and output file which can be directly read by the CGP algorithm.

6.1.4 Methodology

The MO-Boolean-CGP algorithm was set to evolve the test-circuits, allowing solutions to be built using a complete set of two-input logic gates (NAND, NOR, AND, OR, XOR and
Table 6.2: The evolution parameters use by the MO-Boolean-CGP Algorithm in the different test-cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>2-bit Adder &amp; Multiplier</th>
<th>Other Circuits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of runs</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genotype length (genes)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation rate (%)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Generation</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>50,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XNOR) alongside a single-input inverter function. For each of the test-cases, twenty runs were executed for a predetermined number of generations as described in Table 6.2, with the 5 best individuals at the end of each run saved for analysis. The end generation was set artificially high to ensure that the algorithm had entered a phase of stagnation; the value was determined on shorter runs conducted previously. Also recorded was the generation and fitness scores of the first circuit in each run that was functionally correct, as this result is where conventional CGP run would terminate. The mutation rates and genotype length were chosen based on the optimal values from previous work by Walker using conventional CGP.

### 6.1.5 Evolved Results

The results for the first functionally correct circuit in each run are shown in Table 6.3. These results illustrate the outputs that could be expected for a standard-CGP algorithm, without the multi-objective optimisation stage, whereby once a functionally correct circuit is found the program terminates. The table shows both the best extracted result alongside the averaged results for all the runs. It is clear from the figures that whilst the CGP algorithm is effective at finding functionally correct results, there is little optimisation and some of the results are large in terms of transistor count and circuit area; every run found a functionally correct circuit well in advance of the predefined end-generation.

Table 6.4 contains both the best observed, and average scores, for the test-circuits at the termination of the algorithm. Each algorithm was left running for more generations after a solution was found to observe progress. Naturally a significant improvement in all scores was noticed by the end of each run, with certain populations reaching an optima and stagnating well before the end-generation. With the smaller circuits the same set of results appeared in most of the runs; the larger circuits had more varied runs with more diverse populations towards
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#### Table 6.3: Observed results for the MO-Boolean-CGP experiments before Multi-Objective Optimisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2-Bit Adder</th>
<th>2-Bit Multiplier</th>
<th>3-Bit Adder</th>
<th>3-Bit Multiplier</th>
<th>Hex to 7-Seg Display Driver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generation</strong></td>
<td>317</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>3,576</td>
<td>4,974</td>
<td>10,257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gate Count</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best Transistor Count</strong></td>
<td>92</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Longest Gate-Path</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Longest Transistor-Path</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generation</strong></td>
<td>3,942</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>20,019</td>
<td>292,195</td>
<td>39,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gate Count</strong></td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>67.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transistor Count</strong></td>
<td>134</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Longest Gate-Path</strong></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Longest Transistor-Path</strong></td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The end of the run. To generate the schematics for the extracted circuits that are shown in the following figures, an evolutionary algorithm was used which directly converts the output from the MO-Boolean-CGP program to a scalable vector graphics. This algorithm is described in Appendix A.1.

### 2-Bit Adder

After the MO optimisation, all the runs for the 2-bit Full-Adder discover circuits which contained 10 gates, 60 transistors and a gate-path length of 5. In addition, 3 of the runs discover a circuit utilising 13 gates and 63 transistors but with a shorter gate-path length of 4, as is shown in Figure 6.4. Both these circuits better those discovered using conventional CGP alone, although working solutions are discovered quickly by the standard algorithm and given the relatively simple function it is possible that running the conventional algorithm several times may discover the same results.

#### 6.1.6 2-Bit Multiplier

In the case of the 2-bit multiplier, all five runs found an identical optimised solution, shown in Figure 6.5. This solution was found after 698,000 generations in the slowest run and after an average of 240,000 generations over all the runs; the solution has 7 gates and 35 transistors with a longest-gate path of 2 and a longest-transistor path of 6; no improvements in any of the objectives were found over the course of the algorithm. As this solution was not bettered in
Table 6.4: Results for the MO-Boolean-CGP experiments after Multi-Objective Optimisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2-Bit Adder</th>
<th>2-Bit Multiplier</th>
<th>3-Bit Adder</th>
<th>3-Bit Multiplier</th>
<th>Hex to 7-Seg Display Driver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gate Count</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistor Count</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longest Gate-Path</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longest Transistor-Path</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Gate Count           | 10          | 7               | 15.6        | 31.64           | 26.95                       |
| Transistor Count     | 60          | 35              | 94.6        | 177.3           | 146.5                       |
| Longest Gate-Path    | 4.4         | 2               | 5.6         | 5.86            | 5.05                        |
| Longest Transistor-Path | 11        | 6               | 13.6        | 15.82           | 13.85                       |

Figure 6.4: Evolved 2-Bit Adder design with minimum gate-path length
any of the objectives, the promoted population in each generation rapidly became filled with this solution.

### 6.1.7 3-Bit Adder

Most of the runs for the 3-bit adder circuit discovered circuits which utilised 15 gates and a gate-path depth of 5. One run also discovered the circuit illustrated in Figure 6.6, which utilised 18 gates and has a deepest gate-path depth of 6, but offers a lower longest transistor-path length score of 12. The observed improvement during the MO-stage is steady and regular until the circuits with less than 18 gates are discovered, at which point progress typically stagnates.

### 6.1.8 3-Bit Multiplier

The most compact 3-bit multiplier extracted after the MO optimisation utilised 28 gates, as illustrated in Figure 6.7. Another optimised design had a longest gate-path length of 5 gates, but used a total of 31 gates. The results show promise when compared with results from other researchers. A better result in terms of gate-count for this circuit has been extracted in
Figure 6.6: Evolved 3-Bit Adder design with minimum transistor-path length
Figure 6.7: Evolved 3-Bit Multiplier design with minimum gate count
work by Wang and Lee [173], however their evolved design featured a wider propagation-gate
delay with a path length of 6 gates. The Wang and Lee method utilised an adapted version
of CGP incorporating a Self-Adaptive Mutation Rate Control (SAMRC) to enhance algorithm
performance. Wang and Lee observed a reduction in average gate-count from 52.97 down to
31.70 with the addition of a MO optimisation phase; similar results are observed here with a
reduction from 57.90 to 31.64 average gates pre- and post- MO optimisation. It is noted that
the results from Vassilev and Miller which produce a 3-bit multiplier from only 23 gates make
use of non-standard gates such as one-inverted-input AND and use a much smaller library of
gates for optimisation; however the produced circuit has a longest gate path length of 8 gates
plus an additional two inverted input [164]. The most efficient human-designed topologies for
this circuit use 30 gates [115].
6.1.9 7-Segment Display Driver

Of the larger circuits under test, the most consistent improvement through multi-objective optimisation was seen with the seven-segment hexadecimal display driver. Across the twenty runs, the initial circuit matched the target functionality contained on average 67.5 gates and an average longest gate-path length of 11.1; the best observed circuits had a gate count of 41 and a gate-path length of 8. By the end of the optimisation phase, each run had individuals within the population with gate-counts under 30 and gate-path lengths of 6 or less; the most gate-efficient circuit had only 22 gates and is shown in Figure 6.8; another circuit utilised 26 gates but managed a gate-path length of just 4. The best solutions exploit shared gates between most of the output paths that would be hard to identify using traditional logic-design methods such as Karnaugh mapping and suggests that MO-CGP could be very beneficial in combinatorial-logic problems with several distinct outputs.

6.1.10 Observations on Results

The goal of the research on MO-Boolean-CGP was not to create an algorithm that is more computationally efficient than conventional CGP (or for that matter any other logic-building algorithm), but to demonstrate that the use of an MO could effectively improve the characteristics of a circuit, albeit at the cost of increased computational resources. In all of the runs the algorithm was run for a significant length of time, with 2 billion circuit-evaluations in each of the 2-input logic runs and 5 billion in all of the other runs, a significant computational demand and well beyond the point where stagnation had appeared in the populations. The basic CGP algorithm itself found working solutions for the problems in a much shorter time: for the 3-bit multiplier - generally the slowest of the test-circuits to find a solution - a solution was, on average, found after 30 million circuit-evaluations. In the worst-performing example, a solution was not found until 169 million circuit-evaluations had been performed. However, a key observation that holds true across all of the runs is that the post-MO result betters any of the pre-MO results in every objective.

For the smaller circuits, the evolved designs have been identical replicas of human-created designs. For the larger circuits, some of the designs have bettered published human-created designs in certain criteria, and matched or bettered the performance of designs created by other EC based algorithms. Previous work on CGP has identified that whilst circuits can effectively be created for smaller digital building block circuits, once circuits are scaled beyond a certain size it becomes exponentially difficult to evolve designs; whilst 3-bit and 4-bit multipliers and adders have been created, it is unlikely that a 16-bit or 32-bit multiplier or adder could
feasibly be evolved in a practical time without the use of modular techniques such as ADFs; as the MO extension to CGP is reliant on the standard algorithm creating functional circuits before the MO section begins, it does nothing to reduce the difficulty in evolving such designs. The MO extension does, however, appear to effectively enhance and optimise populations in which functional designs have already been realised.

6.2 Variability in Evolved Designs

In this section, two of the evolved designs discussed in the previous section are examined at a finer detail using the SPICE simulation software, in a set of experiments which were carried out by Dr. James Walker. They evolved designs are compared to established conventional designs for the same circuits, are evaluated for both traditional metrics of power-requirements and propagation delay. In order to assess the circuit performance within SPICE, it is necessary to convert the standard-cell description of the circuits into a transistor based netlist. For this, the standard-cells from the reference VSCLIB library, described in Section 5.2, were used. In the process of creating the test netlists, each standard-cell within all of the test circuits is directly replaced with the transistor-level VSCLIB netlist for the cell as a subcircuit.

6.2.1 Methodology

Once the base SPICE netlists containing all the required standard-cells has been created, an input, supply and load stage are added to the netlist, as illustrated in Figure 6.9. The chosen arrangement allows the voltage and current that is found at the inputs, supply and outputs to be measured, with the load capacitors providing a suitable output load that ensure that realistic output scores are calculated. For these tests, the designs a given piece-wise linear sources, which approximate a transistor response, with a predetermined rise/fall time. In this arrangement, one input is held at logic high for a clock cycle, then switch low for a clock cycle, and high again for a final clock cycle, with the other three inputs all held at logic high. This process is then repeated for the remaining inputs (three for the multiplier circuit, four for the adder). A transient analysis is then used with NGSPICE to observe the relevant voltages and currents, which takes place over a period of 12 clock-cycles for the 2-bit multiplier circuit and 15 clock-cycles for the 2-bit adder due to the extra input.

\[\text{1}\text{The test-bench for the adder circuit has an additional input due to the Carry In input to the circuit}\]
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Figure 6.9: The Test Bench used to evaluate the 2-Bit Multiplier circuit in NGSPICE.
Delay and Power Consumption Calculations

These tests were carried out after the release of Version 20 of the NGSPICE software. One of the major updates that has been introduced in the newest releases of NGSPICE is the ability to use `.MEASURE` statements within the control loop of the analysis, which allow the calculations of propagation delay and dynamic power to be calculated directly by the NGSPICE software. This offers major advantages to the MOTIVATED system: it both massively reduces the amount of output data the needs to be processed and removes the need to write the routines necessary to perform the calculations, and as an additional benefit it ensures that the values calculated match those generated by the commercial HSpice software. As before, the propagation delay is the measure of the time taken from an input crossing the 50% $V_{DD}$ threshold, to when the corresponding output signal crosses the same threshold. As before, the slowest overall propagation delay across all outputs and transitions is the value considered to be the most relevant, as it determines the maximum operating frequency at which the test circuit can reliably be used.

The dynamic power is defined as being the integral of the product of the supply voltage and current entering the test circuit, over the region in which the design is in a switching state. The switch region is defined as being the duration from which the input begins to switch (either rising or falling) up to the point where the slowest output has reached a stable state; as with delay, it is the worst-case dynamic power across all the outputs and transitions that is considered as the metric for evaluating power performance.

The above measurements are carried out with uniform models to extract set of non-variability scores for the power and delay in each test-circuit. In order to measure variability in the test circuits, a set of results using the Toshiba 35nm variability enhanced models through RandomSPICE is also carried out, with the same delay and power characteristics measured in the results. For each of the test circuits, 1000 RandomSPICE netlist are evaluated on the MAVEN cluster.

6.2.2 Results

The variability results for the 2-Bit adder circuits are shown in Figure 6.10. In these plots, the measured propagation delay and dynamic power for each of the 1,000 RandomSPICE circuits is shown in a scatter plot. Each scatter plot contains the five different delays and powers that are observed when each of the circuit inputs are individually manipulated. This method of selectively manipulating each input clearly highlights which are the critical paths for timing and power in both the conventional and the evolved design. Similar comparative
Table 6.5: Comparison of the results for the conventional and MO-Boolean-CGP evolved 2-bit adder and 2-bit multiplier circuits, based on the CGP objective scores and the SPICE analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>2-bit Adder</th>
<th>2-bit Multiplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>Evolved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate Count</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistor Count</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longest Gate Path</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longest Transistor Path</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation Delay NGSPICE</td>
<td>$2.98e^{-11}$</td>
<td>$3.79e^{-11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Power NGSPICE</td>
<td>$3.37e^{-7}$</td>
<td>$1.05e^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In comparison between the evolved designs and the conventional designs, the results are mixed: for the evolved adder circuit, it is outperformed by the conventional design, particularly in power consumption with a 312% higher dynamic-power score observed, whilst operating 27% slower. In contrast, for the evolved multiplier circuit, an improvement of 28% in delay is observed over the conventional design and the expense of a 17% increase in power consumption. The improvement in the propagation delay for the evolved multiplier can be attributed to the reduced worst-case path length over the conventional design. However, both the conventional and evolved adder circuits are similar in path lengths, so it is perhaps surprising to see such an increase in delay in the evolved design, and the increase in power for both of the evolved designs is also surprising given the reductions in gate and transistor count. These observations highlight the limitations of the MO-Boolean-CGP algorithm which does not take into account power explicitly in the evolution objectives, and suggests that in future work the inclusion of a power metric may increase the performance of the algorithm; this however, would require that each circuit is analysed in SPICE or a similar circuit simulation package in the evolutionary process, significantly adding to the time taken to assess designs. When the variability-spreads for the circuits are considered, it is clear that the evolved 2-bit adder designs shows an increase in variability over the conventional design in both the spread of delay and power. However, the 2-bit multiplier exhibits a greater variability-tolerance over the conventional design in both power and delay statistics. The evolved 2-bit multiplier design has a reduction of 39% in the inter-quartile range, and a 27% reduction in the overall range, of the delay distribution across the 1,000 RandomSPICE circuits when compared to the conventional
Figure 6.10: Statistical intrinsic-variability analyses for the conventional and MO-CGP evolved 2-bit adder designs. The kernel density estimate plots above the main scatter plot shows the distribution in delay, with the plot to the right showing the distribution in power.
design. Similarly, a reduction of 25% IQR and 17% in overall range for the power distribution for the critical path is observed. Thus, whilst the evolved design consumes 17% more power than the conventional design, it more than compensates for this with the improvement in delay and variability-tolerance.

6.2.3 Observations

The results from the variability analysis demonstrate that the MO-Boolean-CGP system has the potential to evolve circuits which exhibit improved performance over conventional designs, both in the conventional metrics of propagation delay and dynamic power, and in terms of variability-tolerance, as seen in the 2-bit multiplier circuit. However, as is seen with the 2-bit adder circuit, this improvement is not guaranteed, even if the gate count and path length statistics suggest it is likely. One solution which would ensure that the circuits are demonstrating improvements during the evolution process would be to integrate the SPICE analysis into the evolutionary process, however this would drastically increase the computational resources and time needed to evaluate individuals.

6.3 Proposed System to Optimise Circuits at a Block Level

In this final section, a system to optimise evolved (or conventional) designs using an adaptation of the SGA system is briefly proposed. Whilst experiments to test the proposal have not been carried out, the aim of the proposal is to introduce a final stage in the evolution process by which CGP evolved boolean-topologies can be optimised using libraries of standard-cells, using the methods described in Chapter 5. Although the original goals of creating and evaluating a completely evolved logic-design process have not been realised, most of the integral steps necessary have already been created.

6.3.1 Methodology

The proposed methodology for evolving variability-tolerant is described in this section. This involves four main steps: the optional creation of novel standard-cell topologies, the creation of variability-tolerant standard cell libraries, the creation of larger logic topologies using the MO-Boolean-CGP system and finally the proposed optimisation of these circuits using an adapted form of the SGA system.
Figure 6.11: Statistical intrinsic-variability analyses for the conventional and MO-CGP evolved 2-bit multiplier designs. The kernel density estimate plots above the main scatter plot shows the distribution in delay, with the plot to the right showing the distribution in power.
6.3.2 Creation of Optimised Standard-Cell Libraries

The first steps in the process are to create SCLs which are optimised for both various traditional circuit characteristics alongside variability-tolerance. These structural topologies for the cells may be evolved using the CGP topology design system, or be based on conventional SCL designs. For a given set of variability models and cell-library, each cell would be optimised in turn, with a set of optimised results extracted from the final populations of the SGA system. As with most SCLs, it is likely that a high-performance (i.e. low-delay, high-power) circuit and a low-power circuit would be extracted, with possible additional balanced arrangements that fall between these on the power:delay front. However, in contrast to standard SCL optimisation methodologies, all extracted circuits would include variability-tolerance as objectives in the optimisation process, ensuring that for a given delay or power performance the observed variability would be minimised.

6.3.3 Creating of Larger Logic Topologies

The MO-Boolean-CGP system described in this chapter has demonstrated the ability to generate novel topologies for larger designs which are assembled through the combination of cells. The variability analysis done on these circuits has shown that the evolved designs can offer improved performance over conventional designs, however this is not guaranteed. By including a measure of power, and possibly variability, in the design process, it may be possible to steer the evolution process to producing more reliable circuits. As with conventional CGP (and other development processes such as GP) the algorithm exponentially increases in the time required when evolving larger circuits; as the MO does not begin until functionally correct circuits are created it cannot improve on the performance of conventional CGP in this regard. However, it is proposed that techniques such as ADFs, which have previously been used to accelerate the progress of CGP when evolving larger multiplier circuits, could be used here to accelerate the progress of evolution [170].

6.3.4 Optimising Larger Designs using SGA and Optimised Library

The final stage in the proposed system involves using the SGA system to optimise the larger cell-level designs. To achieve this, rather than optimising transistor dimensions as is done in the standard-cell optimisation, the system will instead choose which of the available choices for each cell, that exist in the optimised SCL, to insert into the netlist. By using the type 2 marker-strings in the template netlist, as described in Section 4.2.1, different potential cells can be enabled/disabled as required. For example, given a multiplier circuit evolved with the
MO-Boolean-CGP system, a template SPICE netlist for the circuit could be automatically generated in which each of the cells is shown in the netlist with a pair of subcircuits. The relevant gene in the genotype, when decoded, will determine whether the given cell should be replaced with the high-performance or the low-power variant of the cell.

The circuits will then all be evaluated in SPICE using the methodology described in 6.2.1, with variability analysis added as needed. Through the evolution process, the best performing combinations of circuits in terms of power, delay and variability-tolerance will be promoted to the final population. This system would allow the reuse of the Motivated system with only minor modifications needed to the testing process. However, given the size of the circuits to be evolved in SPICE, the use of HPC to perform the circuit analysis will be essential in order to achieve results in an acceptable timeframe.

In this chapter, a system which enables all stages of the process of generating variability-tolerant logic circuits, such as adders and multipliers, has been proposed. To evolve the topologies of the larger circuits at a cell-level, an adaptation to the existing CGP algorithm has been discussed, in which the multi-objective algorithm used previously is employed to promote circuits with lower transistor and gate counts, and shorter path lengths. The results of this algorithm when compared to the traditional CGP algorithm, other EC algorithms and human-created designs, is discussed. Two of the extracted circuits: a 2-bit adder and a 2-bit multiplier, are assessed for variability tolerance, with the multiplier circuit demonstrating an improvement over the traditional design. At the end of the chapter the methodology in which all the algorithms discussed in this thesis could be combined to create a framework for evolving variability-tolerant logic is discussed. The following final chapter of this thesis contains concluding remarks about the experiments conducted and potential future work.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, a system has been created in which different evolutionary algorithms can be used to create circuits which offer an element of tolerance to the intrinsic variability that will become a major issue in future CMOS design. The majority of the work carried out has been on the use of a genetic algorithm, the SGA, to optimise the transistor widths within 2-input logic cell designs. In this algorithm, a multi-objective fitness function, based on the NSGA-II algorithm, has been used to rank a population of circuits based on their performance at a number of different circuit characteristics. The circuits are assessed using the SPICE simulation software, both with conventional BSIM models, and a special tool, RandomSPICE, which generates batches of netlist in which standard BSIM transistor models are replaced with randomly selected models from libraries of transistors. The transistors in these libraries have parameters tuned to match the output curves of IV data extracted from 3D-atomistic simulations of intrinsic variability in MOSFETs.

In this conclusion, the statements given in the hypothesis are addressed, with additional comments on the three questions that were given in the project proposal to be answered. A look at both the successes and the short-comings of the system that has been created is given, with a discussion of the future work that can be taken to achieve cell-library optimisation with real commercial value.

7.1 Can a genetic algorithm diminish the impact of intrinsic-variability?

This section addresses the first part of the hypothesis to this thesis, involving the use of the multiple-objective genetic algorithm to diminish the impact of intrinsic-variability in standard
Chapter 7: Conclusion

The majority of the time spent developing solutions and running experiments has been focussed on solving the problem of cell-library optimisation. The early work, discussed in Section 5.1, focussed on the creation of novel topologies for standard cells. This was perhaps over ambitious - the designs for the topologies of logic gates are well established, and, particularly for the smaller cells, it is highly unlikely that topologies that offer improved performance in terms of delay, power consumption and transistor count are achievable. Despite this, the studies proved invaluable in directing the future research of the project. The studies demonstrated the potential strength of the SGA system was in optimising dimensions within established topologies. The CGP system has created novel topologies for the XOR and XNOR gates, which, whilst offering poor variability-tolerance, did offer a significantly lower power requirement than the conventional SCL designs, thus may have some use in specialist applications or within parts larger circuits where delay is not critical.

The most clear lessons learnt from these early experiments was the need to establish an improved method for assessing the performance of circuits. This resulted in the choice of the NSGA-II multi-objective algorithm, with its strength of promoting those individuals which offered performance across a number of different objectives. By using such a algorithm, it was possible to generate populations in which Pareto-fronts of circuits which contained optimal balances of key characteristics including worst-case delay, standard-deviation of delays, and power. This technique meant that the user could run the algorithm knowing that any given time the circuits could be extracted which offered the best delay, power or balance of objectives at any time, without having to run several algorithms optimising for each characteristic individually.

The first sets of runs using the revised MO strategy resulted in promising results in terms of optimising for power and worst-case delay, but were hampered in their variability-tolerance through the fundamental flaw in the two-stage process used, in which the populations were initially optimised for traditional characteristics using uniform models, then reassessed for variability-tolerance using the variability-models. This strategy was necessary at the time in order to be able to extract results within a sensible time-frame, due to the limited computational resources at the time. Furthermore, whilst the results for optimisation of transistor widths in two-input logic circuits, given in Section 5.2, demonstrated significant improvements over the widths scaled from the SCL used, this is perhaps not a true fair comparison. The cell designs, through means of optimising device dimensions. The experiments which attempt to corroborate this part of the hypothesis, given in Chapter 5, have produced results in which the impact of variability can be seen to be reduced in the observed delay and power characteristics of the cell.
7.1 Can a genetic algorithm diminish the impact of intrinsic-variability?

library used was designed for 130nm channel lengths, which is far enough removed from the 35nm lengths used that the scaling-down of transistor width may not give realistic results, due to the significant differences in the operational characteristics of the 130nm and 35nm devices. Furthermore, the limitation of using unit-widths added further inaccuracies in the scaling process, as many of the widths in the cell-library used sub-unit multiples of 130nm, which had to be rounded up or down.

A set of experiments into allowing multiple supply-voltage rails within cells, using the same libraries and models as in the previous experiments, produced results which suggested this may be a solution which can further reduce variability. It was intended to follow up this research at a later time using the improved HPC-based framework, allowing variability to be considered in results from the beginning, and to further study the effects of allowing similar dynamic body-biassing connections with the body connection of each device connected to independant supply rails. Unfortunately there was not time to carry out these analysis, but it is considered that this would be worthwhile future research in the field of minimising the impact of variability. Such techniques clearly add a significant complexity to the design of fabricated devices, but the use of multiple supply rails is undoubtedly a field which will increase in use and complexity in future microprocessor and other ULSI designs.

From both of these sets of experiments, three important lessons were learned for the future tests. Firstly, whilst the two-stage approach did produce circuits which demonstrated improved power, delay and variability-tolerance over the SCL designs, it was not an effective way of designing for variability-tolerance. To ensure that the populations are always focussed on variability, it is necessary to include the variability-analysis provided by RandomSPICE right from the start of evolutionary routine. To achieve this, it is virtually essential to use some form of high-performance computation in order to achieve results in a realistic time-frame. After extensive research of possible options, including the use of Grid technologies, it was decided that the most time-effective solution would be the use of a local cluster running Sun Grid Engine software, so the MAVEN cluster was purchased, and the MOTIVATED software adapted to allow parallel operation of the SPICE evaluation and data-processing sections on the cluster. The second key lesson learned was the need to carefully validate the test arrangement to ensure that it was correctly evaluating the circuit under test. The failure to do so in the previous experiments had resulted in the misleading results for the D-Type flip-flop, which had seemingly evolved very high-performing optimised designs due to a flaw in the test-set up. Finally, the need to migrate to a more modern cell library, designed for a similar process, would be necessary to increase the reliability of comparisons.

These issues were addressed in the final set of optimisation experiments carried out, which
are found in Section 5.6. In these tests, two-input logic cells the Nangate Open-45nm cell library were used; at the time of the tests these were the closest available cells to the 35nm devices modelled in the variability library. The introduction of the MAVEN cluster allowed the variability-aware models to be introduced into the test process from the offset, with each individual being evaluated over 50 variability runs. From the final generation of the run, a single optimised cell was extracted for each test circuit, which demonstrated the best variability-tolerance whilst offering an improved power and delay score over the reference design. To improve the statistical accuracy of the results, each extracted circuit and its equivalent reference design were re-evaluated for over 100,000 variability runs using the Scot-Grid cluster. This allowed a far greater confidence in the accuracy of results and a more detailed study of the tails of the distribution - the very worst performing circuits.

The results from these experiments were very positive, indicating a clear improvement in the variability-tolerance of the extracted designs for the buffer, XOR and XNOR gate over the reference design, with a particularly significant lessening of delay-variability in the extreme tails of the extracted designs over the reference designs. From the results of these tests, it is clear that the variability-tolerance of cells can be improved through optimisation of the widths of transistors, and that the genetic algorithm approach can automate the process of doing this optimisation.

7.1.1 Is a Genetic Algorithm the best approach?

The question of whether or not a genetic algorithm is actually the most suitable algorithm for the purpose of optimising cell libraries is very valid, and it is hard to draw a firm conclusion on based on the studies carried out in this thesis. For the smaller circuits, the actual range of possible combinations - let alone sensible combinations - is small enough that other algorithms would make more sense. Indeed, with the models used, an exhaustive search is quite a possible solution for optimising the smaller 2-input logic gates. However, it must be stressed that the model libraries used are in their infancy, and as such are limited in the scope due to the restrictions on available device width and length options. At the time of writing, new libraries are being created which will vastly increase the range of valid width options, as well as introducing variable length options, thus vastly increasing the size of the search space for even the smallest circuits.

Analysis of the transistor dimensions within the publicly available cell libraries reveals that the range of values for device widths is far greater than those used in the experiments in this thesis: in the Nangate library, one can find transistors with channel widths that are specified at 1nm apart; this alone results in 35 times more possible values than discussed in
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This thesis, before channel lengths are taken into account. In the VSCLIB library, differences of 5nm are found between devices. Whether such fine grained specifications of transistors is actually achievable (or, at least, practical given the extra costs of the lithography processes) in fabrication is not so clear, but it is certain that a finer discretisation than is currently available in the models would be desirable for the optimisation process.

The hill-climbing approach demonstrated a decent performance improvement over the SGA on smaller circuits, arriving at the same solutions in less evaluations. In the larger circuits, with an increased search space and more local optima, the SGA generally found better solutions overall. As expected, both algorithms have their merits, and an algorithm which combines elements of both would potential offer increased performance over the SGA. A number of possible techniques for such an algorithm exist, such as the Parallel Genetic Algorithm, and have been demonstrated for other optimisation problems in the past, including methods which maintain split the population with half performing a hill-climbing or simulated annealing technique. One option which would be simple to implement is to maintain the SGA algorithm, but modify the mutation operator such that a number of the offspring feature a wide-ranging mutation as is presently used, whilst the others use a much smaller adjustment on a single parameter, as would be found in a hill-climbing algorithm.

7.2 Can a complete design process for variability tolerant circuits be created by combining evolutionary techniques?

Whilst the primary focus of the research in this thesis has focussed on the optimisation of standard-cell libraries, the goal of developing a system which would allow the creation of larger variability-tolerant circuits was partially addressed. This began with the construction of novel standard-cell designs using the CGP algorithm within MOTIVATED. Whilst novel designs were evolved, their performance was generally poor compared to the well established conventional designs, particularly when variability was considered. However, to completely rule out the system would be foolhardy, as there are not any well established design rules for creating variability-tolerant designs, and the ability of a system to potential automate this process must hold some merit. Further work in developing the system may yield improved results, particularly when larger standard-cell designs are used with more potential valid arrangements. The second step of the process is the generation of optimised libraries of cells; this has been partially achieved with the SGA system and is certainly achievable given enough development time.

The MO-Boolean-CGP algorithm developed to improve the performance of evolving
boolean-logic designs using CGP demonstrated potential at reducing the gate and transistor counts, and corresponding path-lengths, of the evolved designs. Indeed some of the evolved designs were both more compact than traditional human-created designs, and corresponding designs that have been published using alternative EC algorithms. When analysed for using SPICE for performance and variability-tolerance, the circuits demonstrated a mixed response, with the 2-bit adder circuit performing worse than the conventional design, but a significant improvement in performance observed in the 2-bit multiplier, in all circuit characteristics except power consumption. These results suggested that further developments of the system, possibly including SPICE analysis periodically as part of the assessment process, may improve the extracted designs.

The final task necessary to positively address the statement from the hypothesis was unfortunately not addressed during the research, however it is proposed that the existing SGA\_MOTIVATED system could be used, with minor modifications, to optimise the cells within a given evolved design by means of selecting the most appropriate design from an existing optimised cell-library. Without having accomplished this part of the process, it is hard to draw positive conclusions to the hypothesis in this regard. The ultimate goal is a system which integrates these algorithms into an automated package, in which the user presents the truth-table for a logic problem and a corresponding variability-aware set of BSIM models, and all the steps are followed, without user-intervention, through to creating an optimised, variability-tolerant design. Whilst such a design is a long way from realisation at this date, it does represent an interesting project for future research.

### 7.3 The Original Objectives of the nano-CMOS Project

Whilst the results discussed in this thesis set out to address the proposal of the hypothesis, there are also the three original questions that were created in the original proposal for the nano-CMOS project which the ISG were to answer. To varying degrees, all three questions have been address to some extent both in the work covered here and in other studies conducted by myself and Dr. James Walker. In this section, answers to how the three questions have been addressed and how they might be further enhanced in the future are given.

#### 7.3.1 How can evolutionary techniques be used to limit the effects of parameter variations?

The research in this thesis has largely focussed on finding a solution to this question, and as such the optimisation of transistor-dimension within standard cells is the method which has
demonstrated the most successful results to date. Attempts to generate novel topologies, whilst producing designs which required less power than conventional designs, did not produce results which demonstrated a greater tolerance to variations caused by intrinsic variability. However, the attempts to optimise dimensions within known designs, particularly using the HPC method developed towards the end of the project, demonstrated a significant improvement in variability tolerance over the reference designs.

7.3.2 How can evolutionary techniques be used within device models to alleviate parameter fluctuation problems?

It is probably this question which has been covered the least in the body of work carried out by the ISG. This is perhaps due to the arguably vague wording of the question itself, as it can be interpreted in different ways. If device models are assumed to mean the BSIM models used for simulating a single device, then at present these do not have the capability to account for parameter fluctuations; as such, it is hard to really consider the problems caused. It would be a reasonable assumption to predict that at some point in the foreseeable future, the BSIM model, or its successor, might be redesigned in such a way that intrinsic variability is directly accounted for within the parameters, in such a way that each instance of a device will have unique parameters based on the statistical sets of IV data extracted from simulations such as those carried out by the DMG; that is to say that SPICE and the models will themselves include a system not dissimilar to the RandomSPICE system discussed in this thesis.

It is perhaps a more fitting question to ask: ‘How can evolutionary techniques be used within the creation of device models which include the effects of parameter fluctuations’”. In the process of 3D-atomistic modelling, huge volumes of data are extracted, which are reduced to sets of IV curves. The process of creating device models from this data involves the adjustment of a few of the BSIM model parameters to fit each of the curves. At the DMG, this work has been done almost entirely by one person, who can be considered an expert at the process of knowing which parameters to adjust to match the curves, a process which requires an in-depth knowledge of both the inner workings of the BSIM model and also the atomistic simulator. This is both painstakingly time-consuming and risky in the sense that loss of that person’s expertise will jeopardise the whole process of model creation. Furthermore, this method to date has been used to create only the unit-width models (models in which the channel width is a unit-multiple of the length).

At the time of writing, the DMG are close to releasing a revised version of RandomSPICE which allows for both variable lengths and widths of devices. To achieve this, the model library includes transistors of width 1-unit, 2-unit, 4-unit, 6-unit and 8-unit (where the unit is
the minimum feature size). For devices which fall between these values, the RandomSPICE software adjusts four BSIM parameters based on curves which interpolate these values. Initially, the formula for this curve fitting was calculated by hand. In recent unpublished work, Dr James Walker has successfully investigated if the use of a genetic algorithm can improve the parameters used for this curve fitting process, with promising results. Whilst this research is at an early age, it has already produced results which significantly improve the accuracy of the problem, at the same time removing the need for detailed expertise in the problem area. It is proposed that a similar routine may also help with the problem of curve-fitting in creating the unit-width models, potentially both speeding up the model-extraction process and reducing the reliance on a single person’s expertise in the field.

7.3.3 How can parameter variation datasets be best used by evolutionary techniques to improve system performance?

This question has not been solely answered by the work at York, but also significantly by the group at Glasgow, who developed the RandomSPICE software. It is the RandomSPICE tool, and the associated BSIM models which go with it, that have allowed variability to be brought into a conventional simulation system. The integration of RandomSPICE within the evolutionary cycle of MOTIVATED allows variability characteristics of each circuit to be taken into account in the fitness scoring process. To enable the system to be used effectively, it is necessary to exploit the inherent parallelism in the fitness evaluation process and distribute the RandomSPICE, SPICE and objective-score calculation methods across available HPC resources. This has focussed on the use of local-clusters, although the use of Grid-based systems has been exploited in performing subsequent detailed analysis of circuits.

7.4 Future Work

A major obstacle faced throughout the experiments that have been carried out in this project is that the effects of intrinsic variability are not included in any of the standard tools or models used in circuit simulation. As such, the processes to include variability have had to be developed alongside the tools to optimise designs using genetic algorithms, resulting in an ever-changing platform. As the four key components to the process: the MOTIVATED system, RandomSPICE, NGSPICE and the model-libraries themselves, have all undergone numerous updates throughout the course of the thesis, and are only now approaching a state of maturity in which reliable and accurate optimisation can be carried out.

For the RandomSPICE tool and the model-libraries, only now is a system being created
in which both lengths and widths of transistors can be adjusted, and with it sub-unit multiples for both parameters. This will hugely increase the search space as the number of possible combinations for transistor dimensions grows. Furthermore it will increase the realism of the optimised designs when compared to reference designs, which already include sub-unit widths and in some cases lengths. The libraries themselves have grown in both the number of intrinsic-variability effects they include, with the earliest libraries only including the effects of RDD, and also the accuracy of the simulated effects. The NGSPICE software, which has been essential due it its licence-free operation, has itself recently undergone many updates, allowing for the updated BSIM models and significantly allowing the \texttt{.MEASURE} statements. These statements increase the speed and accuracy of extracting relevant characteristic data for delay, slew and power from the simulated circuits, and also increase compatibility with the commercial SPICE variants, particularly HSPICE, which is essential for acceptance by industry.

The MOTIVATED system itself has adapted to cater for these developments. One of the most important ongoing areas of development is in adjusting the methods by which circuit characteristics are extracted, to ensure that results correlate directly with commercial tools. Whilst the delay and slew-rates are calculated using recognised methods, the power characteristics in all the experiments in this thesis have considered power-consumption from the supply as a single metric. In reality it is necessary to consider the dynamic and static components of power separately, and much recent work by Dr. James Walker has been done in separating these. The test-bench has been adjusted to reflect the test-bench used in commercial tools, which evaluate circuits under different load conditions through repeated tests with different capacitances at the output. At the time of writing, the latest version of MOTIVATED can produce objective scores which closely match the data analysis from commercial SYNOPSYS tools.

Whilst the focus of the optimisation problems discussed in this thesis has been concerned primarily with 2-input combinatorial logic circuits, there is most definitely the scope to optimise other types of cells which are critical to CMOS design, most notably SRAM cells, as discussed in Section 2.7.5. SRAM consumes a large percentage of area in modern microprocessors and has been identified as an area in which intrinsic variability is likely to have an early impact. The reason why the tests in this thesis have steered towards standard-cell combinatorial logic has been based on the need to optimise such cells as part of the nano-CMOS project, with the aim of simulating variability in larger circuits \footnote{A target of nano-CMOS project as a whole has been to simulate variability in the communications-controller of an ARM CPU that forms part of the SpiNNaker system.}. However, with modest changes to the circuit test-bench and fitness calculation metrics, it would be possible to optimise various
memory cells and flip-flops accurately using the MOTIVATED system.

There is certainly a position for automatic optimisation techniques similar to that used by MOTIVATED to be used in commercial environments for the designs of standard-cells. This is corroborated by letters of support and interest in using such tools submitted from staff at Arm, IBM and Xilinx, as part of a recent successful funding application for a proof-of-concept project into creating commercial tools based on the MOTIVATED system. The funded project, which goes under the name of CATS (Computer-Aided Transistor Scaling) will investigate the creation of a commercial optimisation system which integrates directly with the tools provided by Synopsys for cell-library optimisation, using models provided by Gold-Standard Simulations (GSS), a spin-off company based at Glasgow which is commercialising the RandomSPICE software and the creation of variability models [108].

Although there is still a way to go, the goal of creating a system which can automatically generate variability-tolerant optimised standard-cell libraries for a given set of variability models, with the minimum amount of human-intervention, is both realistic and achievable. The prospect of a similar system which can go a step beyond this and generate complete optimised circuits to match a given truth-table is something that will take a lot longer, with many more developments in evolutionary technologies needed, to tackle all the scalability issues faced in such a problem. However, if the problems facing semiconductor growth can be overcome, the continual increase in computing-power and ever decreasing costs may provide the resources needed to make such a system feasible.
Appendix A

Additional Results

This appendix includes additional results information for the experiments described in Chapters 5 & 6, and additional material relevant to the experiments conducted.

A.1 Creation of Schematics

In the course of the MO-Boolean-CGP experiments described in Chapter 6, efforts were made to find a system suitable for creating schematic diagrams based on the output. However, there were no suitable free or open-source solutions that could be found. As a consequence, and given the significant time taken to convert even the smallest of circuits into a schematic diagram, it was decided to create a system to automate the process, and directly generate suitable schematic diagrams based on the output matrix received from the MO-Boolean-CGP program. To achieve this, an evolutionary algorithm was used, which is briefly described in this section.

The first step in the process is to parse the output matrix file from the CGP system, which details each of the standard-cells in the evolved design, with its corresponding input and output connection; the width is predetermined from the maximum length between input and output in this matrix. A population of random integer genotypes is then created, which is twice as long as the number of cells in the matrix. The decoding process arranges each column of cells in the output circuit based on the values within the genotype. At this point any empty columns are removed from the matrix, then the cells are wired as determined by the input matrix, with the total length of all the wires and the total number of crossed wires calculated. A fitness score based on the combination of the total wire length and an additional penalty for each occurrence of crossed wires is then calculated; the fittest circuits are those with the shortest combined fitness score.
The fittest member of the population is preserved to the next generation, which the remainder undergoing a tournament selection to select parents, with a predetermined percentage using 2-point crossover and the remainder using single-parent mutation. The algorithm is repeated for a predefined number of generations, at which point the best overall circuit: that with the shortest interconnect length and fewest crossed-interconnects, is extracted. In the extraction process, the circuit is automatically rendered to a scalable vector .SVG file, in which the required standard-cell symbols are added at the required locations, based on images originally rendered in the Inkscape vector graphics program. The interconnecting wires are then drawn as needed.

A.2 Results Tables

A.2.1 Results
Table A.1: Results for the reference and optimised NAND, AND, NOR and OR designs from the optimisation runs based on the VSCLIB bulk-130nm SCL, using RDD-aware Toshiba 35nm Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Uniform Models</th>
<th>RDF Models: Worst Case</th>
<th>RDF Models: Std-Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WC Delay</td>
<td>σDelay</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3.337</td>
<td>19.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Speed</td>
<td>2345</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>7.057</td>
<td>22.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6.825</td>
<td>16.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Power</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td>8.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability Tolerant</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>7.403</td>
<td>22.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6.448</td>
<td>17.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Speed</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.109</td>
<td>17.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4.749</td>
<td>12.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Power</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>6.701</td>
<td>10.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability Tolerant</td>
<td>3570</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>5.983</td>
<td>13.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOR</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Speed</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>22.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>15.92</td>
<td>18.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Power</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>11.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability Tolerant</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>22.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4.548</td>
<td>22.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Speed</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3.479</td>
<td>21.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>1575</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>3.041</td>
<td>16.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Power</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>3.774</td>
<td>11.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability Tolerant</td>
<td>2295</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>4.210</td>
<td>21.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.2: Results for the reference and optimised XNOR, XOR and D-Type flip-flop designs from the optimisation runs based on the VSCLIB bulk-130nm SCL, using RDD-aware Toshiba 35nm Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Uniform Models</th>
<th>RDF Models: Worst Case</th>
<th>RDF Models: Std-Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WC Delay</td>
<td>σDelay</td>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XNOR</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>3360</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>13.59</td>
<td>31.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Speed</td>
<td>4515</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>36.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>3045</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>30.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Power</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>22.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability Tolerant</td>
<td>4760</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>35.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>3745</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>17.94</td>
<td>35.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Speed</td>
<td>3955</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>36.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>2625</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>27.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Power</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td>20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability Tolerant</td>
<td>3815</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>14.84</td>
<td>35.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Type</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>7630</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>39.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-Speed</td>
<td>4865</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>29.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>3325</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>19.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Power</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>7.788</td>
<td>17.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability Tolerant</td>
<td>4795</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>3.091</td>
<td>25.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.3: The best observed results for the uniform optimisation of the NAND and XOR circuits comparing the SGA, SAHC and SAHC with random walk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>NAND Gate</th>
<th>XOR Gate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worst-Case</td>
<td>Worst-Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple Genetic Algorithm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steepest-Ascent Hill Climbing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steepest-Ascent Hill Climbing With Random Walk</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Overall Mean Score across 5 runs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.4: Results for the reference and optimised designs after the variability-stage of the multiple-voltage source optimisation tests on the VSCLIB cell library

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>MVS Only</th>
<th>Widths Only</th>
<th>MVS + Widths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3745</td>
<td>3745</td>
<td>3745</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>WC Delay</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>35.83</td>
<td>30.34</td>
<td>31.80</td>
<td>20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>WC Delay</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>σ (WC Delay)</td>
<td>1.909</td>
<td>1.876</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td>2.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>σ (Power)</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-NOR</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>WC Delay</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>31.83</td>
<td>27.26</td>
<td>27.80</td>
<td>22.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>WC Delay</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>σ (WC Delay)</td>
<td>1.341</td>
<td>1.634</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>1.619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>σ (Power)</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-TYPE</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>WC Delay</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>39.81</td>
<td>33.57</td>
<td>85.71</td>
<td>17.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>WC Delay</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>σ (WC Delay)</td>
<td>4.407</td>
<td>2.795</td>
<td>2.022</td>
<td>4.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variability</td>
<td>σ (Power)</td>
<td>4.254</td>
<td>3.689</td>
<td>4.644</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.5: Comparison of the uniform-stage and variability-stage results between the optimised VSCLIB standard cell and CGP-Evolved XOR and XNOR designs selected for high-speed (HS), low-power(LP), and a balance between high-speed and low-power (SP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>SCL XOR</th>
<th>SCL XNOR</th>
<th>Evolved XOR</th>
<th>Evolved XNOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HS</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>HS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>3,955</td>
<td>2,625</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>4,515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>36,320</td>
<td>27,565</td>
<td>20,482</td>
<td>36,164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay(^1)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slew Rate(^1)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Delay(^2)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Delay(^2)</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ Delay</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ Slew Rate</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Worst-case scores across all transitions
2. The best and worst cases for the worst-case delay scores across all transitions, across all Randomspice circuits
Appendix B

Pseudocode

The pseudo-code for some of the primary functional blocks of the SGA system are given in this appendix.

B.1 Mutation Operator

Algorithm 1 Mutation Operation. The genotype is replaced with a new genotype $g_{\text{new}}$ in which $n_m$ values are replaced with new random integer values, where $n_m$ is determined by a random Poisson value based on $\text{mutationRate}$.

Copy old genotype to new genotype $g_{\text{new}}$

$n_m = 0 \{\text{Create new Poisson value}\}$

$p = 1$

$L = e^{-\text{mutationRate}}$

repeat

$n_m + +$

$u = \text{new random double [0,1]}$

$p = p \times u$

until $p < L$

if $n_m > 1$ then

$n_m - - \{\text{Make sure at least 1 value is adjusted}\}$

end if

for $i = 0 \text{ to } n_m$ do

$n_g = \text{new random int [0,genotypeLength]}$

$v = \text{new random int}$

$g_{\text{new}}[n_g] = v$

end for

return $g_{\text{new}}$
B.2 NSGA-II Implementation

Algorithm 2 Assign Crowding Distance. This calculates the rank of each individual within a NDFs, by assign a distance $c_{\text{distance}}$ to each one based on the density of solutions within the vicinity of $p$ that are found within the fitness landscape. Based on [53].

```plaintext
for all $p$ do
    set $c_{\text{distance}} = 0$
end for

for all NDF$_i$ do
    for $obj = 1$ to no.objectives do
        sort $q$ of NDF$_i$ by $obj$
        normalise values
        $c_{\text{distance}}[q_0] =$no.objectives
        $c_{\text{distance}}[q_{\text{no.individuals}}] =$no.objectives \{Preserve the two extremes\}
        for $i = 1$ to no.individuals$-1$ do
            $c_{\text{distance}}[q_i] + = c_{\text{distance}}[q_{i-1}] + c_{\text{distance}}[q_{i+1}]$
        end for
    end for
end for
```
Algorithm 3 Non-Dominated Sorting. Classifies individuals into non-dominated fronts, dependant on how many individuals \( p \) dominates & how many individuals dominate \( p \). When no individual dominates \( p \), it is part of the first NDF: the Pareto-optimal front. Based on [53].

\[
\text{for } p = 1 \text{ to } \text{populationSize do} \\
\quad n_d = 0 \{ \text{Set number of individual which dominate } p \text{ to } 0 \} \\
\quad S_p = 0 \{ \text{Create empty list of individuals dominated by } p \} \\
\text{for } q = 1 \text{ to } \text{populationSize do} \\
\quad \text{Assume } p \text{ dominates } q \text{ and } q \text{ dominates } p \\
\quad \text{for } obj = 1 \text{ to } \text{no.objectives do} \\
\quad \quad \text{if } p_{\text{obj}} > q_{\text{obj}} \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad \quad p \text{ does not dominate } q \\
\quad \quad \text{else if } p_{\text{obj}} < q_{\text{obj}} \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad \quad q \text{ does not dominate } p \\
\quad \quad \text{end if} \\
\quad \text{end for} \\
\quad \text{if } p \text{ dominates } q \text{ and } q \text{ dominates } p \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad \text{neither dominate} \\
\quad \text{end if} \\
\quad \text{if } p \text{ dominates } q \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad \text{add } q \text{ to } S_p \\
\quad \text{else if } q \text{ dominates } p \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad \quad n_p ++ \\
\quad \text{end if} \\
\quad \text{end for} \\
\quad \text{if } n_p = 0 \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad \text{NDF}_{i+1} = p \\
\quad \text{end if} \\
\text{end for} \{ \text{Pareto-Optimal Front Found} \} \\
\]

\[i = 0 \]
\[\text{while } \text{NDF}_i \text{ is not empty do} \\
\quad \text{for all } p \text{ in } \text{NDF}_i \text{ do} \\
\quad \quad \text{for all } q \text{ in } S_p \text{ do} \\
\quad \quad \quad n_q -- \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{if } n_q = 0 \text{ then} \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{NDF}_{i+1} += q \\
\quad \quad \text{end if} \\
\quad \quad \text{end for} \\
\quad \text{end for} \\
\quad i++ \\
\text{end while} \{ \text{All NDFs Found} \} \]
Appendix C

Netlists

C.1 Template Netlists

C.1.1 Template Netlist used in Early Experiments

The template netlist used for the early experiments, described in Section 5.1, is given below. It should be noted that the encoding scheme predates that described in Section 4.2.1, in that each marker string has only two values: the first corresponds to the type, and the second the gene index. The relevant ranges for all markers, and values for multiplication for type 1 markers, were hard-coded into the decoding scheme.

*Template netlist for AND\OR Gate Evolution
$2,0 \text{ MN1 $0,1 \text{ $0,2 \text{ $0,3 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,4e-09}$}
$2,5 \text{ MN2 $0,6 \text{ $0,7 \text{ $0,8 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,9e-09}$}
$2,10 \text{ MN3 $0,11 \text{ $0,12 \text{ $0,13 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,14e-09}$}
$2,15 \text{ MN4 $0,16 \text{ $0,17 \text{ $0,18 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,19e-09}$}
$2,20 \text{ MN5 $0,21 \text{ $0,22 \text{ $0,23 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,24e-09}$}
$2,25 \text{ MN6 $0,26 \text{ $0,27 \text{ $0,28 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,29e-09}$}
$2,30 \text{ MP1 $0,31 \text{ $0,32 \text{ $0,33 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,34e-09}$}
$2,35 \text{ MP2 $0,36 \text{ $0,37 \text{ $0,38 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,39e-09}$}
$2,40 \text{ MP3 $0,41 \text{ $0,42 \text{ $0,43 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,44e-09}$}
$2,45 \text{ MP4 $0,46 \text{ $0,47 \text{ $0,48 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,49e-09}$}
$2,50 \text{ MP5 $0,51 \text{ $0,52 \text{ $0,53 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,54e-09}$}
$2,55 \text{ MP6 $0,56 \text{ $0,57 \text{ $0,58 \text{ 3 ATOMP L}=3.5e-08 \text{ W}=$1,59e-09}$
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C.1.2 Template Netlists used in VSCLIB Optimisation

The seven template netlists used in the optimisation of transistor widths using two-input logic gates and memories. The netlists are taken from the VSCLIB-013 standard cell library, which is available at www.vlsitechnology.org [135]. The node connections for these circuits are set by the defaults within MOTIVATED: ground is 0, $V_{DD}$ is 10, the two inputs are 1 and 2 and the output is 6. All other internal nodes are here numbered from 20 upwards. These node choices are based on the implementation of the CGP-based topology evolution; they are preserved in the SGA system for compatibility purposes.

**NAND Gate**

* VSCLIB 2-INPUT NAND GATE  
MP1 6 1 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&0_4_28_35\e-09  
MP2 6 2 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&1_4_28_35\e-09  
MN1 6 2 20 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&2_2_20_35\e-09  
MN2 20 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&3_2_20_35\e-09

**NOR Gate**

* VSCLIB 2-INPUT NOR GATE  
MP1 20 1 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&0_4_28_35\e-09  
MP2 6 2 20 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&1_4_28_35\e-09  
MN1 6 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&2_2_20_35\e-09  
MN2 6 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&3_2_20_35\e-09

**AND Gate**

* VSCLIB 2-INPUT AND GATE  
MP1 20 1 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&0_4_28_35\e-09  
MP2 21 2 20 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&1_4_28_35\e-09  
MP3 6 21 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&2_4_28_35\e-09  
MN1 21 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&3_20_35\e-09  
MN2 21 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&4_20_35\e-09  
MN3 6 21 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&5_20_35\e-09
**C.1 Template Netlists**

**OR Gate**

* VSCLIB 2-INPUT NOR GATE
MP1 20 1 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=0.28e-09
MP2 6 2 20 10 ATOMP L=35n W=1.428e-09
MN1 6 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=2.20e-09
MN2 6 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=3.20e-09

**XNOR Gate**

* VSCLIB 2-INPUT XNOR GATE
MP1 20 1 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=0.28e-09
MP2 6 2 20 10 ATOMP L=35n W=1.428e-09
MP3 21 20 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=2.428e-09
MP4 6 22 21 10 ATOMP L=35n W=3.428e-09
MP5 22 2 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=4.20e-09
MN1 20 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=5.20e-09
MN2 6 22 20 0 ATOMN L=35n W=6.20e-09
MN3 6 20 22 0 ATOMN L=35n W=7.20e-09
MN4 22 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=8.20e-09

**XOR Gate**

* VSCLIB 2-INPUT XOR GATE
MP1 20 1 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=0.28e-09
MP2 6 21 20 10 ATOMP L=35n W=1.428e-09
MP3 6 20 21 10 ATOMP L=35n W=2.428e-09
MP4 21 2 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=3.428e-09
MN1 20 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=4.20e-09
MN2 6 2 20 0 ATOMN L=35n W=5.20e-09
MN3 22 20 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=6.20e-09
MN4 6 21 22 0 ATOMN L=35n W=7.20e-09
MN5 21 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=8.20e-09

**D-TYPE Flip-flop**

* VSCLIB DFNT1 D-type Rising-Edge Flip-flop
MP1 20 1 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=0.28e-09
C.1.3 Template Netlists used in multiple-voltage source experiments

For conciseness, only the MVS+W circuits, in which both the width and voltage-source can be optimised, are shown here.

XOR Gate

* VSCLIB 2-INPUT XOR GATE
* Multi-Voltage Source (Fixed Bias) Skeleton Netlist
MP1 20 1 50 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&0_4_28_35\e-09
MP2 6 21 20 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&1_4_28_35\e-09
MP3 6 20 21 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&2_4_28_35\e-09
C.1 Template Netlists

MP4 21 2 51 10 ATOMP L=35n W=3_2_8_35\e-09
MN1 20 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=4_2_20_35\e-09
MN2 6 2 20 0 ATOMN L=35n W=5_2_20_35\e-09
MN3 22 20 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=6_2_20_35\e-09
MN4 6 21 22 0 ATOMN L=35n W=7_2_20_35\e-09
MN5 21 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=8_2_20_35\e-09
VSUB1 10 50 DC &9_0_50_10\m
VSUB2 10 51 DC &10_0_50_10\m

XNOR Gate

* VSCLIB 2-INPUT XNOR GATE
* Multi-Voltage Source (Fixed Bias) Skeleton Netlist
MP1 20 1 50 10 ATOMP L=35n W=0_2_8_35\e-09
MP2 6 2 20 10 ATOMP L=35n W=1_2_8_35\e-09
MP3 21 20 51 10 ATOMP L=35n W=2_2_8_35\e-09
MP4 6 22 21 10 ATOMP L=35n W=3_2_8_35\e-09
MP5 22 2 52 10 ATOMP L=35n W=4_2_8_35\e-09
MN1 20 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=5_2_20_35\e-09
MN2 6 22 20 0 ATOMN L=35n W=6_2_20_35\e-09
MN3 6 20 22 0 ATOMN L=35n W=7_2_20_35\e-09
MN4 22 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=8_2_20_35\e-09
VSUB1 10 50 DC &9_0_50_10\m
VSUB2 10 51 DC &10_0_50_10\m
VSUB3 10 52 DC &11_0_50_10\m

D-Type Flip-flop

* VSCLIB DFNT1 D-type Rising-Edge Flip-flop
* Multi-Voltage Source (Fixed Bias) Skeleton Netlist
* Circuit has 8 sub-voltage sources beginning at node 50
MP1 20 1 50 10 ATOMP L=35n W=0_2_14_70\n
MP2 21 20 51 10 ATOMP L=35n W=1_2_14_70\n
MP3 22 2 52 10 ATOMP L=35n W=2_2_14_70\n
MP4 24 21 22 10 ATOMP L=35n W=3_2_14_70\n
MP5 24 20 25 10 ATOMP L=35n W=4_2_14_70\n
MP6 25 27 53 10 ATOMP L=35n W=5_2_14_70\n
C.1.4 Template Netlists for CGP evolved topologies

XOR Gate

* CGP Evolved 10-T XOR Design
M0 15 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&0_1_20_35\e-9
M1 16 17 15 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&1_1_20_35\e-9
M2 6 16 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&2_1_20_35\e-9
M3 17 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&3_1_20_35\e-9
C.1 Template Netlists

M4 15 1 18 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&4_1_28_70\text{e}^{-9}
M5 18 17 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&5_1_28_70\text{e}^{-9}
M6 17 2 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&6_1_28_70\text{e}^{-9}
M7 6 16 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&7_1_28_70\text{e}^{-9}
M8 16 15 18 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&8_1_28_70\text{e}^{-9}
M9 16 1 17 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&9_1_28_70\text{e}^{-9}

XNOR Gate

* CGP Evolved 8-T XNOR Design
M0 15 1 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&0_2_14_35\text{e}^{-9}
M1 6 17 15 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&1_2_14_35\text{e}^{-9}
M2 17 2 0 0 ATOMN L=35n W=&2_2_14_35\text{e}^{-9}
M3 15 1 18 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&3_2_14_70\text{e}^{-9}
M4 18 17 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&4_2_14_70\text{e}^{-9}
M5 17 2 10 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&5_2_14_70\text{e}^{-9}
M6 6 15 18 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&6_2_14_70\text{e}^{-9}
M7 6 1 17 10 ATOMP L=35n W=&7_2_14_70\text{e}^{-9}
## Appendix D

### Glossary and List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADF</td>
<td>Automatically Defined Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFS</td>
<td>Andrew File System; a distributed file-system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIC</td>
<td>Application-Specific Integrated Circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAC</td>
<td>Boltzmann Acceptance Criterion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiCMOS</td>
<td>Bipolar-CMOS; circuits comprising both BJT and MOSFETs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJT</td>
<td>Bipolar Junction Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSIM</td>
<td>Berkeley Short-channel IGFET Model; a SPICE transistor model series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTE</td>
<td>Boltzmann Transport Equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP</td>
<td>Cartesian Genetic Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>Complimentary-MOS; logic design based on NMOS:PMOS pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>Chemical Vapour Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMG</td>
<td>Device Modelling Group; research group at Glasgow University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>Dynamic Random Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Evolutionary Computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>Error Correcting Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDA</td>
<td>Electronic Design Automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>Evolutionary Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM</td>
<td>Electronically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA</td>
<td>Evolutionary Module Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>Evolutionary Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSRC</td>
<td>Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Evolutionary Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUV</td>
<td>Extreme Ultra-Violet; proposed future lithography source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FET</td>
<td>Field Effect Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLASH</td>
<td>A non-volatile form of memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPAA</td>
<td>Field-Programmable Analogue Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>Field-Programmable Gate Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPTA</td>
<td>Field-Programmable Transistor Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphics Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>Giga-Scale Integration; billions of transistors per chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPC</td>
<td>High-Performance Computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Integrated Circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGFET</td>
<td>Insulated-Gate Field Effect Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>Instructions Per Clock; a CPU performance metric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>Inter-Quartile Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISG</td>
<td>Intelligent Systems Group; research group at University of York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITRS</td>
<td>International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFET</td>
<td>Junction Field Effect Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LER</td>
<td>Line-Edge Roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPCVD</td>
<td>Low-Pressure Chemical Vapour Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAVEN</td>
<td>A cluster computer using Sun Grid Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC</td>
<td>Metropolis Monte-Carlo Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Multi-Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOEA</td>
<td>Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS</td>
<td>Metal-Oxide Semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSFET</td>
<td>Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIVATED</td>
<td>Multi-Objective Toolkit for Intrinsic Variability Aware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nano-CMOS</td>
<td>EPSRC funded research project into transistor variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBTI</td>
<td>Negative-Bias Temperature Instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGF</td>
<td>Nonequilibrium Green’s Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGSPICE</td>
<td>A free SPICE simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMOS</td>
<td>N-Channel MOS Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
<td>Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTRS</td>
<td>National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>Optical Proximity Corrections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>Printed Circuit Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PECVD</td>
<td>Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMOS</td>
<td>P-Channel MOS Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSGB</td>
<td>Poly-silicon Grain Boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Random Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOMSPICE</td>
<td>Software written at Glasgow University for creating variability-aware netlists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDD</td>
<td>Random Discrete Dopants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>Random Dopant Fluctuations; variability caused by RDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET</td>
<td>Reticle (or Resolution) Enhancement Technology; techniques to improve the accuracy of photolithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIE</td>
<td>Reactive-Ion Etching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>Ribonucleic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Simulated Annealing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAHC</td>
<td>Steepest Ascent Hill-Climbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL</td>
<td>Standard-Cell Library; library of building-block logic circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGA</td>
<td>Simple Genetic Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGE</td>
<td>Sun Grid Engine; clustering software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIA</td>
<td>Semiconductor Industry Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
<td>Silicon-on-Insulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPICE</td>
<td>Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis; a mixed-mode electronics simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>Static Random Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH</td>
<td>Secure Shell; a network protocol for remote administration of Unix computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Transistor-Transistor Logic; integrated circuits based on BJTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULSI</td>
<td>Ultra-Large Scale Integration; millions of transistors per chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTB</td>
<td>Ultra-thin Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHDL</td>
<td>VHSIC Hardware Description Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHSIC</td>
<td>Very-High Speed Integrated Circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLSI</td>
<td>Very-Large Scale Integration; thousands of transistors per chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_T$</td>
<td>Threshold Voltage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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